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P R O L E G O M E N A 

The need of a critical or (as it was sometimes called) a "correct" edition of the 
Mahābhārata has been felt (at first, of course, rather vaguely) by Sanskritists for over 
half a century.1 It was voiced, however, in a clear and emphatic manner, for the first 
time, by Professor M . Winternitz, at the X l t h International Congress of Orientalists, 
held at Paris, in 1897, when he read a paper drawing attention to the South Indian 
manuscripts of the Great Epic and ending with the remark that a critical edition of 
the Mahābhārata was "wanted as the only sound basis for all Mahābhārata studies, 
nay, for all studies connected with the epic literature of India".2 The idea received a 
concrete shape in his proposal for the foundation of a Sanskrit Epic Text Society, 
which he laid before the very next session of the Oriental Congress ( X I I t h ) , held 
in Rome (1899). Again, three years later, at the following session of the Congress 
( X I I I t h ) , held in Hamburg (1902), Professor Winternitz reiterated his requisition and 
endeavoured to impress again upon the assembled savants that a "critical edition of the 
Mahābhārata was a sine qua non for all historical and critical research regarding the 
Great Epic of India". 

The reception accorded to the various proposals made by Professor Winternitz in 
connection with his favourite project was not as cordial as might have been expected 
from an enlightened, international assemblage of Sanskritists. " A t first", writes Professor 
Winternitz himself,3 "the idea of a critical edition of the Mahābhārata met with great 
scepticism. Most scholars were of opinion that it was impossible to restore a critical 
text of the Great Epic, and that we should have to be satisfied with editing the South 
Indian text, while the North Indian text was represented well enough by the Calcutta 
and Bombay editions. Only few scholars were in full agreement with the plan of one 
critical edition". 

Notwithstanding this general apathy, a committee was appointed by the Indian 
Section of the International Congress of Orientalists in Rome (1899) to consider the 
proposal of Professor Winternitz for the foundation of a Sanskrit Epic Text Society, 
already mentioned. This committee was not in favour of the said proposal. It recom

mended instead that the work of preparing the critical edition should be undertaken by 
the International Association of Academies. The London session of this Association, 
held in 1904, adopted the above suggestion and resolved "to make the critical edition 
of the Mahābhārata one of the tasks to be undertaken under its auspices and with the 
help of funds to be raised by the Academies". In pursuance of this decision, the 
Academies of Berlin and Vienna sanctioned certain funds earmarked for the Mahābhārata 
work, with whose help the preliminary work for the critical edition was actually begun, 

1 See below.
 2 Cf. Winternitz, Indol. Prag. 1 (1929), 58 ff.

 8 ibid. p. 58. 
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In furtherance of this project, then, Professor H . Lüders prepared a "Specimen" 
of a critical edition of the Mahābhārata (Druckprobe einer kritischen Ausgabe des 
Mahābhārata, Leipzig 1908) with the funds provided for the purpose by the Königliche 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. 1 The Specimen, which was meant only 
for private circulation,2 consisted of 18 pages, comprising the constituted text (pp. 111) 
of the first 67 stanzas of the Ādiparvan with their various readings (printed as 
footnotes), an Appendix (pp. 1217), on a similar plan, containing the text of the 
Brahmā-Gaṇeśa interpolation (with its variants), and finally a list (p. 18) of the 
29 manuscripts, selected exclusively from European libraries, which formed the specimen 
apparatus criticus? This little brochure, which must rank in the annals of Mahābhārata 
studies as the first tentative critical edition of the Mahābhārata, was laid before the 
Indian Section of the X V t h International Congress of Orientalists, held in Copenhagen 
(1908). The tender seedling, planted with infinite care, did not, however, thrive in the 
uncongenial European soil. Twenty years later, in 1928, at the X V I I t h International 
Congress of Orientalists, held at Oxford, Professor Winternitz reported that, under the 
scheme of the International Association of Academies, "except this specimen (Druckprobe) 
nothing has been printed".4 

However, in the interval some preliminary work, such as the classifying and 
collating of manuscripts had been done by Professor Lüders and some of his pupils 
(among them my fellow-student and friend Dr. Johannes Nobel, now Professor in the 
University of Marburg), by Professor Winternitz and his pupil Dr. Otto Stein, and by 
Dr. Bernhard Geiger (Vienna). The last great World War gave its quietus to this 
ambitious project, sponsored by the Associated Academies of Europe and America, and 
finally diverted the attention of European scholars from the Mahābhārata Problem. 

After the war, the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, then in its early 
infancy, enthusiastically undertook the work, making a fresh start, fortunately without 
realizing fully the enormousness of the project or the complicacies of the problem. A t 
a meeting of the General Body of the Institute, held on July 6, 1918, Shrimant 
Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, Chief (now Ruler) of Aundh—the liberal and enthusiastic 
patron of diverse projects calculated to stimulate research, advance knowledge, and 
enhance Indian prestige—the president elect on the occasion, easily persuaded by a 
band of young and hopeful Sanskritists who had returned to India after completing 
their philological training abroad, with their heads full of new ideas, urged upon the 
audience the need of preparing a Critical and Illustrated Edition of the Mahābhārata, 
offering to contribute, personally, a lakh of rupees, by annual grants, towards the 
expenses of producing the edition.* The donor was warmly thanked for this princely 

1 It was printed by the firm of W . Drugulin. 
2 Professor Winternitz had sent me, in 1926, his 

copy, on loan, for perusal, which I returned to him 

almost immediately afterwards. 
3 The brochure did not contain any preface, or 

explanatory notes. 
4 See also the remarks of Professor A . A . Mac– 

donell printed in the "Report of the Joint Session 

of the Royal Asiatic Society, Société Asiatique, 

American Oriental Society, and Scuola Orientale, 

Reale University di Roma, September 3-6, 1919" 

in JRAS. 1920. 149. Cf. also ABL 4. 145 ff. 
5 Cf. Bhavanrao Pandit Pratinidhi, ABL 3 

(1921-22), If. Also A Prospectus of a New and 
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gift and the offer was gratefully accepted by the spokesmen of the Institute, who in their 
turn undertook to prepare an edition that would meet with the high requirements of 
modern critical scholarship. In accordance with this decision of the General Body of 
the Institute, the late lamented Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, the doyen of the 
Sanskritists of Western India and the inspirer of the critical and rigorous scholarship of 
the present day, inaugurated, in A p r i l 1919, this monumental work by formally beginning 
the collation of the opening mantra of the works of the ancient Bhāgavata sect, which 
is found also at the beginning of some manuscripts of the Mahābbarata : 1 

%3f «<4skf f Ihr cicft ^ " 3 ^ k ^ n 
Then, on the basis of the promise of the donation of a lakh of rupees by the Ruler 
of Aundh‚ the Institute appealed for the very large financial support needed to Indian 
governments, princes, and men of wealth. Not as many favourable responses were 
received as might have been expected; but very generous aid was and is being given by 
some, whose names are recorded elsewhere. 

The reasons which have induced Sanskritists both here and abroad to undertake 
this gigantic enterprise are easy to understand. The preeminent importance of the epic 
is universally acknowledged. Next to the Vedas‚ it is the most valuable product of the 
entire literature of ancient India, so rich in notable works. Venerable for its very 
antiquity, it is one of the most inspiring monuments of the world, and an inexhaustible 
mine for the investigation of the religion, mythology, legend, philosophy, law, custom, and 
political and social institutions of ancient India. 

A s a result of the researches that have been carried on during the last thirtyfive 
years or so, there is now no doubt whatsoever that the text of the Mahābhārata has 
undergone numerous changes.3 The texts of the Northern and Southern manuscripts—to 
mention only two of the manuscript classes—are widely divergent, and much uncertainty 
prevails regarding the correctness and originality of the texts preserved by them. The 
existing editions—which either merely reproduce the version of a particular type of 
manuscripts, like the Bombay edition,3 or else are eclectic on no recognizable principles, 
like the Kumbhakonam edition—fail to remove the uncertainty of the text. 

The present edition of the epic is intended chiefly to remedy this unsatisfactory 
state of things. What the promoters of this scheme desire to produce and supply is 
briefly this: a critical edition of the Mahābhārata in the preparation of which all important 
versions of the Great Epic shall have been taken into consideration, and all important 
manuscripts collated, estimated and turned to account. Since all divergent readings of 
any importance will be given in the critical notes, printed at the foot of the page, this 

Critical Edition of the Mahābhārata (Poona 1919), 

published by the Institute, p. v. 
1 For instance, the stanza is foreign to the entire 

Southern recension of i;he epic Cf. also B ü h l e r 

Kirste‚ Ind. Stud. No. 2, p. 4, n. 2; and Sylvain Lévi‚ 

R. G. Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, p. 99. 

2 The earliest systematic study of the subject 

aeems to have been made by Burnel l in his Aindra 

Grammarians; of. also his Classified Index to the 

Sanskrit MSS. in the Palace at Tanjore (London 

1879), p. 180. 
8 Representing the Nīlakaṇṭha tradition. 
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1 The Institute intends to publish, as a supple

ment to this edition, a Pratīka Index of the Mahā– 
bhārata, which will be an alphabetical index of 

every single pāda of the text of the epic. 

edition will, for the first time, render it possible for the reader to have before him the 
entire significant manuscript evidence for each individual passage. The value of this 
method for scientific investigation of the epic is obvious. Another feature of the new 
edition will be this. Since not even the seemingly most irrelevant line or stanza, actually 
found in a Mahābhārata manuscript collated for the edition, is on any account omitted, 
this edition of the Mahābhārata will be, in a sense, more complete than any previous 
edition.1 It will be a veritable thesaurus of the Mahābhārata tradition. 

Under the scheme outlined above, a tentative edition of the Virāṭaparvan was 
prepared by the late M r . Narayan Bapuji Utgikar, M . A . , and published by the Institute 
in 1923. Copies of this edition were distributed gratis among leading Sanskritists— 
Indian, European and American—with a view to eliciting from them a frank expression 
of their opinion on the method worked out by the then editorinchief. The opinions 
received were very favourable and highly encouraging. The valuable suggestions made 
by many eminent authorities have been to a great extent followed in the subsequent work. 

C O L L A T I O N O F M A N U S C R I P T S 

Collation of the maunscripts is being done, regularly, not merely at the Institute, 
but also at the Visvabharati of Rabindranath Tagore in Bengal under the supervision of 
Pandit Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, and at the Saraswathi Mahal in Tanjore under the 
supervision of M . R . R y . Rao Saheb T. Sambamurthi Rao A v l . , B . A . , B . L . These outside 
centres were at first intended chiefly for the collation of the Bengali and the Telugu– 
Grantha manuscripts respectively. But provision has now been made at the Institute 
itself for the collation of manuscripts written in any of the seven scripts ( Śāradā‚ Nepālī‚ 
Maithilī, Bengali, Telugu‚ Grantha and Malayālam), besides Devanāgarī, which are 
ordinarily required for our Mahābhārata work. 

The entire Mahābhārata stands now collated from a minimum of ten manuscripts; 
many parvans have been completely collated from twenty manuscripts; some from 
thirty; a few from as many as forty 5 while the first two adhyāyas of the Ādi‚ which 
have special importance for the critical constitution of the text of the entire epic, were 
collated from no less than sixty manuscripts. 

The collation is done by a permanent staff of specially trained Shastris ( Northern 
as well as Southern) and University graduates. For the purposes of collation, each 
Mahābhārata stanza (according to the Bombay edition of Ganpat Krishnaji‚ Śaka 1799) is 
first written out, in bold characters, on the top line of a standard, horizontally and verti

cally ruled foolscap sheet. The variant readings are entered by the collator horizontally 
along a line alloted to the manuscript collated, akṣara by akṣara‚ in the appropriate 
column, vertically below the corresponding portion of the original reading of the 
"Vulgate". On the right of each of these collation sheets, there is a column four inches 
wide reserved for remarks (regarding corrections, marginal additions etc.), and for 
"additional" stanzas found in the manuscripts collated, either immediately before or after 
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1 Of these three, our Ś1 is one, while the other 

two are paper manuscripts, written in modern 

Śāradā characters, with Nīlakaṇṭha's commentary, 

in the Raghunatha Temple Library; of. Stein's 

Catalogue (1894), p. 196, Nos. 371232, 395179. 

They represent probably the Nīlakaṇṭha version. 

the stanza in question. Very long "additions" are written out on separate "śodhapatras" 
and attached to the collation sheets. The collations are regularly checked by a batch of 
collators different from the one which did the collation in the first instance, before they are 
handed over to the editor for the constitution of the text. 

T H E C R I T I C A L A P P A R A T U S 

G E N E R A L A C C O U N T O F T H E M A N U S C R I P T S 

I t is by no means easy to answer the question how many manuscripts of the 
Mahābhārata there are in existence; firstly, because, no complete list of these manuscripts 
has ever been compiled; and, secondly, because the expression "Mahābhārata manuscript", 
as ordinarily used, is ambiguous in the extreme; it may apply to a small manuscript of the 
Bhagavadgītā alone, as well as to a complete manuscript of the Mahābhārata, in several 
volumes, containing all the eighteen parvans. Moreover, the parvans are mostly handed 
down separately, or in groups of few parvans at a time, at least in the oldest manuscripts 
now preserved. Therefore, in taking stock of Mahābhārata manuscripts, i t is best to take 
as unit of measurement a manuscript of a single parvan. 

A s a very approximate computation, I may state that there are known to be about 
235 manuscripts of the Ādi‚ counting only such as have come within my knowledge from 
catalogues of private and public libraries accessible to me, as also those manuscripts whose 
owners have sent them to the Institute for collation or inspection. But this is probably 
by a long way not the total number of extant manuscripts of this parvan, because there 
must be quite a large number of manuscripts in private hands, of which we know next 
to nothing. It has been the experience of most manuscript collectors in India that when 
one takes the trouble to look for the manuscripts, they turn up in quite astonishing 
numbers, though they are as a rule late and of questionable worth. Of these 235 
manuscripts of the Ādi‚ a little less than half (107) are in the Devanāgarī script alone. 
The other scripts are represented in this collection as follows: Bengali 32, Grantha 31, 
Telugu 28, Malayālam 26, Nepālī 5, Śāradā 3,

1 Maithilī 1, Kannaḍa 1, and Nandināgarī 1. 
Of these manuscripts of the Ādi about 70 (i. e. a little more than 29 per cent of 

the total) were fully or partly examined and collated for this edition. A n d of these 
again about 60 were actually utilized in preparing the text. The critical apparatus of the 
first two adhyāyas gives the collations of 50 manuscripts. Many of these were, however, 
discarded in the sequel as misch-codices of small trustworthiness and of no special value 
for critical purposes. A t the same time a few other manuscripts (such as the Śāradā and 
Nepālī codices), which were not available in the beginning, were added to the critical 
apparatus subsequently. A table given below supplies all the necessary details of the 
critical apparatus as to where the collations of the different manuscripts begin, where they 
end, and so on and so forth. 
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The choice of the critical apparatus is not an easy matter, owing to the astonishing 
bulk and the amazing variety of the material. The number of exact duplicates among 
these is decidedly small and almost negligible. A n exception to this rule is formed only 
by manuscripts of commentators' versions, which show inter se little difference. So that 
what has been said by Kosegarten with respect to the manuscripts of the Pañcatantra, 
applies, generally speaking, equally well to the Mahābhārata manuscripts: quot codices, 
tot textus. Notwithstanding these difficulties, the choice of our critical apparatus has not 
been entirely arbitrary. Efforts were made to secure manuscripts written in as many 
different Indian scripts as possible, which is the same as saying, manuscripts belonging 
to as many different Indian provinces as possible. Old manuscripts, even though 
fragmentary and partly illegible, were selected in preference to modernlooking 
manuscripts, though complete, neatly written and well preserved. Within the version, 
discrepant types were chosen in preference to similar types.1 Of the Nīlakaṇṭha version, 
only three were selected, though it is by far the most numerous group; because, firstly, it 
is one of the latest versions; and, secondly it has been edited several times already, 
though not as well as i t should be; and, thirdly, there is little difference between the 
individual manuscripts of the group. The only important scripts unrepresented in our 
critical apparatus are: Kannaḍa, Uriyā and Nandināgarī. 

Besides the manuscripts collated specially for this edition, I have made occasional 
use of the collations of manuscripts preserved in European libraries made by Theodor 
Goldstücker, photographic copies of which were presented to the Institute, for use in 
connection with this project, by the University of Strassburg, through the kind offices of 
the late Professor Émile Senart‚ as also of the collations intended for the edition planned 

by the International Association of Academies and made by the pupils of Geheimrat 
Professor D r . Heinrich Lüders, which have been placed at the disposal of the Institute 
in pursuance of a resolution on the subject passed by the Indian Section of the X V I I t h 
International Congress of Orientalists, held at Oxford, in 1928.

2 

Sixteen of the manuscripts collated bear dates, ranging from the 16th to the 19th 
century. The oldest dated manuscript of our critical apparatus is a Nepali manuscript 
( Ñ 3 ) which bears a date corresponding to A . D . 1511. The other dates are: A . D . 
1519 ( K s ) , 1528 ( V i ) , 1598 (D2), 1620 (Da 2 ) , 1638 ( K 2 ) , 1694 ( K * ) , 1701 ( D r 3 ) , 
1739 ( K o ) , 1740 ( B i ) , 1759 ( B 3 ) , 1786 (B*), 1802 (D5), 1808 (Dn2), 1838 (Ms) , 
and 1842 (Ms) . The Nīlakaṇṭha manuscripts are not all dated, but they can scarcely be 
much anterior to the beginning of the eighteenth century, since Nīlakaṇṭha himself 

1 Consequently, our critical apparatus tends to 

reflect greater diversity in the material than what 

actually exists, but that was unavoidable. 
2 The Resolutions were worded as follows: 

No. 2. That in view of the eminently satisfactory 

manner in which the work is being done by the 

Institute, this Congress is of opinion that the 

MSS. collations made, and the funds collected, for 

the critical edition of the epic planned by the 

Association of Academies, be now utilized for 

the purposes of the critical edition being pre

pared in India, without prejudice to the original 

project of the Association of Academies. 

No, 3, That this Congress therefore recommends 

that; (a) such collations of the Mahābhārata text 

as have already been prepared by the Association 

of Academies be placed, on loan, at the disposal of 

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. . , , 
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belongs to the last quarter of the seventeenth. Many of the Grantha manuscripts do 
bear dates, but since they refer to a cyclic era, it is difficult to calculate their equivalents. 

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N OF M A N U S C R I P T S 

The manuscript material is divided naturally into recensions by the scripts in 
which they are witten. Corresponding to the two main types of Indian scripts, Northern 
and Southern, we get two main recensions of the epic. Each of these recensions is again 
divided into a number of subrecensions, which I have called "versions", corresponding to 
the different provincial scripts in which these texts are written. This principium 
divisionis is not as arbitrary as it might at first sight appear. The superficial difference of 
scripts corresponds, as a matter of fact, to deep underlying textual differences. It is 
common experience in India that when we have a work handed down in different versions, 
the script is invariably characteristic of the version.1 The reason for this concomitance 
between script and version appears to be that the scribes, being as a rule not conversant 
with any script but that of their own particular province, could copy only manuscripts 
written in their special provincial scripts, exception being made only in favour of the 
Devanāgarī, which was a sort of a "vulgar" script, widely used and understood in India. 

While the principle mentioned above is not entirely mechanical or arbitrary, it is also 
not ideal or perfect. I t is often contravened in practice, mainly through the agency of 
the Devanāgarī, which is the chief medium of contamination between the different 
recensions and versions. Thus we come across Devanāgarī copies of the commentary or 
version.of Arjunamiśra, who was an Easterner; similar copies of the commentary or 
version of Ratnagarbha, who was a Southerner. There are again Devanagarī copies of the 
Grantha and the Śāradā2 versions. On the other hand, a popular version like that of 
Nīlakaṇṭha may be copied in any script. I have come across manuscripts of the 
Nīlakaṇṭha (Devanāgarī) version written in Śāradā‚ 3 Bengali, 4 Telugu and Grantha 
scripts. Another cause of disturbance was this. Along the boundaries of provinces 
speaking different languages or using different scripts, there are invariably bilingual and 
biscriptal zones. In these zones there was an ever operating impulse, tending to 
introduce innovations, obliterating the differentiae and normalizing the text. Never

theless, though nothing is impossible, it would be passing strange i f we were to find a 
copy of the pure Śāradā version written, say, in the Malayālam script, or of the Grantha 
version in the Nepālī script. 

1 CI. Lüders, Deutsche Literaturztg. 1929. 1140. 
2 Like our K1 (India Office, No. 2137 ), 
8 There are two such MSS‚ in the Raghunatha 

Temple Library, Jammu‚ Nos. 371232, 395879. 

 Some of them were collated for the Institute at 

the Visvabharati. 
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LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS FORMING T H E CRITICAL APPARATUS 

The manuscripts utilized for this edition of the Ādi are as follows: 

I . N(orthern) Recension, 

(a) Northwestern Group (v) . 
Śāradā (or Kaśmīrī) Version ( Ś ) . 

Ś1 = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 159 of 187576. 
Devanāgarī Group allied to the (Śāradā or) Kaśmīrī Version ( K ) . 

K 0 = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 229 of 18951902. 
Dated V. Saiñ. 1795 (ca. A . D . 1739). 

K1 = London, India Office Library, No. 3226 (2137). 
Ka = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , N o . 182 of 189195. 

Dated V. Saṃ. 1694 (ca. A . D . 1638). 
Ks = Baroda‚ Oriental Institute Library, No. 632. Dated V. Saṃ. 1575 ( ca. A . D . 1519 ). 
K4 = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 565 of 188283. 

Dated Śaka 1616 (ca. A . D . 1694). 
K5 = Lahore, Dayanand AngloVedic College, No. 1. 
K0 = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 209 of 188791. 

(b) Central Group (T). 
Nepālī Version ( Ñ ) . 

Ñ1 = Nepal, in private possession. 
Ñ2 = Nepal, in private possession. 
Ñ 3 = Nepal, in private possession. Dated Nepālī Sam. 632 (ca. A . D . 1511). 

Maithilī Version (V). 
V1 = Nepal, Darbar Library, No. 1364. Dated L a . Saṃ. 411 (ca. A . D . 1528). 

Bengali Version (B). 
Bi = Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 1. Dated Śaka 1662 (ca. A . D . 1740). 
Bs = Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 258. 
Bs== Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 782. Dated Śaka 1681 (ca. A . D . 1759). 
B± == Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 413. 
B 5 = Dacca, University Library, No. 485. Dated Śaka 1708 (ca. A . D . 1786). 
Bō = Dacca, University Library, No. 735. 

Devanāgarī Versions other than K (D). 
Devanāgarī Version of Arjunamiśra (Da) . 

Dai = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , N o . 30 of A 187980. 
Daa = Poona, Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , Viśrāmbāg I > 

No. 468. Dated V. Saṃ. 1676 (ca. A . D . 1620). 
Devanāgarī Version of Nīlakaṇṭha ( Dn ), the "Vulgate". 

D m = M S . belonging to Sardar M . V. Kibe of Indore. 
Dn* = Mysore, Oriental Library, No. 1064. Dated V. Saṃ. 1864 (ca. A . D . 1808). 
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Dns = Poona‚ Bombay Govt. Collection ( deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 234 of 18951902. 
Devanāgarī Version of Ratnagarbha ( D r ) . 

D n = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1246. 
Dr2 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1199. 
D r 3 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1313. Dated Śaka 1623 (ca. A . D . 1701 ). 
Dr* = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1339. 

Devanāgarī Composite Version. 
Di = Poona‚ Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 29 of A 187980. 
D2 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1152. Dated V. Saṃ. 1654 (ca. A . D . 1598). 
D3 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1360. 
D4 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1126. 
Ds = Lahore, Dayanand AngloVedic College, No.4. DatedV. Sana. 1858 (ca. A . D . 1802). 
De = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1223. 
DT = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1269. 
Ds = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1329. 
Do = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1176. 
D10 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1293. 
D11 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1340. 
D12 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1373. 
D 1 3 = Poona‚ Bombay Govt. Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , ViśrāmbāgII , No. 191. 
Du = Poona‚ Bombay Govt. Collection ( deposited at the B O R I ) , Viśrambāg I I , No. 266. 

I I . S(outhern) Recension. 
Telugu Version ( T ) . 

Ti = Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math Library M S . (without number). 
T2 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11865. 
Ts = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11809. 

Grantha Version ( G ). 
Gi = Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math Library M S . (without number). 
G2 = Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math Library M S . (without number). 
G3 = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11823. 
G* = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11838. 
Gs = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11851. 
Ge = Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11860. 
G* = Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math Library M S . ( without number). 

Malayālarn Version ( M ) . 
Mi = M S . belonging to Chief of Idappalli, Cochin. 
M2 = Cochin, State Library, No. 5. 
M 3 = Cochin, State Library, No. 1. Dated Kollam 1013 (ca. A . D . 1838). 
M4 = M S . belonging to Kallenkara Pisharam of Cochin. 
M5::::= Cochin ( Jayantamangalam ); property of the Paliyam family. 
Me = Malabar (Nareri Mana) ; in private possession. 
Mt = Cochin ( Avaṇapparambu Mana); in private possession. 
Ms = Malabar Poomulli Mana Library, No. 297. Dated Kollam 1017 (ca. A . D . 1842). 
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D E T A I L E D A C C O U N T OF T H E M A N U S R I P T S 

Ś1 

Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 159 of 
187576. Total number of folios 114 (some fragmentary), with about 24 lines to a page; 
size 12"x9^". Clear Śāradā characters (of perhaps the 16th or 17th century). B i r c h 

bark ( bhūrjapatra ). 
This unique and valuable MS. was purchased for the Government of Bombay, by 

Bühler, in Kaśmīr. It is listed on p. xi‚ and cursorily described at p. 64, of his Detailed 
Report of a Tour in Search of Sanskrit MSS. made in Kaśmlr, Rajputana, and Central 
India, a report printed as Extra Number of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society for 1877. The lines of writing of the MS. run parallel to the narrow 
side of the leaf. There are, on an average, 24 lines on a page, and 36 akṣaras ( i . e. a 
little over a śloka) in a line. A page, therefore, contains, on an average, 26 (anuṣṭubh) 
stanzas. Each folio bears, on its reverse, in the lefthand margin, near the bottom, a 
cipher representing the serial number of the folio and a signature indicating the title of the 
work, as well as the name of the parvan. — The MS., which is unfortunately incomplete 
and fragmentary, must have originally contained at least the first three parvans (Ād i , 
Sabhā and Araṇya), written, as far as one can judge, by the same hand. The extant 
portion contains the Sabhā in its entirety, but only fragments of the other two parvans, 
the beginning of Ādi and the end of Araṇya being lost. The Ādi, which appears to have 
extended from the beginning of the volume up to fol. 154, is particularly fragmentary; a 
continuous text begins only from fol. 63 (our adhy. 82). Of the first 62 folios, the extant 
portion contains only the lower segments (with 10 to 15 lines of writing on each page) of 
fol. 2425, 3637, 39, 4748, 5357 and 6162; the initial 23 folios as also 15 other 
intermediate folios (viz. 38, 4046, 4952, 5860) are entirely missing; while only 10 of 
these folios are complete. Folio number 96 is repeated. The Ādi ends at fol. 154 a. The 
colophon repeats the stanzas of the Parvasaṃgraha giving the number of adhyāyas (230) 
in this parvan, as also its extent in "ślokas", i . e. granthas (7984). The writing is neat 
and careful; erasures and corrections are few and far between. Occasionally one comes 
across variant readings (cf. fol. 115 b), entered (probably by the same hand) in yet smaller 
letters between the lines; on fol. 116 a, there is a stanza written in the upper margin, which 
is meant to be added after 1. 162. 15, and which is found, otherwise, only in K1‚ in other 
words is an interpolation peculiar to Ś1 K1. Many of the marginal additions are glosses, 
which are rather numerous in the first 15 (extant) folios, evidently notes made from some 
commentary by a student who intended making a careful study of the text. In a few 
places—perhaps about half a dozen—corrections have been made with yellow pigment. 
Some of the adhyāyas bear (serial) numbers, written probably by a different hand; the 
first (legible) figure that we come across is 43, corresponding to adhy. 32 of our edition, 
involving a difference of 11 in our enumerations of adhyāyas! The last adhyāya number 
noted in this parvan is 100, corresponding to our adhy 87: the difference between our 
enumerations thus rises to 13 in 55 adhyāyas. The Purāṇic raconteur is here called, 
throughout, Sūta‚ not Sauti. Moreover, the prose formula of reference generally omits ~n~ 
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(resp. ~ f : ) , and gives, as in S M S S . , merely the name or designation of the speaker, such 
as –hhm:. However, from the fact that towards the middle and end of the parvan, the 
full forms containing ~n~f (resp. gjf:) do occur sporadically, e. g. 1. 94. 64 (fol. 73 a) •, 98. 1 
(fol. 75 b ) ; 99. 36 (fol. 77 a)etc: it follows that the usual –hPTFR: etc are only abbreviations. 
The names of the subparvans are generally added, in the colophons, agreeing mostly with 
the corresponding divisions of our edition. The extant fragment begins (fol. 24 a) with 
the words ^W(: I ftf&n "TO qft>qft*i (cf. v. 1. 1. 26. 10). –— A facsimile of the folio (154) 
containing the end of the 5di and the beginning of the Sabhā is given, facing p. 880. 

Ko 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 229 of 

18951902. Folios 181, with about 15 lines to a page; size 147"x 67". Devanāgarī 
characters; dated V . Saṃvat 1795 (ca. A . D . 1739). Old Indian paper. 

The M S . contains the first three parvans written in the same hand, the date coming 
at the end of the Aranya. The writing is clear and fairly correct; a few corrections of 
scribe's errors are noted in the margin, probably by the same hand; otherwise the margins 
are clean. The colophons give adhyaya numbers sporadically, and names of adhyāyas, 
subparvans or upākhyānas generally. On the last folio (181) of the Ādi is given, in 
different hand, a list of major parvans with the corresponding number of their adhyāyas 
and stanzas, in a tabular form. 

K i 
London, India Office Library, No. 3226 (2137). Folios 169, with about 33 lines to 

a page; size 16̂ " x 9". Devanāgari characters; dated (possibly) 1783 A . D . Indian Paper. 
A moderately trustworthy, though somewhat modern and very incorrect transcript 

of a Śāradā exemplar. Even the outward form and getup of this M S . are suggestive of 
Kaśmīrī origin. The lines of writing, as in Śāradā (bhūrjapatra) M S S . run parallel to 
the narrow side of the folio. The signatures in the margin are like those found in 
Kaśmīrī books. The numerous clerical errors, which disfigure every page, betray the 
writer to be a professional scribe, not thoroughly familiar with the awkward Śāradā script, 
and still less so with the language of the text, easily misled by the deceptive similarity 
between certain letters of the Śāradā and Devanāgarī alphabets. He frequently writes *r 
for (e. g. for 3f%); 3 for ~ and y for «r (e. g. ~qī for "*rr); 5 for % (e. g. ~~T for 
^sqī) ; for *T (e. g. 5rErśr for 5Tsrô) or for 'f (e. g. qfcreff for Hhreff); medial ~ for subscript r 
(e. g. %ti for ^ ) ; for %; 3 for –t‚ % sr (e. g. 3N31art, ?T3*r:, t ^ J t ô for s?i&śrt, *r~*r. and 
ftft3Tfrf); ^ṛ for =sq–; %t for f; medial " for subscript ~; for <r (e. g. *rfir: for *rôt:); ~ for 
~f (e– g ßfsr for fif*rr). Margins are clean; very occasional corrections, in the body of the 
text, by yellow pigment. The pages from 42 to 45 are left blank, while 41 b and 46 a 
contain only a few lines of writing. Besides Ādi‚ the codex contains also Virāṭa‚ Bhīṣma 
and a portion of Anuśāsana (Dānadharma) , breaking off at the first half of stanza 39 of 
adhy. 83 of the Bombay ed. According to statements at the end of the Bhīṣma and the 
beginning of the Anuśāsana, the M S . was written in V . Saṃvat 1839 (ca. A . D. 1783), 
by a Brāhmaṇa named Gopāla‚ residing in Lakṣmīmaṭha; but the writing of the volume 
is not quite uniform. I t is, therefore, uncertain, in my opinion, whether the Ādi was 
written by this same Gopāla‚ in the said year; contra Eggeling, Catalogue of the Skt. MSS. 
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in the Library of the India Office, Part V I ( 1899), p. 1158, who regards the entire volume 
as written by the same scribe. The colophons, which are short, sporadically give the 
adhyāya numbers. This is the only M S . of the Ādi belonging to a European Library 
that was available for collation at the Institute and used for this edition! — The reference 
c5t 5 f&r̂  before stanza 8 of adhy. 1 indicates the intention of the scribe to "illuminate" 
the M S . by writing the alternate letters (*r‚ –IT~), which are missing, in red ink. 

K2 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 182 of 

189195. Folios 296 (of which 220, 22630, 23233, 23940 appear to be written by a 
different hand), with about 11 lines to a page; size 108"x 48". Devanāgarī characters 
(with sporadic pṛṣ ṭhamātrās) ; dated V . Sam, 1694 (ca. A . D . 1638). Indian paper. 

Marginal corrections, as also other corrections in the body of the text, are made by 
using yellow pigment; the colophons give names of subparvans, adhyāya names, and 
adhyāya numbers sporadically. In the marginal notes one occasionally comes across variants 
and glosses, and additional passages from M S S . of the central subrecension (T). The first 
folio and a part of the second (the latter stuck on to the original torn) are written in a 
different hand. On fol. 186 b, three lines are left blank by the scribe. After the four 
stanzas of "phalaśru t i" mentioned on p. 879, there follow two stanzas of the Parva¬

saṃgraha, giving the number of adhyāyas (218) and ślokas (8984) and, finally, the date: 

Ks 
Baroda, Oriental Institute Library, No. 632. Folios 407. Devanāgarī characters; 

dated V . Saṃvat 1575 (ca. A . D . 1519). Old Indian paper. 
This M S . is from Gujarat. A t the end of the MS. is given the date: Saṃvat 1575, 

śrāvaṇa, dark half, 5th day, Abhinandana. M S . written by Nāñjīka, son of the Nagar 
Pandit Kālīdāsa of village Kāndalāja, under Samkheṭakapura (modern Sankheda, in 
Baroda State). For further details, see the colophon given on p. 879. 

K4 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 565 of 

188283. Folios 237 (not counting the suppl. folios), with about 1516 lines to a page; 
size 149"x 6". Devanāgarī characters; dated Saka 1616 (ca. A . D . 1694), at the end of 
one of the subsequent parvans. Old Indian paper. 

A carelessly written complete M S . , with 55 for ~, throughout, which is a Southern 
trait; written by one hand, but preserved in the Collection in two bundles numbered 565 
and 566. Supplementary folios at 2, 114, 150, 151, 205 include certain long passages 
(some from Southern sources), copied by the same hand; notable among them being the 
BrahmāGaṇeśa interpolation, whose point of insertion is indicated by a small mark made 
in the body of the text, and the marginal remark –3~T śfom?fitô (cf. v. 1. 1. 1. 53). There 
are some excerpts in margins, intended as glosses. Marginal additions of lines and stanzas 
are frequent only in the first 35 folios, afterwards few and far between. Corrections are made 
with yellow pigment. Colophons frequently contain adhyāya names, subparvan names, 
but no adhyāya number. The copyist was Gaṇeśa‚ son of Trimbaka. 
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K * 

Lahore, Dayanand AngloVedic College Library, No. 1. Folios 28 (numbered 
17 and 929), with about 1113 lines to a page; size 12" x 6". Devanāgarī characters, 
(said to be) about 350 years old. Paper. 

This M S . is incomplete, ending with 1. 3. 152. It was collated at the Visvabharati, 
up to 1. 2. 40, and was then reported to be missing. 

K 6 

Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 209 of 
188791. Folios 386, with about 810 lines to a page; size 122" x 58''. Devanāgarī 
characters. Partly old Indian paper and partly modern European paper. 

Folios 359 to end are of different paper (modern European, with watermarks) and 
are written by a different hand. In the margin, corrections of scribe's errors, additional 
lines and stanzas (some of them probably omitted while copying), and various readings, 
which are decidedly more numerous in the beginning. On some folios (after fol. 105) 
yellow pigment has been used for correction. Here and there, lacunae mark the syllables 
which the scribe could not decipher, or which were missing in the exemplar. The 
colophons generally give the adhyāya or subparvan names; the adhyāya numbers were 
added afterwards, perhaps by a different hand, and are often crowded out or squeezed in 
with difficulty. — Collated up to the end of adhy. 2 only. 

Ñi 
M S . in Nepālī characters from Nepal, in private possession. No specifications of 

the M S . (such as measurements, number of folios etc.) are available. 
It begins with a short eulogy (praśasti) of king (śrīmān bhūmahendra) Jaya– 

sirhharāma, at whose bidding the M S . was copied. For a king of that name we have the 
date (Nepālī) Sam. 516 (ca. A . D . 1395). In the praśasti, he is stated to have built (?) 
a temple of Paśupati in Nepal. Collations of the M S . were kindly supplied by Rajaguru 
Pandit Hemaraj, C.I .E . , D.P .L‚ Nepal, who had it collated, for the Institute, by 
local Pandits. — The praśasti reads: 

W t ^<^cOf cleft ̂ a<o<3<ui 

R>H ̂W ^ ~ T ^ *|Hlf^c–M–lj4 I 

* * * * * * * * * * * * [? ^ft]flK^
1 ĀRkd«H'I 

–HÎ T ̂ T~fT Hltii ~T 44rMI7 cT?ī f%̂ TR[FnRT I 

& 4 f r < ^ * I W ^ « W * * * * * * * * | 

~f~; ^vj l^ iy^<l Mt i*^ –5R^ft^wfo* II 
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~f *&t wī^fê?&gGm f^t *rat ii 
^ī^rrf^n^g Br^prfct[?j^] snsr~T *–rt fäüfsf 

Collations begin at adhy. 3. — Collated in Nepal. 
Ñ 2 

M S . in Nepālī characters from Nepal; in private possession. No further details 
of the M S . are available. 

Collations of the M S . were kindly supplied by Rajaguru Pandit Hemaraj (Nepal), 
who had it collated for the Institute by local Pandits. — Collations begin at adhy. 3. 

Ñt 
From a private library in Nepal. Nepali characters, written in ink on palmleaf. 
Besides the Ādi‚ the M S . contains also SauptikaAiṣīka and ViśokaStrL The 

last folio of this bundle bears the date (Nepāl ī ) Sam. 632 (ca. A . D . 1511). Sent to the 
Institute for collation, through the kind offices of Rajaguru Pandit Hemaraj (Nepal). 
The M S . was returned to the owner after a hurried collation, and further details of the 
M S . are unfortunately not available. — Collations begin at adhy. 14. 

Vi 
Nepal, Darbar Library, No. 1364. Maithilī characters; dated L a . Sarii. 411 (ca. 

A . D . 1528 ). Palmleaf. 
N o further details of the M S . are available. The M S . has two lengthy lacunae: 

1. 68. 74 to 92. 13, and 96. 37 to 127. 21. — Collations of the M S . were kindly supplied 
by Rajaguru Pandit Hemaraj (Nepal), who had it collated, for the Institute by 
local Pandits. 

Bi 
Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 1. Folios 207; size 282" x 2". Bengali 

characters; dated Śaka 1662 (ca. A . D . 1740). Palmleaf. 
The name of the scribe, as given in a stanza following the last colophon, is 

Kṛṣṇarāmadvija. — Collated at the Visvabharati. 

B* 
Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 258. Folios 82, with about 56 lines to a 

page; size 25̂ " x 2J". Bengali characters. Palm–leaf. 
This fragmentary M S . breaks off at 1. 43. 13, in the middle of the Āstīka. — Col

lated at the Visvabharati. 

Bs 
Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 782. Folios 199; size 19|"x4j". 

Bengali characters; dated Śaka 1681 (ca. A . D . 1759). Paper. 
Name of the copyist, as given at the end of the M S . , is Khelārāma Vipra. 

— Collated at the Visvabharati. 
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B* 
Santiniketan, Visvabharati Library, No. 413. Folios 164, with about 79 lines to 

a page; size 20" x 52". Bengali characters. Paper. 
This fragmentary M S . breaks off at 1. 90. 88, in the middle of Sambhavaparvan. 

— Collated at the Visvabharati. 

B* 
Dacca, University Library, No. 485. Folios 366, with about 7 lines to a page; 

size 17
f7

x3f". Bengali characters; dated Śaka 1708 (ca. A . D . 1786). Much faded old 
Indian yellow paper. 

The M S . , which is well preserved and neatly written, containing a few corrections 
noted in the margins, was obtained from Malatinagar, Bogra District, Bengal. Collations 
begin at adhy. 3. — Collated at the Vuvabharati. 

Bs 
Dacca, University Library, No. 735. Folios 346, with about 7 lines to a page; 

size 19" x 4̂ ". Bengali characters. Old Indian yellow paper. 
Appearance, as well as the script of this M S . (which was obtained from U l a 

Bisnagar, Nadia District, Bengal), is somewhat more modern than that of B«; belongs 
apparently to the beginning of the 19th century. Neatly written and fairly correct; 
contains occasional brief glosses on margin, apparently by the same hand as that of the 
copyist. — Collations begin at adhy. 54. Collated at the Visvabharati. 

Dai 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 30 of A 

187980. Folios 416, with about 710 lines to a page; size 15|"x6f". Devanāgarī 
characters. Old Indian glossy paper. 

Text with commentary of Arjunamiśra; written neatly but extremely corrupt and 
unintelligible in places, on account of the scribe's inability to read the exemplar correctly. 
The M S . has many short and long blanks in the text, which support the latter surmise. 
I t has very few glosses and corrections, but a large number of variants noted in the margin. 
The text is written in three strips: the upper and lower ones comprise the commentary, 
while the central band, which has generally a still wider margin, is the (epic) text. The 
references to speaker (such as lif"R 3iFf) and colophons are written in red ink. The 
colophons give generally adhyāya and subparvan names. Slokas are generally numbered ; 
adhyāyas are almost regularly numbered from adhy. 45 to 109. The M S . is almost 
consistent in writing * 3 r ô ~ r (for SR^"°) ~fT". Punctuation is most imperfect. In the 
numbering of the folios, number 2 is repeated. 

D a 2 

Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , Viśrāmbāg I, 
No. 468. Folios 415, with about 10 lines to a page; size 157"x 66". Devanāgarī 
characters; dated V. Saṃ. 1676 (ca. A . D . 1620). Indian paper. 

Text with commentary of Arjunamiśra. The M S . is from Dambal‚ a Jagir in 
the Kanarese Districts of the Deccan‚ and the last folio contains several stanzas in praise 
of a certain Gopālabhaṭṭa, a learned Pandit of great fame, who got the M S . written: 
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~*prfêr v-fl*HfiU stan*at –rf^n^ n 

ft^UMW dMIR^^^! j^^ ī fk~ ' . fiftf%dwi 

The date of the M S . is given as a chronogram corresponding to V . Sarhvat 1676 (ca. A . D . 
1620). Double daṇḍas in red ink are inserted indiscriminately in the middle of the 
text. The writing, which is full of mistakes, is uniform but not neat. No corrections are, 
however, to be seen, the M S . being, perhaps, not much used. Notwithstanding the fact 
that this M S . agrees, page for page, with Dai, there are many small differences between 
them; neither can be a direct copy of the other; they must go back to a more remote 
common source. I t appears to be older, and is less corrupt, than Da1. In the numbering 
of the folios, figure 1 is repeated. The colophons contain the names of adhyāyas and sub-

parvans generally; but śloka numbers or adhyāya numbers only sporadically. The M S . 
has a few blanks in the text and commentary. 

D m 
M S . belonging to Sardar M . V . Kibe of Indore. Folios 446, with about 8-10 

lines to a page; size 18-2" x 7-3". Devanāgarī characters. Thick Indian paper. 

Text with commentary of Nīlakaṇṭha. Folios 439, 442, 444-5 are written by a 
different hand. The commentary, and even the text, is sometimes continued on the 
margin. Sporadically one comes across corrections or readings noted in the margin; 
occasionally also corrections in the body are made by scoring out the portion to be deleted 
or by writing over, or with yellow pigment. The M S . is, on the whole, correct and very 
clearly written. Daṇḍas are marked in red ink. What would have been blanks in the space 
left for the text or commentary are often filled up by the addition of pious invocations 
such as sft*R ~-T -U*r 1 sfttffa^f^T-r I etc. Adhyāyas are sporadically numbered and 
ślokas are regularly numbered in both the text and the commentary. The colophons 
give, in general, the adhyāya name or sub-parvan name. The last colophon contains the 
date: īiśvara sariivatsara, mārgaśīrṣa śuddha 13, which cannot be identified. 
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Dna 
Mysore, Oriental Library, No. 1064. Folios 448, with about 22 lines to a page; 

size 15J" x 6̂ ". Devanāgarī characters; dated V. Sarfivat 1864 (ca. A.D. 1808). Papar. 
Text with commentary of Nīlakaṇṭha. 

Dns 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the BORI), No. 234 of 

18951902. Folios 683, with about 9 lines to a page; size 15–2" x 7–2". Devanāgarī 
characters. Thick Indian paper. 

Text with commentary of Nīlakaṇṭha. Bold and clear letters; generally correct; 
margins are almost clean. Ślokas and adhyāyas are throughout numbered. As in Dm, 
blanks were filled with invocations and names of various gods. The lemmata do not 
always fit the (epic) text. Colophons and the references to the speakers (and for some 
initial folios even daṇḍas ) are in red ink, but only up to fol. 470. 

Dri 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1246. Folios 448, with about 11 lines 

to a page; size 15
r

' x 6|". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 
Text with the commentary of Ratnagarbha. Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated 

at Tanjore. 

Dra 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1199. Folios 806, with about 10–13 

lines to a page; size 16"x 6J". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 
Text with the commentary of Ratnagarbha. — Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated 

at Tanjore. 

Drs 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1313. Folios 366, with about 11–13 

lines to a page; size 16"x6^". Davanāgarī characters; dated Ś aka 1623 (ca. A . D . 
1701). Paper. 

Text with the commentary of Ratnagarbha. MS. dated, in the Śaka year 1623 
(current) corresponding to Vṛṣa‚ Sunday the 13th (of the bright half) of the month 
of Āṣāḍha. — Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated at Tanjore* 

Dr* 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1339. Folios 108, with about ll–22 

lines to a page; size 16" x 6J". Davanāgarī characters. Paper. 
Text with the commentary of Ratnagarbha. This fragment contains only about 

90 adhyāyas of this edition. The number of lines on each folio fluctuates with the 
amount of commentary which each folio contains, and which of course, varies considerably. 
— Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated at Tanjore. 
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Di 
Poona, Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , No. 29 of A 

187980. Folios 30, with about 1617 lines to a page; size 12" x 715". Devanāgarī 
characters. Fine creamcoloured paper. 

For the first 140 folios or so, colophons and part references to speakers (such as 
t^fq~R 3"°) are generally in red ink; then occasionally. Colophons sporadically give 
adhyāya or subparvan name and number of adhyāyas ( especially towards the end of the 
parvan); stanzas are not numbered. The M S . is generally correct; margins are clean. 
— This is a complete MS. of Mbh., copied apparently from different exemplars; some 
parvans have the commentary of Nīlakaṇṭha, while others contain some old text tradition 
(e. g. " M " of the Tentative Edition of the Virāṭaparvan). The M S . is of modern date, 
being written on paper with watermarks. Some of the parvans bear dates at the end, but 
these seem to be copied from the originals; thus, Sānti (Mokṣadharma) has Saka 1680> 
while Dānadharma has Saka 1675. The last parvan bears the date: * J ^ V S N S g(HRT^gft. 

.Da 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1152. Folios 340, with about 10 lines 

to a page; size 13" x 5j". Devanāgarī characters; dated V. Saṃ. 1654 (ca. A . D . 
1598). Paper. 

The M S . was written on Friday the 13th of Āṣāḍha śuddha of V. Saṃ. 1654, at 
Benares by a Brāhmaṇa called Govinda, and belonged to Vāsudevabhaṭṭa. — Collated 
at Tanjore. 

D 3 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1360. Folios 120, with about 10 lines to 
a page; size 14" x 6J". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Incomplete, breaking off at the end of adhy. 76 (of our edition), in the middle of 
the Yayāt i episode, which, in this M S . (as in S M S S . ) , precedes the Śakuntalā episode. 
–— Collated at Tanjore. 

D* 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1126. Folios 235, with about 11 lines to 
a page; size 16" x 6f". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Many corrections and additions, the M S . being compared with another of the 
Southern recension, extracts from which have been written out on the margin, and on 
supplementary folios. — Collated at Tanjore* 

D* 

Lahore, Dayanand Anglo–Vedic College Library, No. 4. Folios 246, with about 
1214 lines to a page; size 12" x 5". Devanagarī characters; dated V. Saṃ. 1858 (ca. 
A . D . 1802). Paper. — Collated at the Visvabharati. 
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Da 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1223. Folios 293, with about 12 lines to 

a page ; size 14" x 6 J". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

A n old M S . , but with clear and legible writing; well preserved. — Collations end at 
adhy. 53. Collated at Tanjore. 

Di 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1269. Folios 262, with about 11 lines to 

a page; size 14" x 5f–". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Clear and legible writing; well preserved. — Collations end at adhy. 53, Collated 
at Tanjore. 

D 8 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1329. Folios 196, with about 16-18 lines 
to a page; size 15-̂ " x 7". Devanagarī characters. Paper. 

A comparatively modern M S . — Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated at Tanjore. 

D 8 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1176. Folios 279, with about 11 lines to 
a page; size 15-|" x 5|". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

F o l . 1-2 are badly damaged. — Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated at Tanjore. 

Dio 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1293. Folios 352, with about 10 lines 

to a page ; size 13j" x 5J". Davanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Last leaf torn; well-preserved; clear and legible writing. —- Collations end at 
adhy. 2. Collated at Tanjore* 

Du 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1340. Folios 290, with about 11-18 lines 

to a page; size 14" x 5j". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Written, perhaps, by four different scribes. — Collations end at adhy. 2. Collated 
at Tanjore. 

Dl2 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 1373. Folios 21, with about 12 lines to 

a P age; size I4|" x 6". Devanāgarī characters. Paper. 

Incomplete, containing only the first two adhyāyas. — Collated at Tanjore. 
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Dl3 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , Viśrāmbāg I I , 

No. 191. Folios 221, with about 13 lines to a page; size 14.25" x 605". Devanāgari 
characters. Old Indian glossy paper. 

Fragmentary, folios 17 wanting; begins with H*T53līf*ī –rrf (1. 1. 205). Text very 
similar to Arjunamiśra's; neatly written and generally correct; marginal corrections are 
few and far between. Adhyāya names or subparvan names are given, but the ślokas or 
adhyāyas are not numbered. The reference to narrators is, at first, given at random as 
*?iforrr and * i ~ 3°, but then the ecribe settles down to 3°. The collations are given, as a 
matter of fact, only from 1. 1. 205 to the end of adhy. 2. 

Du 
Poona‚ Bombay Government Collection (deposited at the B O R I ) , Viśrāmbāg I I , 

N o . 266. Folios 1121 ( fol. 122189 of this M S . are found under Viśrāmbāg I I , No. 86 ), 
with about 15 lines to a page; size 18"x6–̂ ". Devanāgarī characters. Old Indian 
unglazed paper. 

M S . N o . 267 of the same Collection is of Sabhā with commentary and written by 
the same hand. — Folio 79 is wanting. Carefully written, has very few corrections, 
which are made by use of yellow pigment, and a few marginal additions; gives, as a rule, 
numbers to ślokas and adhyāyas; also mentions generally subparvan and adhyāya names, 
— Collated up to the end of adhy. 2 only. 

Ti 
Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math M S . (without number). Folios 195, with about 

11 lines to a page; size 16.1" x 23". Telugu characters. Palrnleaf. 
M S . kindly lent by H i s Holiness the Yatiraj Swami. Contains Ādi and Sabhā‚ 

written probably by the same hand; writing clear and correct; adhyāya ends are shown 
by a small floral (or spiral) design engraved in the right and left margins of the M S . ; 
adhyāyas are regularly numbered, but not the ślokas. It is one of the few Southern 
M S S . which contain the (Northern) salutatory stanza srrcpri W * ? ^ etc 

Ta 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11865. Folios 400, with about 6 lines 

to a page; size 21" x If". Telugu characters. Palmleaf. 
Fragmentary; breaking off at the end of our adhy. 181 (corresponding to its adhy. 

140); from adhy. 182, it is replaced in our critical apparatus by the next M S . Ts. 
— Collated at Tanjore. 

Ts 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11809. Folios 164, with about 12 lines 

to a page; size 29J" x 2J". Telugu characters. Palmleaf. 
A n old M S . , containing the first five parvans; script small, but clear. — Collations 

begin at adhy. 182; used only to supplement the portion missing in Ta. Collated 
at Tanjore. 
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Gi 

Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math M S . (without number). Folios 110, with about 
1621 lines to a page; size 187" x 1.8". Grantha characters. Palmleaf. 

Leaves are very brittle, and wormeaten in places; large pieces have broken off, 
leaving many lacunae. The holes for the string have enlarged, perhaps from constant 
use, destroying some parts of the text, written round them. 

G2 

Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math M S . (without number). Folios 202, with about 
1517 lines to a page; size 145" x 21". Grantha characters. Pahnleaf. 

The M S . contains the first 4 parvans: 5di‚ Sabhā‚ Araṇya and Virāṭa‚ written 
probably by the same hand. Slightly wormeaten; but, on the whole, a well preserved 
old M S . with clear and legible writing. 

Gs 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11823. Folios 316, with about 10 lines 
to a page; size 16|" x If". Grantha characters. Palmleaf. — Collated at Tanjore. 

G* 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11838. Folios 477, with about 6 lines to 

a page; size 19" x If". Grantha characters. Palmleaf. 

A n old and wellpreserved MS. , with clear and legible writing, but many corrections. 
— Collated at Tanjore. 

G« 
Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11851. Folios 320, with about 8 lines to 

a page; size 19"x l j " . Grantha characters. Palrnleaf. 

The M S . contains the Sabhā also, probably written by the same hand. A well

preserved old M S . , with clear and legible writing. — Collated at Tanjore. 

GO 

Tanjore, Saraswathi Mahal Library, No. 11860. Folios 324, with about 8 lines to 
a page; size 18̂ " x If". Grantha characters. Palmleaf. 

M S . written by Kāśīpati, on the 22nd of the month of Kumbha in the year 
Krodhi. — Collated at Tanjore. 

GT 

Melkote, Yadugiri Yatiraj Math M S . (without number). Folios 217, with about 
1214 lines to a page; size 192" x 2". Grantha characters. Palmleaf. 
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Clear and legible writing; worm-eaten in places. Being a conflated MS., it was 
discontinued after adhy. 2. It is one of the few Southern M S S . which begin with the 
(Northern) salutatory stanza, *r*TC?>3T etc., added later in the narrow upper margin 
of the first folio, in very fine writing. Its place of insertion is indicated by a "hamsapāda", 
inserted immediately after its first maṅgala stanza (9*). — Collated up to the^ end of 
adhy. 2 only. 

Mi 
M S . from the private library of the Chief of Idappalli, Cochin. Folios 79. 

Malayālam characters. Palmleaf. 
Secured on loan and got collated kindly by Prof. K . Rama Pisharoti. No further 

details of the MS. are available. Incomplete M S . , ending with adhy. 53, the final 
adhyāya of the Astīkaparvan. — Collated at Sanskrit College, Tripunittura, Cochin. 

M* 
Cochin, State Library, No. 5. Folios 122. Malayālam characters. Palmleaf. 
The M S . was returned to the Cochin State Library after collation. No further 

details of the M S . are available. Incomplete MS., ending with adhy. 53, the final 
adhyāya of the Āstīkaparvan. 

Ms 
Cochin, State Library, No. L Folios 166, with about 1213 lines to a page ; size 

199" x 16". Malayālam characters; dated Kollam 1013 (ca. A . D . 1838). Palmleaf. 
A modern M S . , perhaps less than 100 years old; adhyāya numbers and śloka 

numbers are given. The adhyāya ends are shown by a floral design, inscribed in 
the margins. 

M* 
M S . from the private library of Kallenkara Pishararn, Cochin. Polios 57. 

Malayālarn characters. Palmleaf. 

The M S . was returned to the owner immediately after collation. No further 
details of the M S . are available. Incomplete, ending with adhy. 53, the final adhy. of the 
Āstikaparvan. 

M8 

M S . from the Paliyam M S S . Library, Cochin. Folios 245. Malayālam characters. 
Palmleaf. 

 Secured for collation by courtesy of M r . P . Anujan Achan‚ now Superintendent, 
Archaeological Department, Cochin State. 

Mi 
M S . from the private library of Nareri Mana‚ Malabar. Folios 163, with about 

10 lines to a page; size 18"x 16". Malayālam characters. Palmleaf. 
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Incomplete M S . , adhy. 153 wanting ( i . e. begins with the Ādivaṃiśāvataraṇa 
subparvan); writing clear and legible; generally correct; margins are clean. — Collations 
begin from adhy. 54. 

MT 

M S . from the private library of Avaṇapparambu Mana‚ Cochin. Folios 170, with 
about 10 lines to a page; size 205

r

' x 18". Malayālam characters. Palmleaf. 
Clear and legible writing; leaves are in perfect preservation, not a single leaf being 

wormeaten; probably not very old. — Scribe has left many blanks in the* writing space, 
whenever the surface of the leaf was uneven or rugged. –— Collated from adhy. 54. 

Ms 
Malabar, Poomulli Mana Library, No. 297. Folios 183, with about 10 lines to a 

page. Malayālam characters; dated Kollam 1017 (ca. A . D . 1842). Palmleaf. 
Collated from adhy. 54. 

In view of the great unevenness of the critical apparatus, and of the consequent 
difficulty likely to be experienced by readers using the critical notes (printed at the foot 
of the page ) in ascertaining what manuscripts have been added, discontinued, or discarded 
at different points of the text, I append, on the following page, a table which shows 
at a glance just what manuscripts have been actually collated for different portions of 
the text. Even the larger lacunae of the manuscripts* which cannot be easily ascertained, 
have been exhibited in this table. Only such (small) omissions have been, as a rule, 
ignored as are specifically mentioned in the footnote itself pertaining to the particular 
stanza, and which are therefore brought to the notice of the reader as soon as he reads the 
footnote. 
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1 D18 added at 1. 205. — E5 discontinued from 

2, 40. — G1 has lacuna from 2. 192 to 3. 44. 

— Ee Dr D s  u Gt discontinued, and Ñ1 .1 Bs Ms 

added, from 3.1. — Ss added at 14. 1. — Ś1 added 

at 26. 10. — Bs ends at 43. 13. — E1 has lacuna 

from 47. 20 to 54. 4. — De.7M1. j . 4 discontinued, 

and Be Me8 added, from 54. 1. — Ś1 has laouna 

from 55. 3 5 to 60. 61*, and from 61. 84* to 68. 19. 

— Ds (whioh transp. the Śakuntalā and Yayāt i 

episodes) has laouna from 62. 3 to 69. 51. — V i 

has lacuna from 68. 74* to 92. 13. — E s has 

lacuna from 69. 41* to 71. 17c, and from 72. 8C to 

74. 4. — Ś1 has laouna from 72. 23 to 78. 20*. 

—• D3 ends at 76. 35. — B4 ends at 90. 88. — V1 

has laouna from 96. 37" to 127. 21". — Ts ends at 

181. 40. — Ts begins from 182. 1. 

T A B L E S H O W I N G T H E M8S. C O L L A T E D F O R D I F F E R E N T P O R T I O N S O F T H E T E X T
1 

A d h y ā y a & Śloka Northern Recension MSS. South. Ree. MSS. 

1. 1204 Koe V1 Bi–* Da Dn Dr D112.u T1.2 G17 M14 
1. 2052. 39 Ko8 V i B14 Da Dn Dr Diu T1.2 G17 M i  4 

2. 40191 Ko4.6 V i B14 Da Dn Dr D1u T1.2 G17 M1 4 

2. 192243 Ko4.8 V i B14 Da Dn Dr Dii* T1.2 G2T M i  4 

3. 144 K04 Ñi.s V i B15 Da Dn D17 T1.2 G2–6 Mis 

3.4513.45 K04 Ñ i . 2 V1 B15 Da Dn D17 Ti.» G16 M15 
14. 126.9 K04 Ñ13 V1 B15 Da Dn D17 T1.2 G1e M15 
26. 1043. 13 Ś1 K04 Ñ18 V1 B15 Da Dn D17 T1.2 G16 M1« 
43. 1447. 19 Ś1 Ko4 Ñ18 V1 B1.35 Da Dn D17 T1.2 G1e M15 

47. 2053. 86 Ś1 Ko.24 Ñ18 V1 B1.85 Da Dn D17 T1.2 G1e M15 

54.14 Ś1 Ko.24 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

54. 555. 3° Ś1 K04 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D1s T1.2 G16 Ms.58 

65. 3b60. 61b K04 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D1s T1.2 G18 Ms.58 

60. 61
c

61. 84* Ś1 K04 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G16 Ms.58 

61. 84b62. 2 K04 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G18 Ms.58 

62. 368. 19 Ko4 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G16 Ms.58 

6 8 . 2 0  7 4 ° Ś1 Ko4 Ñ18 V1 B1.86 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G18 M 8 .58 

68. 74b69. 41" Ś1 K04 Ñ18 B1.s6 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

69. 41*51 Ś1 Ko2.4 Ñ18 B1.39 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

70. 171. 17
c Ś1 Ko2.4 Ñ18 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G18 Ms.58 

71. 17*72. 8b Ś1 K04 Ñ18 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G16 Ms.58 

72. 8
e

22 Ś1 Ko2.4 Ñ18 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

72.2374.4 Ko2.4 Ñ13 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G1e Ms.s8 
74.5  76.35 Ko4 Ñ18 B1.86 Da Dn D15 T1.2 G1e M 3 . 5  8 

77. 178. 20b ^ K04 Ñ18 B1.se Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

78. 20
c

90. 88 Ś1 Ko4 Ñ18 B1.36 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

90.8992.13* Ś1 Ko4 Ñ18 B 1 . 8 . 5 . 8 D a D n D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.s8  

92. 13*96. 37b Ś1 Ko4 Ñ1s V1 B1.3.8.6 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e M s . j  8 

96. 87"127. 21° Ś1 K04 Ñ18 B1.s.5.6 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e Ms.58 

127. 21b181. 40 Ś1 K04 Ñ18 V1 B1.3.5.e Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.2 G1e M 3 . 5  8 

182. 1225. 19 Ś1 Ko4 Ñ18 V1 B1.s.5.6 Da Dn D1.2.4.5 T1.s G1e Ms.58 

http://B1.se
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1 Cf. D. van Hinloopen Labberton, "The Mahā– 

hhārata in Mediaeval Javanese", JBAS. 1913. 1 ff‚, 

aṅd the literature cited there; also Kurt Wulff, 

Den old javanske Wirataparva (Copenhagen 1917). 

On the Mbh. in the island of Bali, of. R. Friederich. 

JBAS. 1876. 176 I., 179 ff. 
2 Adiparwa, Oudjavaansch Prozageschriß, uitge

geven door Dr. H . H . JuynbolI. 'S–Gra venhage 1906. 

TESTIMONIA 

A s testimonia, or aids of a partial or subsidiary character, there are available, 
besides the numerous commentaries, the following three important epitomes of the eleventh 
century: ( i ) the Javanese adaptation Bhāratam (ca. A . D . 1000), ( i i ) the Telugu 
adaptation Andhra Bhāratamu by the Telugu poet Nannaya Bhaṭ ṭa (ca. A . D . 1025), 
and ( i i i ) the Sanskrit adaptation Bhāratamañjarī by the Kaśmīrī poet Kṣemendra (ca. 
A . D . 1050); as also an important Persian rendering made some centuries later (ca. A . D . 
1580) at the instance of that enlightened and sagacious Emperor of India with catholic 
sympathies, the great Akbar. 

The commentaries collated for this edition are dealt with below, under the 
Devanāgarī versions. Here it will suffice to observe that, even when accompanied by the 
(epic) text, the commentaries are, for reasons which will be explained later on, evidence 
only for the actual lemmata and the pāṭhāntaras cited. The absence of commentary on a 
stanza or a group of stanzas or even on an adhyāya is, in general, no proof that that particular 
passage was lacking in the text used by the commentator. For, clearly, his text may have 
contained the passage in question, but he may not have deemed it necessary to comment 
upon any portion of it. Nevertheless when the commentary ignores a lengthy and difficult 
passage, then there is a strong presumption that the text of the commentator did not contain 
the passage. A case in point is the Kaṇikanīti, a passage of 186 lines, which is entirely 
ignored in Devabodha’s commentary (but hase voked lengthy comments from both 
Arjunamiśra and Nīlakaṇṭha), and which is missing in the Kaśmīrī version. 

A s regards the old Javanese adaptation, from the reports of Dutch scholars1 who 
have studied the original Javanese text, it appears that only eight out of the eighteen parvans 
of the Mahābhārata have been traced so far; namely, Ādi, Virāṭa‚ Udyoga‚ Bhīṣma‚ 
Aśramavāsa, Mausala, Mahāprasthāna and Svargārohaṇa. Three of these (Aśramavāsa, 
Mausala, Mahāprasthāna) were the subject of a doctor dissertation, submitted to the 
Leyden University by Dr. H . H . Juynboll, as early as 1893. The Javanese original was 
edited by the doctor in Roman characters and rendered into Dutch. Thirteen years later 
(1906) the same scholar published the text of the Ādi (with different readings) in Roman 
transcript.2 Of the old Javanese Ādiparvan, only a few episodes have been as yet 
translated, to wit: the Parvasaṃgraha, the Pauṣya‚ the Amṛtamanthana, the story of 
Parikṣit and the Sauparṇa. Unfortunately these translations are not available in India; 
at least they were not available to me. 

The chief value of the Javanese adaptation for us lies in the fact that throughout 
the old Javanese text are scattered Sanskrit quotations, which appear to have "served as 
landmarks for writers and hearers or readers". The text prepared by Dr. Juynboll, which 
is based upon eight manuscripts, is reputed to be very accurate. But it is admitted that the 
Sanskrit excerpts in the extant Javanese manuscripts are extremely corrupt, and it is a 
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question how far the conjectural restorations by the editor correctly represent the original 
readings. It seems to me likely that in his reconstructions Dr. Juynboll was to a certain 
extent influenced by the wording of the Vulgate, which is certainly not always^ original. 
To give only one instance. On p. 70, the Javanese manuscripts read (in the Sakuntalā 
episode ) : 

paripatyādayaḥ sunu‚ hāraṇireṇuguṇḍitaḥ f, 
which is corrupt; it conveys no sense. In the text the editor gives: 

pratipadya padā sūnur‚ dharaṇīreṇu gunthitaḥ | , 
which is nearly the reading of the Calcutta edition ( 3040 ). Though the Javanese manus

cripts are palpably corrupt, yet they have preserved the correct paripatya (for pratipadya 
of the Vulgate), which is the reading of the Śāradā and K manuscripts of our edition. 
We have here to thank the Vulgate for the pratipadya of Dr. Juynboll's text! 

Notwithstanding, that the period from which this adaptation dates is comparatively 
speaking recent, it yet precedes the known date of the manuscripts by several centuries and 
is hence of considerable importance for critical purposes, as a witness1 independent of and 
uninfluenced by the main line of our extant Indian witnesses. Most of the Sanskrit 
quotations of the Javanese text can be traced both in the Northern and the Southern 
recensions, as may be seen from our Appendix I I , at the end of this volume, which 
contains a concordance of the Javanese extracts with the Critical Edition, the Calcutta 
Edition, and Sastri's Southern Recension. A few of the quotations are to be traced to the 
"additional" passages in the Northern manuscripts, but none to the specific Southern 
"additions". The conclusion is inevitable that the text of the Sanskrit Ādiparvan used by 
the Javanese writers must have belonged to the Northern recension, a conclusion already 
suggested by the sequence of the Sakuntalā and Yayāti episodes, which is the Northern 
sequence. This does not necessarily mean that the entire Javanese Bhāratam represents 
the Northern recension. It is quite likely that some of the parvans utilized by the 
Javanese adapters belonged to the Southern recension. The late M r . Utgikar 2 was 
inclined to think that the Javanese Virāṭaparvan was of the Southern type. The point 
will have to be reexamined in the light of further evidence. The books were preserved 
and handed down separately; consequently the genesis of each parvan must be investigated 
separately. 

The Telugu adaptation, the Āndhra Bhāratamu, 8 is a metrical epitome of the 
Mahābhārata, commenced by Nannaya Bhaṭṭa‚ a court poet of the Eastern Cālukya king 
Viṣṇuvardhana, who had his capital at Rajamundry, on the East Coast of India, and who 
appears to have ruled between 1022 and 1066.

4 The torso of the Telugu rendering left 
behind by Nannaya, consisting of a version of the first two parvans and of a part of the 
third, was completed many years later by two other poets. Nannaya s version is valuable 
for the light it throws on the condition of the Southern recension—or, strictly speaking, 
of the Telugu version—in the eleventh century of the Christian era, especially in view of 

1 Particularly valuable, as the Indian MSS. are 

mostly conflated. 
2 The Virāṭaparvan (Poona 1923), Introduction, 

p. XIII , and ABL 2. 167 f. 

8 V. Ramasvami & Sons, Madras 192429. 

* Cf. Venkataohellam Iyer, Notes of a Study of 

the Preliminary Chapters of the Mahābhārata 

(Madras 1922), pp. 97100. 
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the fact that Nannaya has included in his poem an accurate rendering of the Parvasaṃ¬

graha‚ giving the number of ślokas in each of the parvans of his Mabābhārata. 1 The 
figure for the stanzas of the Ādi is 9984, which shows that the text used by Nannaya 
must have been substantially of the same size as that preserved in the extant Southern 
manuscripts. The poet is reported to have followed the original fairly closely. Notable 
is consequently his omission of Brahma's visit to Vyāsa. 2 

Curiously enough, the third old important epitome of the Mahābhārata which we 
possess, the Bhāratamañjarī by Kṣemendra,8 belongs to the same century as the two 
epitomes mentioned above, since this Kaśmīrī poet must also be assigned to the middle of the 
eleventh century.4 Bühler and Kirste have given in their Indian Studies, No. 2 (pp. 30 ff.), 
the results of a careful comparison of Kṣemendra's abstract with the Bombay text of the 
Mahābhārata. They show that Kṣemendra's text contains both additions and omissions 
as compared with the latter.5 Of the omissions they note: adhy. 4, 24, 4548, 66, 94, 139, 
and parts of adhy. 141 and 197 of the Vulgate. Of these, adhy. 4 is, as pointed out by 
Bühler and Kirste, a short introductory chapter, a variant of adhy. 1; adhy. 4548 are a 
repetition (with variations) of adhy. 1315; adhy. 66 is a variant of the preceding 
adhyāya; adhy. 94 is a variant of adhy. 95 (prose), which is selected by Kṣernendra for 
his purpose ; 6 finally, stanzas 44 to end of adhy. 197 are a repetition of a part of adhy. 169. 
The reason for the omission of these adhyāyas is thus clear: they are mere repetitions. 
The remaining adhyāyas, which are missing and whose omission BühlerKirste could not 
account for, namely, adhy. 24, 139, and 141 (stanzas 119) are also missing in many of 
our Mahābhārata manuscripts and have accordingly been omitted in the constituted text 
as well. To these must be added the important omission of adhy. 140 of the Vulgate, the 
Kaṇikanīti, which is likewise omitted by Kṣemendra, an omission which appears to have 
been overlooked by Bühler and Kirste. 

The collaborating authors felt justified in concluding that the omissions and 
additions "are just such liberties as any Kāvya poet would take in making a similar 
abridgement.’' They were also of opinion that the original cannot have differed very 
essentially from our current texts, that is, the Vulgate. This is correct up to a certain 
point. A comparison with the different versions shows that Kṣemendra's version agrees, 
as was to be expected, most closely with the Śāradā. On comparing the divisions of the 
Mañjarī with those given in Bombay or Calcutta editions of the Mahābhārata, Bühler and 
Kirste were struck by the fact that the Mañjarī divisions agreed better with the course of 
the narrative; and they give examples to show that the arrangement of the Mañjarī is more 
logical. That is quite natural, because the old Northern manuscripts, which this edition 

1 The figures of Nannaya's Āndhra Bhāratamu 

are now given by Professor P. P. S. Sastri in his 

edition of the Mahābhārata, Southern Recension, 

Vol. II‚ Introduction, p. X X X (Scheme of Slokas ). 

They were first published by Venkatachellam Iyer, 

op. cifc. p. 311. 
2 Cf. Venkatachellam Iyer, op. oit. p. 99. 
8 Ed. Kāvyamālā, No. 64 (1898). 

* Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 136. 
5 op. cit. p. 30. 
6 As is done also by the redactors of the 

Javanese B h ā r a t a m ; cf. Labberton, JRAS. 1913. 7: 

"The knotty point as to the more reliable of the 

two sets [of genealogies] is decided by our Old 

Javanese text in favour of the second, that being 

the only one it knows". 
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follows, fully support the arrangement of the Mañjarī, whereas the divisions adopted in 
the Vulgate are secondary and quite corrupt. 

The Persian translation1 of the Mahābhārata, made in the reign of Emperor 
Akbar‚ being still unedited, could not be consulted. A very full account of this rendering 
has, however, been given by the late Dr. Sir Jivanji Jamshedji Modi in a paper read before 
the First Oriental Conference at Poona in November 1919 and published in the Annals 
of this Institute.2 Of all the Sanskrit works Akbar got translated, the Mahābhārata, it 
appears, had his most earnest attention. 

Several eminent poets and scholars had a hand in translating the Great Epic of 
India into Persian. The A'lneĀkbarl gives the following names: Naqīb Khān‚ Maulānā 
*Abdu'lQādir Badāyūnī, and Shaikh Sulṭān of Thanesar, to which the Muntakhabu't

Tawārlkh adds the names of Mullā Sheri‚ and Shaikh Faizī (the brother of Abu'lFazl). 
"Badaoni translated", we are informed by Sir Jivanji, 3 on the authority of 

contemporaneous chronicles, "two out of the eighteen sections. Mullā Sherī and Naqīb 
Khān did a part of the work and the rest was completed by Sulṭān Hājī of Thanessar. 
Shaikh Faizī converted their 'rough translation into elegant prose and verse, but he did 
not complete more than two sections.' Sulṭān Hājī‚ then revised these two sections and 
verse. Not only did he do so, but he also revised his work which formed a large share of 
the work.’’ Quoting Badāyūnī, Sir Jivanji continues: "The Hājī aforesaid revised these 
two sections, and as for the omissions which had taken place in his first edition, those defects 
he put right, and comparing it word for word was brought to such a point of perfection 
that not a flymark of the original was omitted"! The preface to this translation was 
from the pen of that gifted courtier of Akbar who has left us such an admirable account 
of the Emperor's reign, Abu'lFazl. This Persian version appears to have been a free 
rendering of the original, made by Muslim poets and scholars at the Court of Akbar, to 
whom the sense of the original had been explained by Hindu pandits, under the orders of 
the Emperor. 

There are numerous other vernacular abstracts of the Mahābhārata besides the 
Telugu abstract mentioned above, but most of them are of a late date. Moreover, they 
are all far too free to be of much use to us in reconstructing the text of the Mahābhārata. 

Besides these abstracts and adaptations, there are parallel versions of certain 
passages or even of whole episodes to be met with in other works. Thus we have a 
parallel version of the Sakuntalā episode (adhy. 62ff.), in the Padmapurāṇa; 4 of the 
Yayāti episode (adhy. 71 ff.), in the Matsyapurāṇa; 5 of the story of Ruru (adhy. 8 ff.), 
in the Devībhāgavata; of a portion of Samudramanthana (adhy. 16 f.), again in the 
Matsyapurāṇa; of a portion of a cosmogonic passage (1. 60. 54 ff.), in the Rāmāyaṇa. 

1 Cf. Holtzmann, Das Mahābhārata, 3. 110; and 

A Ludwig, "Das Mahābhārata als Epos und 

Recbtsbuch" (Review), pp. 66 ff., 93 ff. 

* Of. vol. 6 (192425 ), pp. 84 ff.
 8 ABL 6. 95. 

* Cf. BelloniFilippi, "La leggenda Mabābhā

ratiana di Śakuntalā nell' edizione oritioa di Poona", 

Giornale delta Societä Asiatica 1taliana (NS), 2 
(1932), 135140. 

5 Cf. Gaya Prasad Dixit‚ " A Textual Comparison 

of the Story of Yayāt i as found in the Mahābhārata 

and the Matsyapurāṇa", Proc Fifth Ind. Orient. 

Conf. (Lahore 1930), vol. 1, pp. 721 ff. 
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There is more distant connection between our Sauparṇa (adhy. 14 ff.) and the pseudo– 
vedic Suparṇādhyāya. 1 Some of the stanzas of the Ādi are cited, with or without 
mention of the source, in the Tantravārttika of Kumārila Bhaṭ ṭa (e. g. our 1. 1. 209), as 
also in the Bhāṣyas of -Scārya Śamkara (e. g. our 1. 1. 37). A few of the sententious 
stanzas (e. g. our 1. 74. 1 ff.) recur, with variation, in Buddhist literature,2 while stray 
stanzas are to be found again in the Khilas of the Rgveda (e. g. our 1. 53. 22 f.) 8, the 
Manusmṛti 4 (e. g. our 1. 3. 94) and the Bṛhaddevatā 5 (e. g. our 1. 59. 12). One of 
our stanzas (1. 119. 6) has been cited in the Dhvanyāloka of Ānandavardhana, as by 
Maharṣi Vyāsa. There are probably many stanzas which remain to be identified. 

It is perhaps well to add in this place that a certain amount of caution is necessary 
in making any critical use of citations of stray Mahābhārata stanzas we meet with again in 
other works. We must, in the first place, bear in mind that most of the other works have 
yet to be properly edited. Even in critically edited texts we must take into account 
the various readings of the passage in question in the manuscripts collated. Then in the 
case of citations we must allow for failures of memory; since in ancient times the stanzas 
were almost invariably quoted from memory, and the quotation was never compared with 
the original. Moreover we must never forget that probably from time immemorial there 
have existed local versions of the Mahābhārata. The citations made even by very old 
writers were from these local versions. A citation by a writer of the eighth century or 
even the sixth century proves nothing for the Ur-Mahābhārata, that ideal but impossible 
desideratum; though the citation is far older than our manuscripts, it is evidence only for 
the text of the local Mahābhārata in the eighth, respectively the sixth century, 
notwithstanding that the differences between the various recensions and versions of the 
Mahābhārata must diminish as we go back further and further. 

1 CI. Jarl Charpentier, Die Suparṇasage, Upp– 

sala 1920. 
2 Franke, "Jātaka-Mahābhārata-Paralleln", WZ 

KM. 20 (1906), 323, 357 f. 
s Cf. Max Müller's edition of the Ṛgveda‚ vol. 4 

(1892), p. 521, stanzas 58. 

* 2. 111. 
6 Winternitz, "Bṛhaddevatā und Mahābhārata", 

WZKM. 20 (1906), 1 ff.; espcially, pp. 10 I., 28 f., 

31 ff., 34. 
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Vyāsa's Bhārata 

UrMahābhārata 

E X P L A N A T I O N OF T H E S I G L A U S E D IN T H E A B O V E P E D I G R E E 

N is the ultimate source from which all versions of the Northern recension are, 
directly or indirectly, derived. 

V is the lost archetype of the NorthWestern group, appreciably shorter than any 
of the other known versions (textus simplicior). 

K is a specific Devanagari version allied to the Śāradā (or Kaśmīrī) version 
(sharply distinguished from other Devanāgarī versions), of which one M S . (Ki) is the 
direct copy of a Śāradā original. The version is largely contaminated from M S S . of the 
(central) subrecension (T) , and in part, also from some unknown Southern sources. 
Exact provenance of the version is unknown. 

T is the intermediate (inflated) source from which all versions of the central 
subrecension are derived (comprising the Eastern and Western groups), occupying a 
position intermediate between the NorthWestern and the Southern groups. It contains 
a considerable number of secondary additions (including repetitions), as also a very large 
number of verbal alterations and corruptions. 

s is the lost archetype of the Eastern group (comprising the Nepālī‚ Maithilī and 
Bengali versions), which is free from the additions and alterations made later in certain 
Devanāgarī M S S . 

S is the ultimate source from which all versions of the Southern recension are, 
directly or indirectly, derived and which is appreciably longer than N , and far more 
elaborate (textus ornatior). 

o is the lost archetype of T G ‚ containing a large number of corruptions and 
secondary additions, from which M is free. 
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A C R I T I C A L S U R V E Y O F T H E R E C E N S I O N S A N D T H E I R V E R S I O N S 

T H E T W O RECENSIONS 

The textual criticism of the Mahābhārata proceeds from the incontrovertible fact 
that the text of the Great Epic has been handed down in two divergent forms, a Northern 
and a Southern recension, texts typical of the Āryāvarta and the Dakṣiṇāpatha. With the 
realization of this patent contrast began the Mahābhārata textual criticism nearly fifty 
years ago, when Protap Chandra Roy brought out his popular edition of the Mahābhārata 
(188396), under the auspices of the Dātavya Bhārata Kāryālaya. A brief account of 
the controversy to which the publication of this edition of the Mahābhārata gave rise is to 
be found in Roy's writings.1 We are told there that the appearance of his edition was 
hailed by The Hindu of Madras, that great bulwark of Dravidian Hinduism, in its issue 
dated November 22, 1885, with the publication of a bellicose letter, headed "Another 
edition of the Mahabharata", purporting to give an account of the proceedings of a public 
meeting held at Mayaveram, and containing an outspoken and trenchant criticism of Roy's 
edition by one Mr. Sreenivasa Sastrial. This worthy gentleman thought Roy's edition to 
be "sadly defective in the text and that this defect is detrimental to the religious interests 
as many portions supporting the Advaita and Fasishtaadvaita (sic) doctrines, but 
unfavourable to the Sakti worshippers of the North, have been omitted". "It was sad, 
therefore," bemoaned this aggrieved protagonist of the Southern Recension, "that the 
generous gentleman of the North, Protapa Chandra Roy, that undertook to edit the text, 
should decline the responsibility of editing the text as correctly as possible and to compare 
various manuscripts of the text from Southern India." M r . Sreenivasa Sastrial, it is 
reported, "instanced one or two portions of the Mahābhārata, omitted in the Calcutta 
edition, which can be proved by indisputable testimony to have existed in the earliest copies 
of the work.’' One wonders, where and how this esteemable gentleman could have got 
hold of "the earliest copies" of the work; or rather, just how early were the copies he was 
referring to. "Again, many verses", complained this Vaiṣṇava propagandist, " quoted by 
the great philosophers of the South in support of their respective doctrines, are not to be 
found in M r . Protapa Chandra Roy's edition" I 

The reply of Protap Chandra Roy is not altogether without interest. He ruefully 
admitted—what we must even now admit—that "there can be no edition of the Mahabha» 
rata‚ how carefully edited soever, that would please scholars of every part of India.. . .Like 
other ancient works that have come down to us from century to century by the method of 
manual transcription, large interpolations have been inserted in this great work.2 To settle, 
at this fagend of the nineteenth century, what portions are genuine and what otherwise, 
is. except in a very few instances, simply impossible". With highly commendable 

1 Cf. the letter addressed by Roy to the Editor 

of The Hindu (Madras) and published on the cover 

of fasoicule X X I X of his translation of the Mbh. 

(1887). See also Holtzmann, Das Mahābkārata, 

3. 33. 
2 Italics mine! 
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objectivity, Roy then proceeds to enunciate a critical principle, which, simple—nay, 
obvious—as it is, many a reputable scholar of India will find difficult to appreciate even at 
the present day. "I know of no method97, wrote Roy, nearly fifty years ago, "except that of 
taking that only as undoubtedly genuine which occurs in all the manuscripts of the East, the 
North, the West, and the South"! " A s far as my edition is concerned'', he continued, "it 
is substantially based on that of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, published about 
fortyfive years ago under the superintendence of a few learned Pandits of Bengal aided, as I 
believe, by an English orientalist of repute. . . .Manuscripts had been procured from all parts 
of India (the South unexcepted ) and these were carefully collated. Although edited with 
such care, I have not, however, slavishly followed the Society's edition. I have compared 
i t carefully with the Maharajah of Burdwan's text in the Bengalee character which was 
edited with still greater care. About 18 manuscripts procured from different parts of 
India (the South not excepted) were carefully collated by the Burdwan Pundits before 
they admitted a single sloka as genuine. I have very frequently referred to this Burdwan 
edition also for checking the Society's text. . , .Besides the published texts, I have now and 
then referred to certain manuscripts. These, however, are all of Bengal. I am willing to 
consult any approved manuscript of Southern India. . . .1 conclude by repeating that I have 
no complaint against M r . Sreenivasa. On the other hand, 1 freely admit that an edition 
like the one projected by him will be a valuable accession to the libraries of all scholars in 
India and in countries out of India. Only the same remarks that he has applied to my 
edition will, I am confident, apply to his, when a Pundit of Northern or Western India 
takes it up for notice or review, unless, of course, the learned Sastrial includes, without 
critical examination, every passage bearing on both the Advaita and the Cākta worship. 
I may assure M r . Sastrial, however, that in that case, in his attempt to please every 
body he will , like the painter in the fable, please none, particularly among readers of 
judgment and critical discrimination. The fact is, that the divergences of manuscripts are 
so great that it is perfectly impossible to produce an edition that could at once satisfy both 
Aryāvarta and Dākshinātya" That edition, alas, so bravely and enthusiastically planned 
by M r . Sreenivasa Sastrial, to which reference is made in the above extract, appears never 
to have seen the interior of any printing establishment! 

I have quoted Protap Chandra Roy in extenso, not merely because of the 
interesting sidelight his remarks throw on the question of the different editions of the 
Mahābhārata, projected or planned, in or just before his time, but also because of some 
remarkably sound ‚principles of textual criticism, briefly, but clearly, propounded therein 
by him. Protap Chandra Roy had grasped the Mahābhārata Problem in all its 
essentials. But the time was not yet ripe for the actual preparation of a critical edition of 
the Mahābhārata. 

The differences between the two recensions of the Mahābhārata must not be 
underrated. Between them there lies, to start with, the irksome barrier of scripts. It is 
no exaggeration to say that in India to the Northerners, the Southern versions written in 
Southern scripts, ordinarily speaking, were and are sealed books; on the other hand, the 
Southerners, with the possible exception of a few learned Pandits—who, in fact, after a 
halfhearted admission of epic poetry into the realm of literature, cheerfully leave the 
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study of the bulk of the Mahābhārata text to their less gifted brethren—could not 
and cannot decipher the Northern scripts, perhaps with the exception of the Devanāgarī. 

When one laboriously surmounts this initial obstacle, and starts to compare the 
two recensions, one finds, to one's surprise, that the difference between them begins, as a 
matter of fact, with the very division of the Mahābhārata into its various parvans! 
Against the commonly accepted, conventional division of the epic into eighteen books 
(parvans), there is the Southern division into twentyfour.1 More surprising still is the 
fact that the Ādiparvan itself, the veryßrst book of the epic (with which alone we are, in 
fact, here concerned ), is sub divided in Southern manuscripts into three ( Ādi‚ Āstika and 
Sambhava), or at least into two ( Ā d i and Sambhava) separate major parvans.2 Let me 
emphasize that it is the main large divisions (parvans) of the epic I am here referring to, 
and not the hundred (sub)parvans (also called upaparvans or antaḥparvans). The 
subparvans, in point of fact, could not come into question here at all. Only the Northern 
manuscripts, as a rule, mention in their colophons the names of the subparvans; the 
Southern manuscripts ignore (as far as I can say at present, uniformly) this detail, very 
rarely mentioning, in their colophons, the name of the corresponding subparvan.8 We 
have, therefore, no means of knowing precisely the number and the limits of the sub– 
parvans in the Southern scheme, except, of course, the meagre and ambiguous data 
of the Parvasaṃgraha ( Ā d i 2 ) itself.4 

It is true that the Southern (printed ) editions (not excepting Professor P . P . S. 
Sastri's critical edition of the Southern recension, as far as it has gone) follow the division 
of the epic uniformly into the conventional eighteen books.5 But in so far as they do 
that, the editors, it seems to me, must be overriding knowingly (but without giving the 
fact inexpedient prominence) the clear and unmistakable testimony of Southern manu

scripts. They prefer to sacrifice the Southern manuscript tradition and make their editions 
harmonize with the data of the Parvasarfigraha: always a grave blunder; because, clearly, 
the data of the Parvasaṃgraha can be manipulated far more easily than those of the 
manuscripts of the text. The Parvasaṃgraha, if compiled, originally, on the basis of some 
Northern version,6 would certainly not fit the Southern recension exactly, even when the 
Parvasaṃgraha was first compiled. 

1 See the remarks of Burnell, A Classified Index 

to the Sanskrit MSS. in the Palace at Tanjore 

(London 1879), p. 180; and Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 

1898.122. 
2 In most Southern manuscripts the adhyāyas of 

these different parts of our Ādiparvan are separ

ately numbered. In our critical apparatus a new 

beginning is made with ( our ) adhy. 54 in all Southern 

MSS. exceptTi( which isamischoodex), an adhyāya 

which marks the beginning of our Ādivamśāvataraṇa

parvan; in the colophons of the Southern MSS. it is 

called the first adhyaya of the Sambhavaparvan. 
8 On the other hand, the Southern MSS. (and 

in fact even most of the Northern MSS.) frequently 

mention the name of the Upākhyāna or the name 

of the adhyāya; but even this is never done re

gularly and systematically. 

* The Parvasaṃgraha gives only the names of 

the (100) subparvans, and the oontents of the (18) 

major parvans. But from these data, we cannot 

say from what adhyāya to what adhyāya a particular 

subpar van extends. 
5 Thus, from these Southern ed., one can never 

elicit the fact that in the Southern Recension our 

Ādi is divided into two parts (parvans) and that 

these parts have separate numbering of adhyāyas! 
6 This is clearly suggested by the fact that the 

longer Table of Contents (1. 2. 72233) follows the 
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The difference between the recensions does not end there by any means, unhappily. 
The manuscripts of the two recensions show numerous other, big and small, discrepancies: 
discrepancies in the spelling of most ordinary words (e. g. N jfim: S *fter or *ftc5T), 
especially of proper names (e. g. N ^ffM: S öftrer); in the readings of words, phrases, lines, 
stanzas, groups of stanzas (passim); in the sequence of all these elements (passim); in the 
relative position of single adhyäyas or of a small group of adhyāyas (passim); in the 
relative sequence of whole episodes (e. g. the Śakuntalā and Yayāti episodes, Ādi 62 ff., 
and 70 ff.). What is more disconcerting still is that the recensions show also complicated 
displacements of portions of adhyāyas; cf‚, for example, the long notes on 1. 106. 11 
(p. 474 f.), and 1. 144. 20 (p. 624). Besides these variations in spellings, readings and 
sequences, there are additions (or omissions, just as one may happen to regard them) of 
single lines (often "inorganic", i . e. such as can be added or omitted with no effect upon 
the grammar or continuity), of short passages (passim) and long passages comprising 
more than a hundred lines (cf. App . I , No. 55, a passage of 125 lines, setting forth the 
story of the Kāśī princess Ambā) . These additions (respectively omissions) and verbal 
variants sometimes go to such a length that, at times, there emerges in the end an 
entirely different story. Compare, for instance, the two versions of the highly popular 
episode "Rape of Subhadrā" (Subhadrāharaṇa) in adhy. 211212 of our edition and 
passage No. 114 of App . I (comprising over 460 lines!).1 We find that the Southern 
version of this story is enriched with many entirely novel and startling features, such as 
Arjuna's masquerading as a peripatetic monk (yati) , or his fierce battle with the Yādava 
forces led by Vipṛthu, which he, of course, routs, alone and unaided, or rather merely with 
the help of his newly acquired, valiant and resourceful wife, who acts as his charioteer! 

A notable feature of the Southern recension is that it is considerably longer than 
the Northern. The constituted text of the Parvasaṃgraha (1. 2. 96) gives 7984 "ślokas" 
(that is, probably, what is technically called granthas) as the extent of the Ādi : 

The extent of the Vulgate is computed to be about 8460 "stanzas". The length of 
the Southern text of the 5di edited by Professor P . P . S. Sastri is given by himself as 
9984 "stanzas", slightly in excess of his own Parvasarhgraha figure (M. 1. 2. 102), 
which differs as regards this figure ( as in many other figures in adhy. 2 ) from our edition. 
This latter figure (9984) is perhaps a trifle in excess of the presumable extent of the 
(normal) Southern recension, since P . P . S. Sastri's text contains some clear instances of 
interpolation (from Telugu, Tamil and even Northern sources),2 which need not 
necessarily be put down to the already swollen account of the Southern recension. The 
difference between the Vulgate and Sastri's text is about 1524 "stanzas". But even the 
common Southern text, which will be appreciably shorter than Sastri's, may confidently be 

eighteenparvan division, which does not harmonize 

with the data of the oolophons of the Southern 

MSS., which have the twentyfourpar van division. 
1 Even the Śakuntalā episode gets a somewhat 

different colouring in the Southern recension. 
8 For instance the Śvetaki episode ( M . 1. 214. 

2998^), which, in the form printed there, is missing 

in all MSS, of his own critioal apparatus! 
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reckoned to contain approximately 1300 "ślokas" ( i . e . granthas) more than the longest 
Northern version of the Ā d i ! 

This excess in the Southern recension is not due to the addition of any single 
lengthy passage or just a few of such passages even, though there are undoubtedly among 
them some fairly long passages. The excess is due to additions, large and small, 
distributed almost evenly throughout the parvan. 

Not only is the Southern text thus appreciably longer than the other, the story 
itself of the Southern recension, as compared with that of the Northern, is, owing to 
many of these additions, much richer in details, leaving little or nothing to the imagination 
of the reader or the hearer. Thus, for example, in the Northern recension, the father 
of Satyavatī or Matsyagandhā (Vyāsa's own mother) is a nameless king of fisherfolk, 
making a living, on the banks of the Yamuna, by fishing. This is rather unsatisfactory. 
That the name of Matsyagandhā's father—he is really only her fosterfather, according to 
the fable—should not have been preserved, seems a shocking piece of negligence on the 
part of the historian, that is, the storyteller, since history as it is narrated (as has been 
well said) is a kind of roman ä these. The Southern recension here comes to our help. 
It has carefully procured the name of the fosterfather of Kālī Matsyagandhā alias 
Satyavat ī : it was Uccaiḥśravas (a highsounding Aryan name), i f we are to believe 
the Southern recension. H e was named after the great snowwhite Stallion of the 
Gods, which came out of the ocean when it was being churned for Ambrosia by the Gods 
and the Titans. 

Then again, the Purohita sent by the Yādavas to the forest retreat of P ā ṇ ḍ u in 
the Himalayas was a Kāśyapa. H e was required, of course, to perform all the little 
Aryan rites for the Pāṇḍavas. Moreover, it is best that kings always have their 
Rajaguru by their side, to advise and help them on all occasions. The Northern recension 
does not even tell us that the Yādavas had sent any Purohita at all to Pāṇḍus hermitage; 
so there, no question of his name arises. 

But a really illuminating instance of the richness of information furnished by the 
Southern recension is supplied by an "additional" adhyāya 1 in this recension, which gives 
us some new and interesting chronological details about the Pāṇḍavas themselves. These 
details disperse that haze of uncertainty and vagueness which overspreads the 
ordinary account. 

The Southern recension informs us that when the Paṇḍavas first arrived at the 
Court of Hāstinapura from the forest retreat, after the death of their father, Yudhiṣṭhira 
was exactly sixteen years old, Bhīma fifteen, Arjuna fourteen, the twins thirteen. We 
are further told exactly how long the Pāṇḍu brothers stayed at the Kaurava Court, in 
the Lac House (Jatugṛha), in Ekacakrā, at the Court of the Pāñcāla King , then again 
at the Kaurava Court, then in Indraprastha, and so on. Yudhiṣṭhira died at the ripe 
old age of 108, which is a mystic number. Arjuna was younger than K ṛ ṣ ṇ a by three 
months, which was also exactly the difference between the ages of K ṛ ṣ ṇ a and Balarāma. 
A n d so on and so forth. Almost all these useful details are lacking in the Northern 
recension, and I doubt whether they can even be reconstructed from the meagre data of 
this recension on these points. _ 

1 Cf. App. I, No. 67, lines 4762. 
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The Southern recension impresses us thus by its precision, schematization, and 
thoroughly practical outlook. Compared with it, the Northern recension is distinctly 
vague, unsystematic, sometimes even inconsequent, more like a story rather naively 
narrated, as we find in actual experience. 

The Southern recension of the Ādi at least is thus not merely longer, but also 
fuller, more exuberent, more ornate than the Northern. I t may therefore be fitly styled, 
in relation to the Northern, the textus ornatior. 

Notwithstanding these and other discrepancies, there persists throughout, between 
the recensions, a distinct and undeniable family resemblance, and there can be not the 
slightest doubt that they both spring from a common source, albeit a distant and somewhat 
nebulous source. Follow the course of these divergent streams as far back as one will , 
the elusive source seems to recede still further and lose itself in the mists of antiquity. 

It was pointed out above that a noteworthy feature of the Southern recension was 
that it was appreciably longer than the Northern. The character of the principal additions 
may be seen from the following list of some of the more important and lengthy passages 
peculiar to the Southern recension, whose texts are given in Appendix I . 

(1) No. 9 ( S except Mi) : God Śiva (Rudra) drinks up the poison (hālāhala) 
which exudes from the mouth of Vasuki‚ while the Devas and Asuras are churning the 
ocean for Ambrosia ( samudramanthana ); comprising 19 lines. 

(2 ) No. 4548 and 51: Additions to the Śakuntalā episode (together 231 lines). 
(3) No. 52: Mādhavī is introduced on the scene during the discourse between 

Yayāti and his grandsons, in the Yayāti episode (43 lines). 
(4) N o . 55: Anticipation of the story of the Kāśī princess Ambā (125 lines). 
( 5 ) No. 59 : Sūrya persuades Kuntī to have sexual intercourse ( 21 lines ). 
(6) No. 67: Details of the early life of the Pāṇḍavas in the Himalayan 

retreat (46 lines). 
(7 ) No. 6869: Pāṇḍu's death and many funeral orations (together 123 lines). 
(8) No. 78 (S‚ and by conflation K± Dai D n Da.4.u): Details of a battle 

between the Kurus and the Pāñcālas, and capture of Drupada (119 lines). 
( 9 ) No. 79 : Anticipation of the account of the birth of Draupadī and Dhṛṣṭa– 

dyumna; and account of the birth of Drupada (together 194 lines). 
(10) No. 8789: Additions to the Hiḍimba episode (69 lines). 
(11) No. 9193: Additions to the Bakavadha episode, including a detailed 

account of the fight between the two wellmatched giants, Baka and Bhīma (106 lines). 
(12) No. 95: Drupada bemoans the loss of the Pāṇḍavas, and is consoled by 

his Purohita; decides, at the advice of the Purohita, to celebrate the Svayamvara of 
Kṛṣṇā ‚ in the hope that the Paṇḍavas might turn up (74 lines). 

(13) No. 100: Story of Nāḷayanī narrated by Vyāsa to the Pāñcāla king, to 
justify the polyandrous marriage of the Pāṇḍavas (118 lines). 

(14) N o . 101: Story of Bhaumāśvī related on the same occasion (22 lines). 
(15) No. 103: Mimic warfare between the Kauravas and Pāṇdavas aided by 

Pāñcālas (219 lines). 
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(16) No. 108: Dhṛtarāṣ ṭ ra crowns Yudhiṣṭhira king before despatching the 
Pāṇdavas to Indraprastha (58 lines). 

(17 ) No. I l l : Description of Nārada‚ who comes to visit Yudhiṣṭhira ( 55 lines). 
(18) No. 113115 : Expansion of the Subhadrāharaṇa (562 lines 1). 
(19) No. 116: Arjuna's welcome on his return from exile (28 lines). 
These passages alone comprise 2250 lines or 1125 stanzas approximately! 

The discrepancies between the two recensions, as already observed, are so numerous 
and so multifarious, that any attempt to enumerate and classify them must remain 
incomplete and unsatisfactory. Nevertheless it may be useful to begin a cursory survey 
of the divergences, noting at the same time the typical characteristics of the Southern 
"additions", characteristics which recur with fair frequency in the Xdi‚ and which are 
likely to reappear in other parvans. These notes may prove useful for distinguishing 
between the different "hands" which have been at work in shaping this imposing 
monument of Indian antiquity, when the entire text has been treated in the manner 
proposed here, and we have sufficient data for undertaking a minute and systematic study 
of the variations and evaluating them. 

The deviations of the Southern recension from the Northern (taking for purposes 
of exposition the latter to represent the norm ) are of the following kind. 

1. Variants of isolated words or phrases, (a) unimportant and (b) important. 

(a) Unimportant, such as one comes across in line after line. They are far too 
numerous to be listed even approximately completely, but from among them we may 
single out these for specific mention: 

( i ) fluctuations in the spelling of proper names, e. g. S l"ÜRr ( N Iftpf), ^Tf–J~ 
(%?fq<>T), eröta (9n*ft–ff), ?&55 (? f êR) , (frf̂ s*), (3ct«t), *5rfW5 (*?sifirc), 
(flg), etc., etc. 

( i i ) variations mainly due to mere transpositions of words, e. g. S *T5–f: tff3t%j 
*ipkUa ^5Tc~T: ( N °q: *J^Rrêtf Sf«*t% *?°) 1. 1. 23; 5T?ft~g cffit Jm (TO: 3tfftft *J~T ~) 
92. 1; etc., etc. 

( i i i ) unremitting variation of: monosyllabic particles and versefillers, which are 
among the most unstable elements of the received text, such as r̂‚ I,  , %, % [a* ]«T; common 
adverbs and conjunctions, such as "ī: , ~JJ‚ ~ % fl^r, q~:, q~f‚ H*tt‚ m, *RT:, QTT‚ =flft', 
%T; and prepositions 8Tf^3Tf^i%8T^, srfôfft, argsr, etc, etc. 

( iv) substitution of metrically equivalent synonyms, or words and phrases of 
similar significance; e. g. d^–^––Êt–r;  ß f t   g f t ; sgi%g(^)f*r*t; ft^rfer; ^  * r g ; T ^  j p n r ; 
^ ^  ^ ^  ^ i f ^  ^ f o ; ^frrOTfs^ – T ^ ^   r a ^ v W (and similar com

pounds with f ^ and 3 ! W ) ; «reriNrR5^ ; ^–?rf^^ciTf^^ 

*WRfc; TOiRTaR[RMdi;
 :n^5n

,^śN^ spfcctf  r i  w ( ^ r w ) f ^ t 
3T"5RR* ^p‚f:; etc., etc 

( v ) substitution of equivalent epic iterata; e, g, < W t r t » 5*^*WF~f ; 
^*W^mtw‚ qrorôfrT:; ft:*raF3 W *tft‚ q * R r f r  r ran; etc, etc For other examples, see 
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Hopkins's collection of "Parallel phrases in the two Epics* in the Great Epic, pp. 403 ff. 
(Appendix A ) . 

(b) Important variants, which make a considerable difference in the sense, and of 
which the critique must take account. Of such variants, relatively speaking, there are 
only a few; e. g. discrepant divisions of the epic into parvans and adhyāyas; variantß of the 
titles of the subparvans (e. g. S s ra t a^R : N –3WSWT), of the numbers of adhyāyas and 
ślokas in the Parvasaṃgraha (the figures for ślokas differ, at times, by thousands). 
— A n example of a different character from another part of the Ādi is the variant  r l : * T T ~ 
in the stanzas which refer to the duration of Arjuna's exile. According to the Northern 
recension it is thirteen years; according to the Southern, only thirteen months 1 C f 
1. 204. 28. s 5ī~r nffa ( S I *rra~;, *mfä etc.) m(S ^)=nft –rifo; 205. 30 ft 5t~j 
f*ft*T (S n w M i ' , «rwifif, *T!~i~. ft). 1 — Then we have in 1. 3. 21 the variant «f^–^‡. 
H o w was the infinitive really made ? — A n d so on. 

2. Larger variations between continuous passages, as a whole, the total extent 
remaining approximately the same. 

We find them (a) mostly in the long lists of names: e. g. of the hundred sons of 
J)hrtarāṣṭra (adhy. 108), of ancient kings (1. 1. 166 ff.), of serpents (1. 52. 5ff7J‚ of 
kings present at Draupadfs svayamvara (adhy. 177); but (b) also when there are 
transpositions of whole or parts of adhyāyas (e. g. the prose genealogy, adhy. 90); or 
again ( c ) when there is free paraphrase of a passage (passim). 

3. Expansion of the text in S without materially altering the nature of the contents 
<yr the course of the narrative. 

(a ) B y multiplication of the items of a list. For instance: 
In adhy. 20, S (with K4 marg. D n D* marg.) adds seven lines of praise to an 

existing hymn (–*āter), addressed to Garuḍa. In these lines, Garuḍa is identified, in turn, 
with all the principal gods, and with everything that is preeminent in the world: 

299* ct f % g ^ W *ī*:Nt M*UMfo? I 

& Tfct; *Rrô "fer; ^ a i ^ i * W 
In adhy. 64, S (with K * D n D1.c) gives an additional short list of sciences in which the 
9ṣis in Kaṇva's penance grove were proficient: 

586* ^ I ^ ^ ^ Ñ ^ T h | : « l 4 4 U 4 ß 4 l l < ) * I 

1 Cf* Hopkins, Ruling Caste in Ancient India, p. 342 (footnote). 
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In adhy. 74, an additional passage (of 7 lines) in S (with Ds) harps on the wellworn 
theme of the evils that attend on anger: 

745* c T W ^ l ^ R . Sftj: ^W*h)*FT *T *{fôī^t I 

In adhy. 165, a Southern passage expands in hyperbolic language the list of edibles and 
other commodities (such as wines, clothes and blankets) furnished by Vasiṣṭha's 
Kāmadhenu, by the addition of 6 more lines: 

1753* ^iMi^^Kd4 N *CPET~* <rf<rta*n: 1 

mgr*rg ~" *n*ri~f tforfasr <̂w*i—hl i 
g^rfit W5R5H&t hw<*iPl ^ ~ R t ; i 

In adhy. 213, the Southern recension furnishes us with a supplementary list of items in 
Subhadrā's dowery‚ which, taken along with what has gone before, exhausts almost all the 
things worth possessing in this world: 

2088* ^ M U I H i 3 g " " R T 5RTOlt ^ * R  ^ I 

McUoMdl <M&M ~ ~"*JM4MR!l| –flī~?T I 

(b ) B y anticipation or repetition of stories, motives or discourses. For example: 
( i ) the miraculous birth of K ṛ ṣ ṇ ā and Dhṛṣtadyumna is narrated twice in S : in 

adhy. 155 and in App. I, No. 79 (after adhy. 128 ) ; 
( i i ) the theme of the amusing experience of a maiden, who, on praying to Mahadeva 

for one husband five times, was granted, as a boon, five husbands at one time—a story 
which seems to have been very popular in the South—is used, with variation, in S, no less 
than three times in the course of the 5 d i ; cf. adhy. 157, 189 and passage No. 100 
(of A p p . I ) j * 

( i i i ) account of the tragicomic experiences of the Kāśī princess Ambā‚ who was 
passed on in turn by Bhīṣma to Śālva and Śālva to Bhīṣma‚ repeatedly, like a shuttlecock, 
a story which is really the subjectmatter of the Ambopākhyana in Udyoga 173 ff. (Bom. 

1 In Sastri's edition these stories occur in adhy. 164, 189 and 191« 
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öd.), apparently a favourite piece, is anticipated in passage No. 55 of App. I (cf. adhy. 
96) and forms a bulky addition of 125 lines! 

(iv) the future of the royal family, which is the subjectmatter of the additional 
dialogue between Bhīṣma and his stepmother, Satyavatī, in S, in passage No. 57 (of App. 
I ) is only a continuation and repetition (with v. 1.) of the discourse between the same 
parties in adhy. 99. 

(v) Sūrya's warning to Karṇa about the designs of Indra to supplicate Karṇa in 
the disguise of a Brahman, in passage No. 60 of App. I, which is an anticipation of the 
story told in Araṇya 300 (Bom. ed.). 

(c) Additions in S, due to the explicit mention of the observance of the correct 
and complete Brahmanic ritual and ceremonial on the proper occasions. Thus, in adhy. 
68, at the birth of Bharata: 

625* *TOīfgfa *T*TF*n*T fê~Tn ^ W ^ * K ^ I 
x—• 

I n adhy. 92, at the birth of Sarhtanu: 
921* ere ~ —  ü s n f t s r ^ s ~ " s n j : I 

*UdWlf^ fīfrT fft%: ~ff*!"
 I 

5TcTffr*~fi~~ –̂ t%: ~ffw~ t 
I n adhy. 100, at the birth of Dhrtarāstra and Pāi idu : 

1084* dJV3U4&4i: ~*~rf TON«^fors 1 

In adhy. 115, we have, likewise, with reference to the Pä:n<lavas themselves ( A p p . I , 
No. 67, lines 1314, 2027 ): 

*r %4̂ <P«MII{I«H* tn~?tt 55tT JTf—7T: i 

d44HId f l ~ ^ T J <t>lgni I ;|flfg‚d44J 

 i «n –n?ft * mk  n i ^ uti^diH> 1 

*RIHIMIÎ <!MP> ^T5tffrrīf^" – i 
* W 4 : ?d«HHt^üm+4 T 1 
—ft<aM«H!li–i l~?T^T Tnf̂ TJ I 
H ^ l ~ ^ ī–f ^WJT MK<–||; I 

I n adhy. 124, at the royal tournament: 
1412* ? f J i ^ f*5–T~T ^uml^4ll TCHrt: I 

^ ~ : "rat "T*TF

4" "ft"™! c *ma I 
smftfirsr sf*r: –^ *ig.g44i.Kii: 1 
s r f w  r st: 5j^rFf%5^: <juPSdi< t 

(d ) Expansion in S of existing scenes by the addition of speeches or detailed 
descriptions and by other digressions. Examples: 

http://*ig.g44i.Kii
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( i ) in App. I , No. 9, in the account of the churning of the ocean (samudra

manthana), we are incidentally told of the drinking of poison by Śiva, which had exuded 
from the mouth of Vāsuki during the churning ; 

( i i ) in 998*, we have nine additional lines depicting the humiliating treatment 
meted out to Bhīṣma at the court of the king of Kāśī‚ during the Svayamvara 
of his daughters; 

( i i i ) passage No. 59 (of App . I ) depicts the persuasion of the shy and reluctant 
Kuntī by Surya for intercourse, by alternate threats and promises, like a real Don Juan; 

( iv) in passages No. 6869, the Southern recension has tried to develop a very 
pathetic scene indeed, depicting the death of the father of the heroes, Pāṇḍu: an incident 
which must have been considered as deserving fuller and more sympathetic treatment than 
the perfunctory notice we find preserved in the Northern recension. A t the sight of the 
corpse of her husband, Kuntī falls to the ground in a swoon, like a felled tree. Then the 
five brothers come up in a single file, and in the order of their ages, and recite their little 
mournful dirges: Yudhiṣṭhira gets 8 lines, Bhīma 7, Arjuna 4, the twins ( in chorus) 
only 3 lines together.1 Then follow longwinded farewell orations by Kuntī‚ Mādrī and 
the rest of the company, which are followed by a touching scene describing Madrī 
mounting the funeral pyre; 

( v) passage No. 78 gives, in 119 lines, the details of a fight, which, in the Northern 
recension, at least originally, is disposed of in two lines! The latter I consider adequate 
treatment, taking everything into consideration ; 

( v i ) passage No. 93 is a Southern addition of 37 lines giving fuller details of the 
titanic struggle between Bhīma and the cannibal Baka; 

(vi i ) 1737* adds a hymn (in Triṣṭubh metre and pseudovedic style) by Vasiṣṭha, 
addressed to Sūrya‚ when Vasiṣṭha presents himself before that luminary on behalf 
of Sarnvaraṇa; 

(v i i i ) 1828* ff. describe in turn the discomfiture of each of the suitors for the hand 
of Draupadī; 

( i x ) passages No. 100101 add to the existing stock two new anecdotes—alternative 
explanations—narrated by Vyāsa to prove to Drupada and his son, that the polyandrous 
marriage proposed by Yudhiṣṭhira, though apparently immoral and illegal, is a most 
righteous and necessary union, being preordained by the gods themselves for the 
accomplishment of their cosmic plans: these are the wellknown legends of Nālāyanī 
and Bhaumāśvī; 

( x ) passage No. 106 gives an almost complete inventory of the presents Drupada 
gave to the Pāṇḍu brothers when they left with Draupadī, for the Kaurava Court, 
at the invitation of Dhṛtarāṣṭra. The Northern recension ignores this huge mass of 
presents completely I 

(x i ) passage No. 110 is a farewell scene containing short orations by Kṛṣṇa‚ 
Yudhiṣṭhira and Kuntī‚ when K ṛ ṣ ṇ a sets out for Dvärakä; 

1 This sohematio treatment perhaps betrays the hand of the interpolator more clearly than anything else. 
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(x i i ) passage No. 112 contains the farewell of Arjuna to Citrāṅgadā, telling her 
that she must not give way to sorrow in his absence, as they would meet again soon at the 
Rājasūya, which is going to be performed by Yudhiṣṭhira: a prophetic utterance 1 A n d 
so on and so forth. 

(e) Additions of little ethical, moral and sententious maxims, to which S, 
permeated as it is by a conscious didactic purpose, is particularly partial. We meet with 
the same old proverbs over and over again in S: 

595* 3T«TOT HrdlJk^M^^^T ~ ~ ? *TFI% I 

605* fan wfêr *taft *Tcfr *s?fa i 

S‡S 5jS *}» >{» 5Ĵ  

 T
 prfrT J%»T tīiH"Vt 1 **Z*i[ I 

5 r M ^ t ĪT?—(if?cT <MMlfi>lfl«llt4<U< | 

780* <rc*nfi * ~ r ̂ t j i ^ ī f r — n f ê r  r s r  n i 
3 T ~ fir~CT––n 3T7T™: ft k i d I FIR; i 

782* gfdi  |Kft l^Ml ^ r ~ 3 ^ i — f % s *  n % i 

* J " ~ ~ ~ f ī r f l ? f ? T *PTOT tśfNr I TSC
J I 

804* gTTSr »i4nNI% faw:"~CT? «räg«IT I 

3ītif?rsnRr n – F ~  ~ J — T  ~n * % ^ I 
rT»3T ~ T T ~PTT "7T% <lf<HsWU * fä^ I 

833* ^f–r "r ^ w ^  M . ~ro—I 

856* t ^^frsrct | ^  *sjrm ^ t ^ «r^r =sr I 
Ihs* * J T ~ t It *RÊI**  – J *  T t 
3rT"ft FTRrt IN f̂ s;i<M p–h"*–R^ I 

51,™; 5pt%" ftOT^R": %htalft I 
."ft»T5   " s R S f s ‚"föt ~ ~ r n ~ f ^ I 

1019* cf~T ~ T T J  R F  f T fcd*t^*tW«tt I 

R i e f t » 3 ""IN ~ r ~ M<fadfl I 

1101* *H~5T ft S  I  T ~ ^ T  ' J T ^ ^Wift~ffcT I 

1189* 3 l t « f r i m f o ^ | i j H J j n  P ī R t W ^ f « I J I 

tj–t ~E~~ti 3 diOwti ~ j i "~T !T% 1 
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1423* 3T^TSfA"f: 

(f) Additional stanzas in S with, perhaps, a certain amount of sexual appeal, 
bearing the taint of later decadence. Examples: 

App. I, No. 89 (lines 3–4) with reference to Hiḍimbā: 

~ cRF–J 5~T ^Mfa%*^ I 
No. 48 (lines 78–79), describing Śakuntala: 

No. 55 (lines 46–47), describing Ambā: 

Then also 929* ^ra in^rm^t^r f ^WIcft^i: spr I 

1189* ~T *fN ~T –fflHf&7RTT cTOT I 

More sentiments of this type, occurring in the Grantha version alone, are: 
1937* ^ f t t t l l ^ H I ? q ^ f b n i r r ^ W J I 

The lengths to which the Muses lead these Southern poetasters may be judged 
from the following interpolation in certain Grantha manuscripts of the Ādi. 1334* 
with 1335* reads; 

Cf. also lines 7374 of passage No. 100 ( of App. I ) : 

4. Southern additions which alter the purport of the fable as narrated in the 
Northern recension, 

Made apparently with the object of correcting the laxity of sexual relations 
implied in the old narrative. In adhy. 67, the royal Purohita, a handy person, quickly 
but surely and secretly, performed the marriage of Duḥṣanta and Sakuntalā, in order to 
legitimize Bharata, the eponymous ancestor of the Bhāratas, who has given his name to 
the country of his birth and to the Great Epic of India, altogether an important personage 

i n ancient Indian history : 
1 These lines occur in three MSS. ( * r ‚ q) of Sastri's edition (vol. 2), p. 1209. 
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610* —dff[cT HHl%M T S R % ^ r a ^ ^ I 

cT2IT ^ ~ " – T " T T ^ t % f%3Tt *n föt if"* I 
–C~3tfii ^mICMI Ü [ ~ r : M<̂ *{P3LD* I 

^  H H l l ^ M ^ ^ 4 * l ~d^Jh44|f~:; I 

In adhy. 77, the marriage of Yayāti and Śarmiṣṭhā is celebrated semisecretly, in a 
secluded corner of the Aśoka grove, in the palace grounds, with the usual baksheesh to the 
Brahmins, in the presence of counsellors, chaplains, priests and so on, but unknown to 
Devayānl! A l l this was done to legitimize Puru‚ the eponymous ancestor of the Pauravas : 

In passage No. 114 of App. I , Subhadrā and Arjuna were likewise secretly and 
hastily married in the presence of gods, ṛṣis‚ and elders, while Balarāma was away from 
the scene, to legitimize Abhimanyu ( the father of the famous Parikṣit and grandfather of 
Janamejaya, to whom the epic was narrated). Cf. lines 281286 of the passage: 

Most Grantha manuscripts ( G15 of our critical apparatus: % ̂  and *T of Sastri's) have 
a passage to show that Parāśara and Matsyagandhā were secretly but regularly married. 
Cf. passage N o . 36 of App . I , which is a somewhat lengthy passage describing with 
circumstantial detail the nuptial ceremony at which the ancestors of both the bride 
and the bridegroom are invoked, all the details of the regular Hindu marital rite are 
scrupulously gone through, and the marriage is solemnized in the presence of Vasiṣṭha, 
Yājnavalkya and other great Rṣis living in the Naimiṣa forest! 

5.» Additions in S, due to the filling out of lacunae {real or imaginary). 
Examples of such additions are: 
482* which gives a summary of the last five parvans of our Mahābhārata text, and 

passage No. 79 (of A p p . I ) giving an account of Drupada's birth. I t appears, from the 
latter account, that Drupada was born in the same miraculous way as two of his con

temporaries Droṇa and K ṛ p a ‚ due to the perturbation of his father at the sight of a beau

tiful Apsaras. Ascetics involuntarily emitting semen at the sight of heavenly nymphs, 
broadhipped, fatbreasted, fairclad, pleasurefraught, and the miraculous germination 
of the semen into human beings, is the regular Purāṇic apparatus for the generation 
of the great men of the past, about whose birth nothing exciting was specially known to 
the chronicler. 
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6. Multiplication of fights and battlescenes, 
I have drawn attention above to the expansion of the description of a battle (in 

which the Kurus and the Pāṇḍus capture Drupada), and of a fight ( between Bhīma and 
Baka). 1 Analogous to it is a battle scene described in an additional adhyāya in the 
Southern recension (App. I, No. 103). This stages a little war between the cousins, a 
miniature replica of the Great War to come. Here also Kurus plan the destruction of the 
Pāṇḍavas, who are residing in Kāmpilya as the guests of Drupada. A regular council of 
war is held, in which Śakuni and Karṇa advocate hostilities, while the nameless son of 
Somadatta counsels peace and conciliation. The bellicose party has the upper hand in the 
council chamber. The Kuru army marches against the Pāṇḍavas with their allies, the 
Pāñcālas. The Kaurava forces are, of course, easily repulsed. No great damage is done. 
The status quo is immediately restored: things go on just the same as before, as though no 
battle had ever taken place. There is also no other reference to this battle in the whole 
of the Mahābhārata. The present parvan does not offer much scope for the full develop

ment of this tendency. We shall probably meet with it again in the battlebooks ( 69 ). 

7. Omissions in S, as compared with N. 
These are quite numerous and scattered almost evenly over the whole parvan, but 

short and contextually unimportant, as a rule. An exception is the somewhat lengthy 
Śvetaki episode ( A p p . I, No. 118). Since, on the one hand, all reference to the episode 
is missing in the whole of the Malayālam version, as also in some manuscripts of each of 
the remaining two versions ( T 6 ) of the Southern recension, while, on the other hand, 
those T G manuscripts that do contain some mention of it insert a variant version at cm 
entirely different place, therefore the episode may legitimately be considered a Northern 
interpolation which has insinuated its way, by conflation, into some Southern manuscripts. 
I t is a story in true Purāṇic style. K i n g Śvetaki sacrificed with such phenomenal zeal 
and keenness that his priests, in the end, refused to sacrifice any more! Śvetaki practised 
penance on the Himalayas with the object of making Rudra his sacrificial priest. Rudra‚ 
however, excused himself, asking Śvetaki to apply to Durvāsas, who was his part>

incarnation (arhśa). Durvāsas completed the sacrifice, and Śvetaki poured libations of 
clarified butter into the fire for twelve years continuously. A s a result, A g n i had a severe 
attack of indigestion! He refused after that every offering, and became enfeebled. A t 
Brahma's direction, he set the Khāṇdava forest on fire, and tried his best to burn the 
forest down; but the denizens of the forest put the fire out, over and over again. He 
reported his discomfiture to Brahma, who then asked him to betake himself to Arjuna 
and Kṛṣṇa‚ the part incarnations of Nara and Nārāyaṇa, with whose help alone Agni 
would be in a position to burn the Khāṇḍava forest. 

It should be made clear that the variants and passages cited here are merely by way 
of illustration, and comprise only a small fraction of the total number of deviations. 

The presence of an astonishingly large number of additions, some of which are 
undoubtedly late and spurious, should not be allowed to impair our appreciation of some 
real merits of the Southern recension. I t would be, in fact, a grievous error to ignore on 
that account the Southern recension or underestimate its value. This recension is an 

** App. I, Nos. 78 and 9293 respectively. 
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indispensable aid for controlling the deviations of the Northern recension, both in point 
of readings and sequence. In comparison with T, it has unquestionably preserved a very 
large number of original readings, proved by actual agreements between S and V, as well 
as by their intrinsic merits. The superiority of the Southern recension in comparison to 
the Vulgate may be said to be quite evident. I t may, however, quite easily happen that 
in a particular instance, the whole of the Northern recension is corrupt, and the true 
reading is preserved only in the Southern recension.1 A n instance of this is 1. 214. 5. 
The Vulgate reads ( B . 1. 222. 5): 

d w ī t ^srretftrô^f^ er 3HTBTT^ II 
Nīlakaṇṭha's gloss is: q t 3T^vTīt ^ ~ " ^iJ^sfa"cīrc:^ l %CRT^ I 

The stanza has been translated by Manmath Nath Dutta as follows: "Having 
obtained him as their king, they obtained a monarch who was devoted to the study of the 
Vedas‚ who was a performer of great sacrifices, and who was the protector of all good 
works". Protap Chandra Roy's translation reads similarly: " A n d the subjects having 
obtained Yudhisthira as their king, obtained in him one that was devoted to the study 
of the Vedas‚ one that was a performer of great sacrifices, and one that was the protector 
of all good people". 

But the translations of both these scholars are generally free and arbitrary. A s it 
stands, the stanza can be translated only as follows: 

"They ( i . e. the people) obtained for a king, one who studied Brahma (para), 
employed the Vedas in a great sacrifice, and protected the blessed worlds". 

This pedestrian stanza will satisfy most people as it ha^ satisfied a long succesion of 
critics, commentators and translators in the past. About it one can only say that there 
are worse stanzas in the Mahābhārata. Only a reader endowed with a fine sensibility and 
critical acumen will feel that there is something amiss here. We are face to face with 
the danger of acquiescing in a sense which might satisfy us, but which would not have 
satisfied the ancient writer. The Northern variants do not offer much help; even the 
Śāradā and K manuscripts have substantially the same readings. It would, consequently, 
not be easy to reconstruct from this sad wreck of a Dīpaka‚ the epigrammatic original, 
which is preserved intact only in the Southern recension, which the constituted text here 
follows (1. 214. 5): 

^ R T ī t %^Tt l[^>TbK. J44IV«i<i:
 1 

<Ĥ dK 5J*T 3PTT % f ä f t Ê 5RĪBTT^ II 

No glosses, translations, exegetical notes, and such other accessories are necessary 
for the elucidation of this stanza; for it is selfluminuous. The correctness of the Southern 
‚reading is confirmed by the very next stanza (1. 214. 6), which is also an epigrammatic 
period of the same type : 

I t should thus seem that the infidelities of the Southern recension are confined 
mainly to a tendency to inflation and elaboration. In parts unaffected by this tendency, 

1 For examples from another parvan, see Lüders„ Grantharecension^ pp. 52 ff. 
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it is likely to prove, on the whole, purer, more conservative and more archaic than even 
the best Northern version. The Southern variants, therefore, deserve the closest attention 
and most sympathetic study. 

After this brief survey of the interrelationship between the two recensions, we 
shall proceed to the consideration of the various provincial versions, into which each of 
the recensions breaks up. 

C H A R A C T E R A N D M U T U A L R E L A T I O N S OF T H E V E R S I O N S A N D T H E I R M A N U S C R I P T S 

The Archetype V. 

The Śāradā Version. 
The archetype V comprises the two versions : Śāradā and " K " . 
The Śāradā version is represented in our critical apparatus by the fragmentary 

codex Ś1, belonging to the Bombay Government Collection (No. 159 of 187576), which 
seems to be the only extant genuine representative of the old version of Kaśmīr. The 
manuscript, which is undated, may be three to four centuries old. For reasons which will 
appear in the sequel, I have made the Śāradā version the norm to follow. 

The text of the Ādi (as of other parvans of the Mahābhārata) according to the 
different printed editions, as is wellknown, varies considerably, not merely as regards the 
readings, but also as regards the extent. The length of the Ādi, according to the Calcutta 
edition, as already observed, is estimated to be about 8460 "stanzas", of the Bombay 
edition, 8620‚

1 of the Madras edition ( i . e. Sastri's Southern Recension) 9984 (according to 
Sastri's data), of the Kumbhakonam edition 10889.

2 Now, in a statement following the 
colophon ( or forming part of the long colophon) of our Śāradā manuscript, the length of 
its text is given as 7984 in a stanza cited from the Parvasaṃgraha; cf. the accompanying 
facsimile of fol. 155 a of the Śāradā cödex. To judge by the amount of textual matter 
which an average folio of the fragmentary Śāradā codex holds, this estimate of its extent 
appears to be approximately correct. Assuming then that to be the length of the Śāradā 
version, it becomes the shortest known version of the Ādi‚ and may, therefore, appropriately 
be called the textus simplicior. 

While it is the shortest extant version, it is a demonstrable fact that it contains 
relatively little matter that is not found, at the same time, in all other versions of both 
recensions. It is clear, therefore, that i t must contain, relatively, less spurious matter than 
any other known version. That is precisely the main reason why it is taken as the norm 
for this edition. 

Since our codex ( Ś1) is fragmentary, it must be considered a piece of singularly 
good fortune that there has been preserved at least one nearly complete Devanāgarī 
manuscript of the Ādi‚ namely, India Office No. 2137, that may, as will presently be 
shown, be used, without hesitation, to supplement the missing portions, since it 
undoubtedly is a moderately trustworthy, though comparatively late and slightly contami

nated and incorrect transcript of a Śāradā exemplar. 

1 This is the figure given in Lele's edition of the 

text with Marathi translation (Wal, Śaka 1818), 

2 See the volume of Index etc., Descriptive 

Contents, p. 4. 
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Further particulars of the Śāradā version will be found under the account of the 
" K " version. 

The accompanying facsimile of a page of the Śāradā codex (fol. 155 a) contains the 
end of the Ādi and the beginning of the Sabhā. The Parvasaṃgraha stanza, mentioned 
above, giving the extent of the Ādi‚ will be found in lines 23 of the facsimile. 

The "K' Version. 

This version, as already explained, is a specific Devanāgarī version, closely akin to 
the Śāradā version and clearly differentiated from the (socalled) Devanāgarī version. 

The affinity of the manuscripts comprising this version is illustrated by the 
ollowing concordant readings, selected at random. The references are to adhyāyas 

and ślokas. 

1. 2 K o . 3  8 5Rf?fac. : rest (mostly) 
1. 8 K Vi « 5 t ^ f  T W  r : others qgi s ° , ^ f f o ° , * j ~ : . 

1. 49 K Vi B u n ̂ r^rats^ft̂  : others ĝ m °̂, *fênar ^m°. 
1. 51 K fr–WF: : rest (mostly) *rôfô~:. 
1. 192 K 0  5 5~n*cRR: : rest | [ T O i l : , 
2. 76 K ^ r o m vm : rest (mostly) *rerm† ~ vi^mr. 
4. 10 K V w i l

J 8 r e s t °3^
:;

TO
:

– 
8. 2 K Da g * r ^ c  f ^ r t s v r  f : : others mstez<i, g ^  f l E g i f f t s * T  r a : , etc. 
8. 16 K 3rcśtsW : others p w , etc. 
10. 2 K Da.s (by transp.) ^|f gstf ^ t f : rest ^ r f *rtf 3Jtf. 
13.1 K Da.« spftf| : rest w~~. 
13. 25 K Da.« *  T R  J % : : others *  F g f i ī : , etc. 
17. 9 K Da 5 <ffit 5rrcw«ft: : others ^r*S?A*ffô:, etc 
19. 4 K Da.5  T | ^ ī l l r : s ? l ^ r f  T ^ f t : others w&% ^i^^n^i ~ * T ī f c f , e tc 
24. 1 K Da fcf~*rfr : rest om. g. 
24. 14 K Da.5 mffi : rest * T f T ~ S : . 

55. 8 K g ? : : others tg*:, 
55. 35 K *TRF%r3 : rest 5~~lfT. 
56. 14 K – M ^ t : rest *m*ft‚ 
57. 2 K %fCīM<T : rest –fta^~*:. 
57. 8 K Ds : others g*ra‚ etc. 
57. 43 K D« q f H : : rest 
58. 3 K Dfi cfl^^iBi : rest q>qR îft. 
58. 40 K D« : rest *ft4h 
59. 29 K DO –ft&n^ : others –pr–f:, etc. 
60. 6 K Ñ s Dfi 8f%: g~r~f –Ĵ –f: ( by transp.) : rest e?̂ ?g ^|f: –5rr:. 
60. 52 K 3*JJT: : rest t ~ ~ : . 

62. 6 K D j 3̂?4 5̂TTCFFR : rest *FSFFT ?mfi(* 
64. 29 K D5 — : rest *nTRT. 

67. 30 K Dfi f̂ wi~r *ro* : others fcftm grat *ī‡, etc. 
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68. 69 K ī)s ^~n (or °*erf) : rest ^RTT. 
71 41 K D s ^ j rest ft*. 
74. 7 K alone transp. j*rrn: and 3>*rrfc. 
76. 33 K D5 gftfadl : rest g*rantf. 
150. 18 K –rm r̂ : rest faw, etc., etc., etc. 

Further examples of the concordant readings of the K version will be found below. 
I t was remarked above that Ki( = India Office 2137) was a manuscript of Kaśmirī 

origin, exhibiting specially near affinities with Ś1, so much so that Ki may be regarded 
as a copy of some Śāradā original. The Kaśmīrī character of Ki was already fully 
recognized by Professor Lliders, who had utilized it in the preparation of his specimen1 of 
a critical edition of the epic mentioned above, although he had no genuine representative 
of the Kaśmīrī or Śāradā version to compare it with. 

The affinity between Ś1 and Ki is documented by a mass of readings, of which the 
following ( selected at random ) will serve as illustrations. The references are to adhyāyas 
and ślokas.2 

27. 15 Ś1 Ki g*~;. : rest ^ra~": (synonym!). 
28. 24 Ś1 Ki cRT: : rest *rêh. 
29. 4 Ś1 K i a m vfoī : others STTRft~, etc. 
30. 7 Ś1 Ki 5&torac,: others yfä^di, snī~‚ tw‚ ^I~9I‚ etc ( original hypermetric!). 
31. 6 Ś1 Ki –j*~np: (corrupt) : others ffarcff:, *Tsre~:, etc. 
37. 25 Ś1 Ki *%cf<ar: ftTcīr Rrf̂  (corrupt) : others *fêr̂ Tr: 5nrrar*i7, etc. 
42. 7 Ś1 Ki –forf ^ T T R 5 : others ?r =T "TOS, etc 
44. 2 Ś1 Ki *FU<a : others WQ‚ cW‚ cffit‚ etc. 
45. 5 Ś1 Ki 3&?Ft • rest sr3f̂  (synonym). 
45. 19 Ś1 Ki cf4Ĥ [cf : others –TOM‚ etc. 
131. 3 Ś1 Ki sgq% (corrupt) : rest ~gtô:. 
131. 13 Ś1 Ki =ro; : rest ^ r ? . 
154. 24 Ś1 Ki —5̂ rt : rest *n*fawn (original has double crasisl). 
206. 3 Ś1 Ki t̂ sr: (corrupt?) : rest –&*rCT: (Gi SRA3T:). 
218. 48 Ś1 Ki *T^uftsrat q~~ ( =47

ô

) : rest fift: *TfS–TT ( or °^:). 
The above are examples of concordant readings of Ś1 and Ki. A s instances of 

adhyāya division and numbering may be pointed out that adhy. 42–44 and 46 of the 
constituted text (comprising adhy. 4648 and 50 of the Vulgate) are numbered in Ś1 Ki 
5456 and 59 respectively, and are so numbered in no other manuscript hitherto collated; 
further, after only the third stanza of our adhy. 40, both manuscripts (Ś1 Ki) interpolate 
the figure 51, Ś1 marginally inserting, at that place, an additional colophon: ^ i to^* f f 

^ R T r l ^ ^ ī i ~ : . Likewise, after 1.165.34, Ś1 Ki insert, an additional colophon, not found in 
any other manuscript. 

Among "additional" passages peculiar to Ś1 Ki may be mentioned 1735*. 
K i is, however, by no means, a direct copy of Ś1. There are numerous discrepancies 

between them. Notably, there is a big lacuna in Ki in adhy. 4748, where Ś1 is intact. 

1 Druckprobe einer kritischen Ausgabe des Mahā* 

bhārata, Leipzig 1908. 

2 It should be noted that Ś1 begins only at 

1. 26. 10. 
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Again at 1. 107. 26; 154. 10, 11; 175. 4 and other places; Ś1‚ which generallyomits the 
verbs OTT" ( resp. "f :) in the short prose formulae of reference to the speaker, does^ show 
these verbs, while they are lacking in Ki‚; 1. 208. 14 is an exception where both Ś1 and 
K i have 3"t~t. Ś1 K i exhibit also numerous minor differences in their readings; e. g. 1. 36. 
22; 38. 21, 36; 41. 29; 46. 11; 98.9; 125. 3, 16; 128. 2; 138. 24; 195. 11; 200. 3. After 
lf 144. 17, bi has a colophon which is missing in K i . 

These agreements and differences show that while Ś1 and K i are closely akin, their 
text is not identical. Neither Ś1 nor K i is a direct copy of the other. They are 
independent witnesses, a circumstance which adds greater weight to their arguments. 

I shall now cite some readings ( also selected at random ) which Ś1 shares with the 
K version, Ś1 and K standing together against all other manuscripts (barring, of course, 
conflated specimens). The references are to adhyāyas and ślokas. 

28. 18 Ś1 K qtô* : rest 
29. 1 Ś1 K ctfīt ^l*|Hc[l *jc(T : rest ~HHW4t ^n. f 

32. 3 Ś1 K i&xÑ : rest *?Nfô. 
32. 12 Ś1 K rr : rest it. ' 
33. 20 Ś1 K V*% (Ks °ft*?%) : rest °wrr.* 
36. 21 Ś1 K DO *rêt *rrat : rest ā–nr̂ —:. 
38. 2 Ś1 K DO f c t t s ^ ī : rest 3?3: ?m* 
38. 14 Ś1 K g*iifcrô : rest *rnrfW. 
42. 7 ś i K ft ' rest ~. 
94. 31 Ś1 K Ds ^īī*–nft : others –5ftf*cH?, fêrôt‚ etc. 
94. 93 Ś1 K sft"* : rest ^cfr^r. 
118. 1 Ś1 K «Wī frfa: : rest frtfc<T:. 
124. 23 Ś1 K D 5 ?rg—t: : rest *g—1. 
128. 12 Ś1 K D« ^  T R c g ^ V : rest ^ī^?:^qti0 (double crasis!). 
128. 15 Ś1K Da 5afê*sn: : others *n*F<†, m*tôt‚ etc. 
142. 23 Ś1 K 3^rvrt ~fā ̂ t m : others jprat: *rnwlF, etc. 
155. 13 Ś1 K 5pr: iIIm<^i : rest 3 tô^5j*:. 
162. 6 Ś1 K flts*nsref : rest om. m. 
163. 7 Ś1 K Da. 5 °śtWffi : others *ftt‚ etc. 
168. 3 Ś1 K De vtffä : rest w~f. 
169. 18 Ś1 K D* %  5 : ßtai~ : others ^Mmi:, etc. 
170. 9 Ś1 K D5 ^«5t%g H?wr: : rest ^ ^ m w . 
177. 5 Ś1 K Ds 5 r ê t f t – : : rest 
181. 37 Ś1 K Da. 5

 0 % ^ öft% : others °W*rot*ft, etc. 
181. 40 Ś1 K D 5 MilUitt?i *facg: : others m%fti: sifä*w*r ; etc., etc. 

These concordances are sufficient for postulating the archetype V, comprising the 
versions Śāradā and K , a hypothesis which will be confirmed by further agreements which 
are mentioned below. 

The K version, though comprising manuscripts akin to each other and clearly 
distinguishable from those of the Devanāgarī version, is by no means—as is natural—quite 
homogeneous. Only Ko. 1 represent the version K in a comparatively pure form, while the 
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remaining iṅaṅuscripts of the group ( i . e. EU«) are really nothing more than mischcodices, 
being conflated either with T or with S. On the other hand, just owing to this conflation, 
some of the other composite Devanāgarī manuscripts (particularly D2.5) have so many 
features in common tyith K , that they may as well be separated from D and classed 
under K . 

The contamination of Ks& with T is illustrated by the following passages: No. 14 
of A p p . I (found in K4, marg., and Ñ V i B D ) ; No. 41 ( in Ks. 4 and Ñ 2 . s V i B D except 
J)t); No. 4243 (in Kg 4 and Ñ V i B D except D*). K4 includes passage No. 61 (of 
App . I ) and 1131*, like Ñ B D . The contamination of K24 e with T is illustrated by 
116*, 119*, 122* 124*, 125*, 128*, 132*, 137*, 139*, 142* 143*, 144* 145*, 151* 157*, 
160*, 162* 166*, 167*, 168*, 172*, 173*, 1S9*, 190*, 191*, 221*‚228*, 245*, 281*, 305*, 
354*, 372*, 405*, 416*, 417*, 438*, 487*, 490*, 523*, 536*, 564*, 692*, 694*, 824*, 
1000*, 1035*, etc, etc 

The contamination of K43 with S is exemplified by the following among other 
facts. K56 contain 22*, K* e 25*, K* 49*, K4 (suppl. fol.) passage No. 55 (125 lines) 
and No. 100 (118 lines), of A p p . I . : all of these are Southern passages. 

K 4 – 8 ‚ moreover, contain the Brahma episode1 in adhy. 1 ( a slippery passage, which 
migrates from place to place ), while K4.6 have found place even for the venerable elephant

headed Gaṇeśa‚ who is unquestionably a late Northern intruder. In K* these inter

polations are written out on separate folios (called here –dtw~~r), and inserted at appropriate 
places, which shows the interpolations on the high road to recognition as genuine parts 
of the Mahābhārata. 

Important omissions which distinguish v (really only Ś1 K03) from all other 
manuscripts are these: 

( i ) the adhyāya giving a naive account of the birth of Duḥṣalā (Bom. adhy. 116), 
which uncommonly looks like being an afterthought ( App. I , No. 63 ); 

( i i ) a passage of about 25 lines describing how Droṇa's son Aśvatthāman is given 
flour mixed with water, which he drinks in the belief that it is milk ( A p p . I , No. 75); 

( i i i ) an adhy. (Bom. adhy. 139), in which there is an incidental allusion to the 
installation of Yudhiṣṭhira as Yuvarāja, 2 and which is repetitious and incoherent {App . 
I, No. 80); 

( iv ) the socalled polity of Kaṇi (ṅ)ka , Kaṇi(ṅ)kanī t i (Bom. adhy. 140), which 
is. a replica (naturally with many additions, omissions and variant readings) of the advice 
given by Bhāradvāja (apparently a gotra name of this very individual) to Śatruṃjaya, and 
duly communicated by Bhīṣma to Yudhiṣṭhira in the Santi (App . I, No. 81 ); 

(v ) the crossing of the Ganges by the Pāṇḍavas (Bom. adhy. 149), a superfluous 
adhyāya, which only serves to confound the already confused geography of the narrative 
(App. I , JTo. 85). 

These five passages are found in all manuscripts collated except Ś1 Ko–s‚ hut i t is 
worthy of note that even apart from their omission in V , the documentary evidence with 

regard to at least two of ṭhem‚ is confused and unsatisfactory. No. v (crossing of the 

1 See notes on passage No. 1 of App. I. 2 Cf. remarks of Holtzmann,Das Mahābhārata, 2.33. 
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1 The reason of these repetitions has been ex

plained by Jacobi‚ Das Rāmāyana, p. 34, with 

reference to the RāmāyaiMfc The same explft&frtiwfr 

is applicable here, mutatis mutandis. 

2 CI. Holt2mann, Das Mahābhārata, 2. 33, on 

adhy. 139 of the Vulgate; or the surmises of various 

scholars regarding the Gaṇesa episode ( for literature 

see the next footnote). 

Ganges ) is inserted in different groups of manuscripts at different points of the text. In 
N o . iv (Kaṇikanī t i ) , on the other hand, most of the Southern manuscripts repeat, after 
the interpolation, the immediately preceding portion of the original, apparently in order 
to restore the context broken by the intrusion of extraneous matter.1 

Of important additions in V , I can recall only one, that of an adhyāya of 42 
lines, at the very end of the Ādi (added probably as an Appendix), which is a variant, 
abbreviated version oi the Śvetaki interpolation. It is found only in Ś1 Ko.1 .4 and 
therefore cannot even be said to be characteristic of the whole of V ( A p p . I, No. 121). 
Instances of small additions are Nos. 349*, 449*, 451*, 516*, 565*, etc., etc., found in K 
with or without some Devanagarī manuscripts; while 969*, 1855*, 2077*, etc. are found 
in Ś1 K , with or without some Devanāgarī manuscripts: all these passages are missing 
in B 9. 

That Ś1 and K are not identical but independent (though allied ) sources, may be 
ooncluded, for example, from 449*, 452* 491*, 492*, 516*, 565*, 750*, 866* etc., which 
are found inserted in some or all manuscripts of the K version, but which are conspicuous 
hy their absence in Ś1 (sometimes with Ki). 

I t was remarked above that V is the shortest of the extant versions of the X d i . 
Let us examine, without bias, this feature of V . Those passages that are lacking in v, in 
comparison with the other versions, cannot all be omissions in V , whether accidental or 
intentional. 

They cannot be intentional omissions, notwithstanding that these missing passages 
are mostly of inferior character, intrinsically worthless, repetitious, superfluous, or finally 
auch as scholars have already ( even before the discovery of this version ) marked as likely 
interpolations.2 For, this Śāradā (Kaśmīrī) version of the Ādi is not an abstract or an 
adaptation. I t claims to be the unabridged text itself, in all its fullness, and I see no 
sufficient reason to doubt the a priori presumption that it is not an abridged version. 

The explanation that primarily with the very object of excising what seems to us 
to be superfluous or repetitious matter, an abridgement might have been intentionally made 
in the past by some Kaśmīrī redactor or a syndicate of redactors, would be a grotesque 
distortion of Indian literary and religious tradition. No one in the past found the epic 
text too long. Far from it . It was perhaps not long enough. 

Taking away something from the received text of the Mahābhārata and passing i t 
off as the original work is a thing categorically different from adding something to it. To 
add small details here and there, embellishing and amplifying the original, would be merely 
a gentle and lowly service ad majorem gloriam dei. Even long pieces may sometimes be 
added, if they are actually found in other Mahābhārata manuscripts; and occasionally, 
even if they are not found in the current manuscripts, provided there is at least oral 
tradition to support their claims. % 
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N o doubt the received text contained difficulties and obscurities and repetitions. 
But they would be merely due to corruptions of the text; the difficulties could be solved 
and the purpose of the repetitions explained by a really learned Pandit, who knows and 
understands everything. 

That the omissions cannot be the result of a preconceived plan to shorten or tö 
improve the text, follows further from two other facts: firstly, enough digressions and 
superfluities still remain in v, which would have all been swept away in pursuance of the 
alleged plan; and, secondly, v has its own interpolations, albeit they are few in number 
and short in extent, such as 349* ( in K V i Da D2.4), 451* ( K Da), 516* ( K except K« 
D n Di), 565* ( K except K 2 ) , 1499* (Ś1 K D*), 1735* (Ś1 K i only), 1855* (Ś1 K Ñx), 
2077* (Ś1 K except K 2 and Ñ1.s V i D2.5), etc. 

While these socalled "omissions" cannot be all intentional, they can also not be 
all accidental. The text is continuous and complete in itself. I t has no apparent lacunae, 
as it surely would have had, if the omissions had been due to fortuitous loss or destruction 
of some intermediate folios of a parent manuscript. 

It may further.be pointed out that many of the apparent "omissions* of V, in 
relation to T or the Vulgate ( i . e. Nīlakaṇṭha's text) are confirmed by the rival recension, 
the Southern recension; e. g. the Gaṇeśa episode (App . I , No. 1), or the anticipation of 
the list of the hundred sons of Dhrtarāṣṭra (No . 41), or again the story of the birth of 
Abhirnanyu (No . 42), or finally the anticipation of the story of the birth of Karṇa (No . 
43 ) in the Sambhavaparvan. These passages are omitted in S no less than in K . 

In these instances, moreover, the intrinsic probability is wholly on the side of those 
manuscripts that lack these accretions. It is unnecessary to dilate on the Gaṇeśa episode, 
which, on the face of it, is a later addition, and which has been dealt with so often by 
different critics. 1 A s for the two passages, Nos. 4243 of A p p . I , it is sufficient 
to observe that the adhyāya in which they occur is meant to be a mere list of the dramatis 
personae, in which each actor in the great drama is identified as the incarnation of some 
god, goddess, or titan, taking this or that part in one momentous phase of an allembracing 
cosmic movement. The adhyāya being originally a mere (metrical) list (as it is in the 
constituted text and the S outhern recension ),2 such stories as the account of the birth of 
Abhimanyu and Kayna are wholly out of place here, and could not possibly have belonged 
to the original scheme of the adhyāya. The contrary supposition only stultifies the 
original writer, making him out to be an irresponsible lunatic, scarcely a desirable 
conclusion from the orthodox viewpoint. 

Likewise many of the apparent omissions in V in relation to the Southern recension 
are confirmed by other Northern versions; e. g. the anticipation of the birth of K ṛ ṣ ṇ ā and 
Dhṛṣṭadyumna ( App . I , No. 79), or the Nāḷāyanī episode ( N o . 100), or the account of a 
battle between the Kauravas and the Pāṇḍavas (No . 103), which are peculiar to S. In 
other words, these "omissions" are documented by the whole of N . 

1 Winternitz, JBAS. 1898. 380ff.j Venkataob

*llaffi Iye*, Notes of a Study, pp. 23f., 28ff‚; Lüders, 

Deutsche literaturzeitung, 1929, 1143 f. Particu

larly, Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 1898. 77 ft 
2 See adby‚ 58 of Sastri's 1diparvan in thō 

Southern Recension* 

http://further.be
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One notable featurfe of v to which I must now draw attention is its frequêtit agree– 
j » e n t with S against T, especially in the matter of isolated and even unimportant reading!, 
Scattered throughout this parvan. I shall cite a few (out of the hundreds of possible) 
instances to exemplify this interesting and important characteristic of V. The readings of 
a9nflated manuscripts, "which serve only to confuse the issue, have been ignored; the 
references are, as usual, to the adhyāya and śloka. 

1. 138 K Vi S %mi (Text) t B D gj:*ś. 
1.144 K S – r i ^ g — R : B D q a — T ^ ^ . 

: 1. 208 K S Rrrc ""?t %ST : Vi B D q^r^3d %?n 
20. 2 K S fê"ri" ftq«N<qf (hypermetric!) : others fê"—stt ß~cft, etc. 
2 1 . 1 0 K S W : Ñ V i B D (mostly) W . . . 

 • 26. 9 K S ütoraftoM : Ñ Vi B D ( mostly ) sgpre5?ata( or °ft )<*.* 
34. 13 Ś1 K S 3cRSJft H5Rrī: : Ñ V i B D (mostly) 5frfêNcT ?rqtTsr:. 
37. 5 Ś1 K S qflrr : Ñ Vi B D (mostly ) tftePT. 

39. 16 Ś1 K S miTk«i*iw : Ñi. 2 V i B D îq%r ror I. 
41. 17 Ś1 .K S 3°* : Ñui V i B D ^ . 
64.10 TS. S>iför tx4 (or ī&i) %nr: tn??|: *s% : Ñ V1 B D (mostly) ̂ fNr 

68. 1 4 K S <W>URWHW •• Ñ Vi B D (mostly) wrerK^nr%—. 
76. 2 2 K S ĝ 01 : Ñ B D (mostly) ffen &lī. 

" ' "77. 4 X S ^ J r : Ñ B D (mostly) gft 
94. 12 Ś1 K S ^ t a r : Ñ Vi B D (mostly ) ^ F 5 Q T S ^ . 

100. 0 Ś1 K S im : Ñ 1 . 2 Vx B D (mostly) srô. 
119. 8 Ś1 K S m sts*?fêr (irregular ) : Ña. 2 B D m srafacf ( regular ). 
138. 17 K S SīST53PPTt Êtô : Ñ J . S V I B D ?rôf *irei*CTff. 
141. 4 Ś1 K 8 ^ ! *israrar : Ñ V i B D (mostly) f jn T&ti %. 
142. 18 Ś1 K S sgar: : Ñ V i B D (mostly) vm. 
143. 38 Ś1 K S fe5TRTIf *T?RJR: : Ñ Vi B D sfäq†5T *fn~T:. 
159. 20 Ś1 K S sMf 2" ' Ñ2 Vi B D *jfa*ncJR:. 
176. 5 K S ! f ^ i ^ : : Ñ V i B D (mostly) TT^J !^sn: . 

182. 9 Ś1 K S »rnftger: *rs%ft —r^: : Ñ2.8 V i B D *CT^ q%%4^5fl. 
187. 20 K S acreRsrterar : Ñ V i B D ?n?3nfr?RT† *rsfT. 
189. 23 Ś1 K S *tt—. : Ñ Vi B D 
193.1 Ś1 K S fw*nfo : Ñ B D frfrfft. 
196.4 Ś 1 K Ñ 1 S * S : Ñ2.3 V 1 B D ? 5 . 
199.12 Ś1 K Ñi S itqferapt : Ñ i . s B D nmindm‚ 
199. 19 Ś1 K Ñi S *ŚK: : Ña. s V i B D snrt 

Such extensive agreements in petty verbal details must necessarily be, in the main, 
an original inheritance, and could never be, in their totality, the result of contamination or 
conflation, as one may vaguely imagine they are; because'to acheive them would necessitate 

more expenditure of energy than an ancient Indian redactor or reciter or commentator~of 
the epic would bargain for. A n d even if one or the other of them had the requisite amount 

1 Note that the' fragmentary Śāradā codex begins at 1, 26, 10. _ 
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ofr energy to use in this way, it would appear to him to be si ludicrous waste of it. 
We in the present century are apt to get nervous and irritable over misprints and variae 
lectiones. But an anciant Indian scribe, redactor or even commentator, not to speak of t h ś 
common reciter ( pāṭhaka)—if I read aright Indian literary history—was not perturbed in 
the least by a little difference in wording or in sequence, especially if the variant did not 
give an appreciably better, or appreciably worse sense. The enormous and complicated 
critical apparatus assembled here, moreover, can leave us in no doubt as tov the attitude 
of the custodians of the epic tradition towards paltry verbal details: it was that of total 
indifference. 

Addition or omission of passages is, I may add, a variation of an entirely different 
order. I f a reciter or commentator came across, in another manuscript, an additional 
passage, there was every chance of his copying it down somewhere, either in the margin 
of his own copy, or on a supplementary folio; for there wonld be, in his mind, always 
Present the possibility that the passage in question was some part of the original that his– 
Qwn manuscript had unaccountably lost. How else, forsooth, could 1;he passage get into 
the other manuscript ? 

In my opinion, therefore, this fact of the concord between V and S in small details, 
coupled with the almost entire lack of agreement as regards the additions peculiar to v or & t 

is the strongest argument imaginable for the independence of these two versions, and 
consequently for the primitive character of their concordant readings. It is needless to 
point out that this is a factor of supreme importance for the reconstruction of the original* 

The text of v is throughout of such a character as to inspire confidence. Itg 
conservatism is proved by its preserving archaisms and the lectio difficilior (e. g. *ift?ft* 
1. 2. 144; >©tetö

1 1. 2. 177, 189; *ifnr adv. "frankly" 1. 10. 6; –~W 1. 98. 13; S S * 1. 98." 
18), often in a corrupt form, while other, nianpscṛipts have discarded them in favour of 
modern forms or easy paraphrases: I t is well known that, for purposes of textual 
reconstruction, the mechanical corruptions of a stupid but faithful pôpyist are to be 
preferred to the intelligent copyings of a less faithful one. * 

Again, V is often the only version that has preserved the correct reading;" 
e. g. 1. 2. 102 : 

35ft~ cTcft "TOTSm M l ^  i K II5 
where the Vulgate version reads (1. 2. 138f.): 

~~r ~5RFFT% HOT sffaff «?iR*i^Hi^ 1 

while Sastri's reading is (1. 2. 108f.): 

"~ *jd|4rf3 TOT gfrft 4tfc»dR 1 

1 Devabodha paraphrases the word with^†^f^T. 
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It is Draupadī who, like a canoe, rescues the Paṇḍavas, who were submerged in the 
of the diceplay. The correctness of the text reading, which is based on that of K , 

it proved by a stanza in the Sabhā ( B . 2. 72. 3), which is the source of our stanza: 
3T3frST?Cfa 4IHMHwRfc PU*<faMlMj 

Compare also the following three versions of 1. 166. 23 ( = B . 1. 176. 27; M . 1. 174. 29): 
K* Ñi V i B D = Vulgate V=Text Southern Recension 

Obviously, the stumbling block was QFŪM of the constituted text, which is a lect. 
dffi; here it means "forgotten", a meaning cited in our dictionaries generally as an 
Uncommon meaning given only by Indian lexicographers 1 Unless one here assumes v to 
be original, it is impossible to explain this divergence of v, T and S, both of which 
give a possible though weak sense. 

A n unbiassed comparative survey of the different versions leads one to the con

clusion that the Śāradā (Kaśmīr ī ) version is certainly the best Northern version, and 
probably, taken as a whole, the best extant version1 of the Ādi, a conclusion not based on 
abstract considerations, but one that may be verified inductively and pragmatically. A s is 
natural, this version is, not by any means, entirely free from corruptions and interpolations. 
These must be carefully corrected and controlled with the help of the other versions, 
particularly of those of the rival recension. 

SubRecension T. 
This subrecension comprises the four versions: Nepālī‚ Maithilī, Bengali and 

Devanāgarī, and is represented by a very large number of manuscripts; it is, in fact, 
the most numerous group. Instances of readings which distinguish T from v S, have been 
adduced above ( p. LIV ), to show the agreement between v and S against T. The versions 
comprising this subrecension have, moreover, quite a considerable number of ''additional" 
passages in common, which clearly differentiate it from other versions. Noteworthy is the 
substitution of a lengthy passage of 56 lines (App. I, N o . 61) for 1. 105. 47, giving a 
detailed account of the marriage of Pāṇḍu with Kuntī and Mādrī. This detailed account 
is obviously secondary. On no other supposition can one, it seems to me, account for the 
circumstance that Ś1 K03 and S should agree in having a short version of the episode for 
which K4 Ñ B D substitute a considerably longer and more elaborate version, both versions 
being embedded in a portion of descriptive text with minimal variation. For, while it is 
inconceivable that two (more or less) independent groups of manuscripts such as Ś1 K03 
and S could arrive at the same short account independently of each other, it is, at the 
same time, extremely improbable that either group (Ś1 Kos or S ) should have copied the 
short summary from the other, discarding altogether its own original detailed account. 

1 Cf. Lüders, Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1929. 

1141: ‘‘Das ist um so mehr zu begrüssen, als die 
KāśmvriVersion den relativ ältesten Text des Epos 

bietet" (Italics mine!) 
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The secondary interrelationship of the various versions comprising subrecension T 
is documented sufficiently clearly by their having in common quite a large number of 
lengthy passages which are missing in v S, and which, on independent (intrinsic) grounds, 
have been or may be declared spurious. The following passages, given in A p p . I, are 
instances of such interpolations: 

(1) No. 12 (Ñ1.2 V i B D ) , a duplicate and superfluous description of the ocean, 
a similarly worded description having occurred only in the preceding adhyāya; 

(2) No. 14 ( K 4 Ñ V i B D except Ds‚ D2 on suppl. foL), a short Puraṇic story 
relating how Sūrya resolves to burn the world down, whereupon Garuḍa‚ at Brahmā's 
behest, brings his brother Aruṇa over to the east that he might act as Sūrya's charioteer, 
shielding the world from the heat of the enraged Sun—a digression suggested by the 
casual mention of Aruṇa in adhy. 14; 

( 3 ) No. 41 ( Ks. 4 Ñ2.3 V i B D except Ds), a list of the hundred sons of Dhṛtarā

ṣṭra—an anticipation of adhy. 108, whose occurrence here (like that of the two following 
interpolations in the same adhyāya), as has been explained above, is obviously contrary to 
the original plan of the adhyāya; 

(4) No. 42 (Ks .4 Ñ V i B D except Ds), an account of the scene which was 
enacted in heaven before the birth of Abhimanyu, a story which is really meant to 
explain the mystery of his premature death; 

( 5 ) No. 43 ( K 4 Ñ V i B D except Ds), the open secret of the mysterious birth of 
Karṇa‚ which is an anticipation of adhy. 104 ;and‚ finally, 

(6) No. 81, lines 193230 ( K 4 Ñ V i B D Ti), meant to be a summary of 
the Jatugṛha episode, which is, however, a garbled and incoherent version of the original 
story. 

The view that v and T may stand in genetic relation to each other does not receive 
much support from the facts of the case. Neither V nor T can be derived from the other. 
Each possesses original features that the other lacks, as is evidenced by their alternate 
agreement with S, even in the matter of petty verbal details. A l l these coincidences need 
not, of course, be original. Some could be indeed secondary changes, made independently 
in the same direction; others again may possibly be explained as the result of contamina

tion. There wil l remain still an obstinate residue of agreements between v and S, or 
between T and S, that must be set down as the expression of the ultimate connection of the 
respective concordant versions through the lost original source. 

Contamination between V and 7, owing to the contiguity of the areas in which the 
respective versions were current, was inevitable, and must, in any case, be assumed to have 
existed; on the other hand, contamination between T and S cannot be altogether denied. 

Particularly interesting is a small group of passages of doubtful character, to which 
reference has already been made. These are certain passages that are common to T and S, 
and are missing in Ś1 Kos only; in other words, they are found in all manuscripts collated 
except Ś1 K03 ; for example, the Kaṇikanīti . There is usually other evidence against the 
passages. Thus the secondary character of the Kaṇikanīti is quite unexpectedly confirmed ; 
firstly, by the illogical repetition in certain Southern manuscripts (T2 G2.4.5) of two 
preceding adhyāyas (129130); and, secondly, from the fact there is no reference to the 
Kaṇikanīti in Kṣemendra's Bhāratamafijarī, in the Javanese version, as also in Devabodha's 
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commentary. I t may, of course, happen that in particular cases there is no collateral 
(confirmatory ) evidence of this character available; e. g. in the puerile account of the birth 
of Duhṣalā (App . I , No. 63). Here the evidence of documentary and intrinsic probability 
is almost equally balanced; and documentary probability points in one direction, while 
intrinsic probability points in the other. 

I have in such cases hesitatingly followed v ( = Ś1 K ) , taking into account, on the 
one hand, the superiority of v in general trustworthiness, and, on the other hand, the 
special characteristics of T and S, which are versions rather of the inclusive than of 
the exclusive type, prone to amplification and elaboration. Fortunately for us such cases 
are comparatively rare. 

The rejection, on the evidence of v alone, of the whole of the incoherent adhy. 139 
of the Bombay edition (our App. I , No. 80), an adhyāya which contains only some 
needless repetition, besides minor absurdities, would not have called forth any comment 
from me, but for the fact that with its omission disappears the only reference, I think, in 
the whole epic to this alleged installation of Yudhiṣṭhira as heir apparent to the throne of 
Hāstinapura. The Kaśmīrī version, which omits the entire adhyāya containing the 
reference, unexpectedly justifies the indignant outburst of Holtzmann (Das Mahābhārata, 
B d . 2, p. 33): "Geradezu Fälschung ist es, wenn 1, 139, 1 = 5517 behauptet wird, der 
blinde Dhrtarāshtra habe mit Uebergehung seiner eigenen Söhne den Yudhishthira zum 
Kronprinzen (yuvarāja) ausrufen lassen.’' One of the main objects in interpolating this 
adhyāya seems to have been to exonerate Arjuna from the blame or sin of fighting with his 
own guru (Acārya Droṇa) in the Great War, by making the 5carya himself exact from 
his pupil in the presence of all his kinsfolk—for no reason that is adduced or can be seen 
— the solemn but senseless promise that he (Arjuna), when challenged, would not refuse 
to fight with Droṇa. Cf. B . 1. 139. 13: 

There is no reference to this alleged promise in the sequel. A n d originally a different 
solution of the dilemma was obviously imagined. To Arjuna's question (Gītā 2. 4) : 

the reply of Bhagavan Śrī K ṛ ṣ ṇ a is (Gl tā 2. 19, 32, 38 ): 

1 *i?T % i % ^rdK *T5*rer 1~~;1 

cT~S i&vpi –Êtfif ~ ff~fT Tf~^"fF–^Tf^ II 
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Archetype 8. 
This archetype is represented, in our critical apparatus, by the three closely allied 

versions Nepālī‚ Maithilī and Bengali; probably together with Uriyā (belonging to 
Orissa), of which version, however, no manuscripts were available for collation. 

The Nepali Version. 
The Nepālī version is represented in our critical apparatus by the three manuscripts 

Ñ i , Ñs and Ñs‚
1 The version is closely allied to the Bengali, with which the agreement of 

one or the other of the three manuscripts is almost constant. That even the manuscripts 
of distant Nepal are not wholly free from contamination from some Southern source or 
sources (direct or indirect) follows, for instance, from 224*, 263*, 819*, 991*, 998*, 
1096*, 1246*, 1470*, 1569*, 1748*, 1768*, 1778*, 1788*, 1828*, 1910*, 1957*, 2133*, 
etc., etc., as also passage No. 112 of App. I—interpolations common to S and some of the 
Nepālī manuscripts. One of these manuscripts ( Ñ s ) happens to be the oldest of the 
dated manuscripts ( A , D . 1511) belonging to our critical apparatus. 

The Maiihill Version. 
Of the Maithilī version, which is the version of North Bihar, only one manuscript 

( V i ) was collated for this edition. V i and K agree sporadically against all other manu

scripts (cf. for instance, 1. 1. 8, 49, 162), but such agreements are few and far between, 
and it would not be safe to draw from them any farreaching conclusion regarding 
the relationship of V i and K . A s in 306*, 321* 328* 346*, 378*, 418*, 450*, 541*, V i 
agrees, on the other hand, with the typical BengaliDevanāgarī group against all other 
manuscripts. V i contains 1548*, a Southern passage, found otherwise only in D n D1.4. s. 

The Bengali Version. 
The Bengali version of subrecension T was studied more carefully than either the 

Nepali or MaithilL The study of this version was facilitated by the extreme courtesy and 
kindness of Pandit Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, who has, now for many years, kindly 
and unselfishly supervised the work of our collation centre at the Visvabharati, a centre 
organized by Professor M . Winternitz, when he was residing at Bolpur as a Guest 
Professor in Rabindranath Tagore's University, With the cooperation of a select batch 
of advanced students, Pandit Vidhushekhara has been good enough to supply the Institute 
regularly with carefully prepared collations of a large number of valuable old Bengali 
manuscripts in the rich collection of the Visvabharati, as also of other manuscripts placed 
at his disposal by different Bengali Institutes and scholars, among the latter, my kind 
friend Professor Sushil Kumar De, of the University of Dacca. Of the large number of 
manuscripts thus collated, ultimately five were selected for inclusion in the critical 
apparatus of the edition. Notwithstanding considerable variation in these manuscripts 
as regards petty verbal details, the material appears sufficient to settle the text of this 
important version. 

1 I may mention here that, unfortunately, in the 
footnotes to the constituted text, towards the end 
of this volume, the diacritical mark of S has broken 

off in many places; but, on examining the passages 
carefully I found that the oontext almost invariably 
shows whether one has to read N or S". 
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The Bengali version is closely allied to the Vulgate, but is unquestionably superior 
to the latter in so far that it is happily free from a large number of late accretions which 
encumber the Vulgate. Of such "omissions", exhibiting the superiority of the Bengali 
version, the following will serve as illustrations: 

(1) The entire BrahmāGaṇeśa complex in adhy. 1, of which the Bengali version 
contains not the remotest trace. The spurious character of this passage has been discussed 
an d demonstrated so often that it is unnecessary to dilate upon it here.1 

(2) The short dialogue of 8 lines (71*) between Paraśurāma and the shades of 
his ancestors, in the beginning of adhy. 2, which is wholly unnecessary here, and is, as a 
matter of fact, only an excerpt from a detailed description of the principal Indian tīrthas, 
which occurs in the Araṇya ( B . 3. 83. 29ff.). 

(3) A short passage of only six lines (cf. App . I , No. 13), which represents a 
somewhat feeble attempt (as unnecessary as it is unsuccessful) to fill out an apparent 

lacuna in the original.2 

(4) A long interpolation (App . I , No. 78) of 119 lines in adhy. 138 (Bom. ed.), 
which gives an inflated account of the defeat and the ultimate capture of Drupada by the 
Pāṇḍavas. It is one of the miniature Bhāratayuddhas—mere byplay for the benefit of 
the gallery—which expand and embellish the Southern recension and the Vulgate. The 
older version disposes of the battle in two lines, which, taking everything into con

sideration, is after all perhaps not a very inadequate treatment, as already remarked. 
( 5 ) M ore than usual interest attaches to another omission in the Bengali version, 

which concerns a wellknown and popular scene describing the discomfiture of Karṇa at 
Draupadīs svayamvara, which is commonly believed to be one of the main reasons why 
he always entertained feelings of such deep and implacable hatred towards K ṛ ṣ ṇ ā 
(Draupadī ) , and lost thereafter no opportunity to hurt and humiliate her. 

This passage deserves a detailed consideration. Ramesh Chandra Dutt ‚ who had to 
make a very careful selection of the incidents of the epic in compressing the story, has 
made this scene the centre of his poetic account of the marriage of Draupadī, and given a 
vivid rendering of the passage in his Epic of the Bharatas: 

"Uprose Karna‚ peerless archer, proudest of the archers he, 
A n d he went and strung the weapon, fixed the arrows gallantly, 
Stood like Surya in his splendour and like Agni in his flame,— 
Pandu's sons in terror whispered, Karna sure must hit the aim! 
But in proud and queenly accents Drupad's queenly daughter said: 

'Monarch's daughter, born a Kshatra, Suta's son I will not wed.’ 
Karna heard with crimsoned forehead, left the emprise almost done, 
Left the bow already circled, silent gazed upon the Sun!" 

The situation is, undoubtedly, full of dramatic possibilities. Just at the moment 
when the prize was going to be snatched away from the heroes of the epic by an upstart, 

1 Cf. p. LIII ‚ footnote 1, above. 

* See F. BelloniFilippi, "L'spisodio di Kadrū e 

d i V i n a t ā nell' edizione critica del Mahābhārata" 

(Traduzioni di epica indiana), published in the 

Ascoli Memorial Volume, Siīloge Linguislica 

(Torino 1930), 
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the brave little Draupadī comes to the rescue and snubs openly, in the presence of the 
assembled princes, the semidivine bastard, the understudy of the Villain of the piece, the 
unwanted suitor, who thereupon withdraws discomfitted; and everybody breathes a sigh 
of relief. A tense scene! 

Unfortunately, this melodramatic interlude, to judge by the documentary evidence, 
appears to be the handiwork of a very late Vyāsaīd, as it is found only in K * Ñ2 
Dn D2.4. c, that is, one manuscript of the K group, one Nepali manuscript, and three 
composite Devanāgarī manuscripts, besides the Nīlakaṇṭha version! A l l of these are late 
and inferior or conflated manuscripts. It is missing, on the other hand, not only in the 
Śāradā version and the Southern recension (as in the case of many of the interpolations of 
the Vulgate ), but for once, also in the entire Bengali version 1 

I t might seem a piece of sheer vandalism or perverseness to omit this seemingly 
beautiful little passage, which has won its way into peopled hearts, from any edition of 
the Great Epic of India, relying merely upon documentary evidence. A little reflection 
will, however, convince any one that the loss to the epic is not as serious as one might, at 
first, suppose, since it is a palpably jaked and thoroughly unreal situation. I f one thinks 
about it at all, one fails to understand how Draupadī, who was, after all, then only an 
unexperienced maiden in her teens, had recognized the K i n g of Aṅgas (whom she had 
probably never seen before) and known him for the son of a coachman, unfit to wed 
a princess. H e had been invited by her father. A t least he was given a seat of honour 
among the princes. He is specifically named by Dhṛṣṭadyumna among the suitors 

(1. 177. 4). Moreover, it does not appear as i f the bride elect had much choice or voice 
in the matter, at the time of these elaborate and formal state functions notwithstanding 
that they were called svayarhvaras. She had to wed any competitor who excelled in the 
particular proficiency test which had been arranged by her father or guardian. She was 
vīryaśulkā: she was given by her guardian to the highest bidder, the price paid being 
heroism, or rather proficiency in marksmanship. This is quite evident from the words of 
Yudhiṣṭhira, addressed later to the Purohita of Drupada (1. 185. 23f.): 

^r^~ ft –ETg–fe"f f^^~ 3̂r~f ~r ^H^~~T I 

We accordingly find, as a matter of fact, that without murmur or hesitation, she follows an 
unknown and apparently undistinguished Brahman boy—Arjuna in disguise—who happens 
to have hit the mark. She does not know him from Adam, but she makes no inquiries 
about his status or lineage. Even if this were regarded as a case of romantic love at first 
sight for the handsome and heroic bowman (which it certainly is not), she never opens 
her lips when Yudhiṣṭhira proposes that she should be the common wife of the five 
brothers, which must have shattered her romance to smithereens, but quietly submits to 
(what is made to appear) as a most unusual and unnatural, i f not a shocking, proposal, and 
from which even her old father and brother recoil with perplexity and amazement It 
seems to me, therefore, that the documentary evidence is amply supported here by 
intrinsic probability. 
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Examples of other less important "omissions" in the Bengali version which dis* 
tinguish it from the Devanāgarī are: 54*, 60*, 71*, 152*, 171*, 274*, 277*, 689*, 1171*, 
1205*, 1222*, 1270*, 1614* (proverbs, one of them being a citation from Manu), 1714* 
(a short list of sacred rivers), 1788*, 1827*, 1841*, all of which occur in the Vulgate, but 
are missing in the Bengali version. 

Occasionally Bengali manuscripts agree in their readings with the Southern 
recension, standing in opposition to Ś1 K ( with or without D ); e. g.: 

1. 22 B S 3f% : K (mostly) D (mostly) fêtf. 
1. 42 B S w w « m l

 : Ko.2–4 D (mostly) ~c ~. 
7. 3 B D (mostly) S t o t ; : K 
39. 10 B D (mostly) S ?rt: : Ś1 K (with a few D ) 5p:. 
64. 29 Ñ B D S ~ t r t : K <Fvfr, etc., etc., etc. 

Other examples have been cited under the description of the K version. 
In these cases, I have, as a rule, given preference to the agreement between B and 

S, on the postulated principle of the originality of the agreement between independent 
versions, adopting in the constituted text, the concordant reading; but owing to the 
circumstance, that sporadic contamination between B and S, as a whole, cannot be 
altogether denied and that there are, as a matter of fact, some Bengali manuscripts that 
stand, palpably, under the influence of the Southern tradition, even in the matter of minor 
readings, it is impossible to be perfectly certain about the originality of a reading common 
to B and S. I am, however, of opinion that the probability is always on the side of the 
concordant reading, though the evidence of this agreement may be rebutted by other 
considerations, such as intrinsic probability or the evidence of pertinent testimonia. 

The Devanāgarl Version. 
The Devanāgarī script plays in the Mahābhārata textual tradition the important 

role of being the commonest medium of the contamination of different Mahābhārata 
versions. A Devanāgarī manuscript of the Mahābhārata may, in fact, contain practically 
any version or combination of versions. 

Of the four "Devanāgarl" scholiasts whose commentaries were collated for the Ādi‚ 
Arjunamiśra is certainly an Easterner, and bases his commentary on the Bengali text; 
Ratnagarbha appears to be a Southerner, and his text is evidently a blend between the 
Northern and the Southern texts; while Nīlakaṇṭha is quite definitely a Westerner, though 
he seems to have written his commentary in Benares. The provenance of the fourth and 
the last commentator mentioned above cannot be determined with certainty; but it might 
be surmised that Devabodha was a "Northerner"; in any case, his text (to judge by the 
lemmata in his commentary) shows remarkable affinities with the Northwestern or 
Kaśmīrī version ( V ). 

Most of the Devanāgari manuscripts, as already remarked, are eclectic on no 
recognizable principle: now they approach the Southern tradition (S ) , now the purer 
Northern (v). I f any one were to maintain that just this composite text was the 
original, a patchwork of disjointed ancient passages, which had later split up into the 
Northern and Southern recensions (as might easily be implicitly assumed by the 
protagonist, say, of Nīlakaṇṭha's version), i t would be a thesis difficult to substantiate. I t 
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seems more natural to regard, as already observed, the Devanāgarī as a sort of "vulgar" 
script (like the Latin, in Europe), the script understood by the savants all over India, 
into which many of the local versions were, from time to time, transcribed, a circumstance 
which facilitated contamination and conflation. 

I t has been mentioned above that the Devanāgarī version contains many more 
interpolations than even the Bengali. It would be no exaggeration to say that the 
Devanāgarī manuscripts, which are by far the most numerous of Mahābhārata manu

scripts, are, at the same time, the least important of them, with the possible exception of 
those of the adjoining version, Telugu. 

The Devanāgarī Version of Arjunamiśra. 
This is in a sense a misnomer, because this Devanāgarī version, as already remarked, 

is nothing but a Devanāgarī transcript of the Bengali version. Instances of the concord 
of B and Da will be found under: 1. 4. 6; 7. 13; 8. 22; 10. 2; 11. 7; 26. 38; 33. 25 f.; 
111. 4; 141. 21; 143. 6; etc, etc 

The name of the commentary is variously given as ( Mahā )Bhāratārtha( pra )dīpika, 
and Bhāratasarhgrahadīpikā. 1 The commentary on the different parvans has been handed 
down singly or in groups of a few parvans at a time. Complete manuscripts of the 
commentary are said to exist in Bengal, but even there they are not common. The 
manuscripts, which are written in Bengali or Devanāgarī characters, have various dates in 
the seventeenth or later centuries; the earliest hitherto reported date is V . Saṃvat 1676 
(ca. A . D . 1620). Arjunamiśra, who styles himself Bhāratācārya in the colophons of his 
commentary, was the son of īśāna‚ who was a "Reciter" ( pāṭhaka ) or "Prince of Reciters'* 
( pāṭhakarāja ) of the Mahābhārata, and who appears to have borne, like his son, the title 
Bhāratācārya. Arjunarniśra is cited by name by Nīlakaṇṭha once in his commentary on 
the Mahābhārata (ad B . 3. 291. 70) and was, therefore, certainly anterior to Nllakaṇṭha, 
who belongs to the last quarter of the seventeenth century. Arjuna‚ in turn, mentions, 
among his predecessors: Devabodha, Vimalabodha, Sāṇḍilya, SarvajñaNārāyaṇa (also 
known as Nārāyaṇa–Sarvajfia or merely Nārāyaṇa). H e appears to have based his 
scholium closely on that of Devabodha, from whose commentary Arjuna often cites, 
verbatim long extracts, without specifically naming the source. Arjuna wrote also a 
commentary on the Puruṣasūkta, to which he himself refers in the Dīpikā on B . 14. 25. 
26. Telang2 surmises that he is posterior to the Vedantist Samkarācārya; and Holtz– 
mann3 assigns him to the thirteenth or fourteenth century, both without mentioning any 
cogent reasons for their assumptions. Arjuna has treated the Harivamśa as an integral 
part of the epic, elaborately defending this position; his commentary, therefore, embraces 
the Harivamśa also.4 

1 See, for further details, Haraprasada Shastri, 

A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts 

in the Collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 

(Calcutta 1928), Preface, pp. lxixff.; Holtzmann, 

Das Mahābhāratet 3, 67 f ‚ ; and Sukthankar, 

"Arjunamiśra", Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, p. 565 f. 
2 The Magavadgītā (S. B, E . vol. 8), p. 204. 

8 Das Mahābhārata, 3. 671 

 Haraprasada Sastri‚ op. cit. p. xxxvj‚ wrongly 

assumes that it was A r j u n a m i ś r a who "boldly made 

the proposal of including the Harivamtla' 12,000''* 

in the Mbh* This fact is already implied in the 

Parvasaṃgraha, which calls Harivamśa the Kbila 

and includes it in the list of the 100 subparvans I 
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Following the example of my predecessors, I have utilized Devanāgarī manuscripts 
of his commentary and treated his version as a subdivision of the Devanāgarī version. 
The two Devanāgarī manuscripts utilized by me are, however, extremely corrupt. 
Moreover, the text they contain is evidently contaminated from the Vulgate, as proved 
by the glaring discrepancies that exist between the readings of the text and the lemmata 
in the commentary (e. g. 1. 1. 17, 22). This corruption of the Arjunamiśra manuscripts, 
I could not explain at first, but now it is clear that it is due to their being faulty tran

scripts of Bengali originals. Two such Bengali manuscripts1 ( unaccompanied by the epic 
text) were sent to me subsequently by my kind friend Professor Sushil Kumar De of the 
University of Dacca from the collection of the Dacca University. These manuscripts are 
far superior, as is but natural, to the Devanāgarī manuscripts. I t would seem, therefore, 
expedient to secure and use, whenever possible, good old Bengali manuscripts of Arjuna– 
miśra's commentary, treating his version as an offshoot of the Bengali version (with 
the symbol B a ) ; or, still better, such Bengali manuscripts of his commentary as are 
unaccompanied by the epic text. The reason of the last precaution will be presently 
explained. 

A word of caution is here necessary in regard to what are cited in the critical notes 
as the readings of Arjunamiśra. The readings found in the (epic) text accompanying the 
commentary have, as a rule, been taken to represent the readings of Arjunamiśra. The 
commentary was consulted by me only occasionally, in case of doubt or difficulty, or when 
a pāṭhāntara was noticed during a hurried perusal of the commentary. It is, therefore, 
more than likely that, since the (epic) text of our Arjunamiśra manuscripts is conflated with 
various types of texts, in particular with the Nīlakaṇṭha type, some errors in our readings 
have crept in. 2 Such errors can, however, be rectified only by carefully working through 
the whole commentary word for word, and comparing the lemmata with the ( epic ) text of 
the manuscripts. Even then one can, of course, be sure only of the words and passages 
actually cited by the scholiast. 

In passing, it may be mentioned that the practice of combining text and commentary 
in one manuscript is probably not very old. It is almost certain that the autograph copy 
of the commentator was not made up on the tripartite system of combining the epic text 
and commentary in such a way that text occupies a central strip of the folio, while the 
commentary is written in two narrow strips, one at the top and the other at the bottom 
of the folio, which is the prototype of the Bombay pothiform editions. The scholiast 
must have written his commentary, certainly at first, on separate leaves, especially in the 
case of voluminous texts like those of the two epics. Accordingly the commentaries of 
Devabodha and Vimalabodha have been handed down always unaccompained by the epic 
text. Those of Arjunamiśra and Nīlakaṇṭha, on the other hand, are generally accompanied 
by the epic text, but the two Dacca manuscripts (lent to me by Professor De), as was 
mentioned above, contained only the commentary. The two elements—text and 
commentary—appear to have been combined into the tripartite form by professional 
scribes. I f this combination was done under the supervision of the commentator or at 

1 Daooa University Collection, Nos. 989 A , and 

2318B (dated Śaka 1689), 

2 CI. Winternitz, Indol. Prag. 1. 65; and Suk– 

thankar, 'Epio Studies II", ABI. 11. 167 f. 
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least in his lifetime, there is some chance of the scribe's reproducing, in an approximately 
correct form, the text of the commentator. But if the combination is made independently 
of him and especially i f made some time after the death of the commentator, there is every 
chance that the scribe would combine the commentary he was copying with some text 
known better to himself than to the scholiast. In the latter case, therefore, it must 
remain doubtful how far the epic text of such a manuscript resembles the text actually 
commented upon by the scholiast. It is consequently best to use always texts of the 
commentary unaccompanied by the epic text, though it is an extremely laborious process 
to collate such a manuscript with any given Mahābhārata text; but we eliminate in this 
way automatically all chances of avoidable errors of commission and omission. 

The Devanāgarl Version of Nllaīcanfha: the Vulgate. 

Nīlakaṇṭha, considered until lately, at least in India, as the most trustworthy 
guide for the exposition of the Mahābhārata, was a Brahmin scholar of Mahārāṣṭra, with 
the surname Caturdhara (modern Chaudhari), son of Govinda Sūri and Phullāmbikā, 
residing at Kūrparagrāma ( modern Kopargaon ) on the Godavari. 1 Nīlakaṇṭha wrote his 
commentary on the Mahābhārata (and another work called the Gaṇeśagītā), in Benares, in 
the last quarter of the seventeenth century. H e appears to be the author also of a work 
called Mantrarahasyaprakāśikā. 

A t the beginning of his commentary on the Great Epic, Nīlakaṇṭha tells us that 
before writing his scholium, the Bhāratabhāvadīpa, he had compared many copies of the 
Mahābhārata, collected from different parts of India, with a view to determining the 
*'best" readings and even consulted the scholia of old authorities: 

snrarf 3^"W3^qr ī̂~rHK^4 '̂ W<d+IMCtM* 11 
We accordingly find that he occasionally mentions (in about 125 places) variant readings 
and additional passages found in different provincial versions (most of which can be 
identified among the readings of the manuscripts comprising our critical apparatus), and 
cites (as a rule, without naming the source) the explanations given by other scholiasts

information, scanty though it is, yet of immense interest and value for the history of the 
received text. Variants cited by Nīlakaṇṭha will be found in the footnotes under: 
1. 1. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 13, 19, 22, 41, 80, 100‚ 118, 129, 185, 188; 2. 6, 64, 243; 3. 19, 149, 
189; 4. 1; 5. 9; 11. 1; 13. 2, 29; 14. 8, 16; 16. 10, 33 (found only in C d l ) ; 18. 11; 19. 6; 
24. 9; 27. 35; 28. 24; 30. 5 (not found elsewhere 1), 11; 32. 18; 33. 20; 38. 30; 39. 11; 46. 
25,29 ( not found elsewhere!); 49. 4,17; 50. 912.17; 51. 4 ( not found elsewhere!), 5 ; 53. 
34; 54. 3, 8; 55. 3; 57. 21, 22, 78; 58. 35 f., 50; 59. 54; 62. 10; 68. 38; 69. 26; 70. 3, 
19, 46; 71. 31, 51; 82. 8; 87. 12; 88. 22; 89. 515 92. 43; 102. 23; 109. 10, 12, 15 (not 
found elsewhere!); 110. 33; 114. 2; 117. 9; 118. 9; 120. 10 (Nī lp s r ^  " i ; as in text; om. 
through oversight; cf. B . 1. 130. 10); 124. 32; 125. 2; 131. 8; 133. 18 ("Gauḍapāṭha"); 
141. 7; 143. 12; 148. 10; 150. 15 ; 153. 3; 154. 2, 13; 155. 28, 34, 49; 158. 14 ( mentions 
Devabodha!), 46; 161. 4 (not found elsewhere!); 168. 25; 169. 20; 170. 21; 171. 7; 178. 

1 See Printz‚ "Bbāṣāworter , in Nīlakaṇṭha's Bhāratabhāvadīpa", Einleitung, K^. 44. 70 ff. 
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9; 186. 1; 188. colophon (mentions S interpolation, the Nāḷāyānī episode); 190. 5; 191+ 
18; 192. 10, 27; 197. 14; 199. 19, 30; 206. 2 ; 207. 23; 214. 9, 11; 218. 31," 33 (not found 
elsewhere!); 219. 3; 221. 5 (not found elsewhere!); 223. 17. The readings of Nīla– 
kaṇtha's own text are, as a rule, inferior; our text readings will be found mostly among 
Nīlakaṇṭha's paṭhāntaras. 

Nīlakaṇṭha refers to Devabodha, Vimalabodha, Arjunarniśra, Ratnagarbha, and 
SarvajñaNārāyaṇa, in the course of his comments on the different parvans. To 
Devabodha, who is one of the oldest ( if not the oldest) commentators of the Mahābhārata 
hitherto known, he refers while commenting on 1. 158. 14 ( = B . 1. 170. 15.): 

Not a single word of this stanza, as cited here, is commented on, however, by 
Devabodha! The only word in Devabodha's scholium which might possibly have been 
taken from some reading of the stanza before Devabodha is ̂ ~ ~ : ( = –rfê~f:) and that does not 
occur in the reading of the stanza cited by Nīlakaṇṭha. The mention of Devabodha by 
Nīlakaṇṭha here, is, therefore, surely honoris causa. Such mistakes by commentators are 
far too frequent to cause surprise or need comment.1 I t is, however, noteworthy that the 
reason Nīlakaṇṭha assigns for considering this as an ancient variant is that it had been 
commented on by Devabodha and others. This shows that Nīlakaṇṭha held Devabodha in 
high esteem, and reckons him among the ancient authorities. What Nīlakaṇṭha regards as 
'ancient" (prācīna) is of course a matter for speculation. Nevertheless I do not think 
that he would have called Devabodha a "prācīna" commentator, unless the interval 
between them was at least four or five centuries. Nīlakaṇṭha refers to Devabodha again 
in B . 7. 82. 2: *igqP6*i: *narfcrrô w&3 %fa ^B*fa:. Arjunamiśra he cites in his comment on 
B . 3. 291. 70; ~^īī~ f^3^fêp^ 4^ f̂t'** 

Since Arjunamiśra also cites Devabodha, we can arrange the three commentators in 
an incontrovertible sequence: Devabodha—Arjunamiśra—Nīlakaṇṭha. 2 

The text used or prepared by Nīlakaṇṭha is a smooth and eclectic but inferior text, 
of an inclusive rather than exclusive type, with an inconsiderable amount of Southern 
element. 

A s instances of simplification in the Vulgate, I may cite: 1. 2. 144 Text =frf*F*ft: 
( V u l g . –nfêrôt; cf. 1. 13. 20; 41. 21); 2. 189 *śfrm (*steRī); 10. 6 –OT~ (–Fī*f *rf; cf. 1.187.6); 
37. 10 far ww%r ftfôa: (*f w–% 5T^%f); 39. 16 ft*w (*ft); 45. 16 *R* R–fīf̂ rmts% ( ° f t f t w f ) ; 
62. 12RRf(r t ° ) ; 96. 16 g*mf (*pfaī); 122. 5 *i*ft (f~p); 122.42 (<te); 139. 18 
ft«M*lhk 55vTĪ (*Ml3–l 55~TT); 150. 8 CS3†: (*3f?ft:); 221. 1 (–lfr)5 etc., etc. 

1 Cf. Kielhorn, "On the Jainendra Vyākaraṇa
; ,

, 
Ind. Ant. 10. 75; 16. 24; and Sukthankar, "Mis

cellaneous Notes on Mammaṭa's Kāvyaprakāśa", 
ZDMG. 66 (1912), 541 f. 

2 Many of these facts were communicated by me 

in a paper read before the International Congress of 

Orientalists, Leiden (1931), and entitled "Misce

llaneous Notes on Mahābhārata Commentators"; cf. 

the summary in Ades du XVIIP Congres Inter* 

national des orientalistes (Leiden 1932), p. 156. 
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Instances of the correction of solecisms in the Vulgate are: 1. 2. 93 Text *im (Vulg. 
^ ī ) ; 9. 2 f%7 ( t o t ) ; 119. 8 (*Tī *rtfaw); 181. 25 s?5~t (3f€f^:) 184. 1 5r*f^ 
(–JW); etc., etc. 

I add a selection of Southern passages which were interpolated into the Northern 
recension by Nīlakaṇṭha or by one of his immediate predecessors in the field: 263*, 299*, 
473*, 513*, 598*, 7OO*> 701*, 722*, 857*, 863*, 963*, 977*, 1037*, 1054*, 1062*, 1066*, 
1069*, 1100*, 1101* 1169*, 1211* 1548*, 1768*, 1828* etc, etc, as also passage 
No. 56 of App. I . 

Nīlakaṇṭha's text has acquired in modern times an importance out of all proportion 
to its critical value,1 to the utter neglect of far superior texts, such as the Kaśmīrī 
or Bengali. 

Nīlakaṇṭha's guiding principle, on his own admission, was to make the Mahābhārata 
a thesaurus of all excellences (culled no matter from what source). A t the beginning 
of his commentary on the Sanatsujātīya, Nīlakaṇṭha naively remarks (Bom. ed. 
Udyoga 42): 

That Southern manuscripts were utilized by him is incontrovertibly proved, for 
instance, from the fact that he cites at the end of his comment on Ādi 196 (Bom. ed.), 
the Nāḷāyanī and Bhaumāśvī episodes ( in two adhyāyas), which are typical Southern 
interpolations, not found in any Northern manuscript: 

Characteristically the scholiast speaks only in general terms (gtf%cjpjj%) without 
furnishing any further information about the manuscripts in question. But, fortunately, 
he is not always so reticent. Thus he mentions specifically the Bengali version, while 
commenting on B . 1. 145. 20 (3T^t~*rô ^~r~ cpr S ̂T%) and elsewhere; cf. his notes on 
B . 3. 119. 3, and on 6. 43. 1 (*fi~T g»ffcn E&n *nft– TO *A~f *fU5' –rarô). 

It must be said to his credit that there is at least one place where he honestly 
confesses his inability to understand the confused textual tradition, and that is in his 
comment on B . 1. 22. 1: 

^FĪT^ äfT5 f  ^ f ä 3 T C ^ ^ ~ ^  ( R %f%~ raffet I *Bffe^3n~. ^~PJ^%f ~ *3^cT ) 3F% 3 

•^d^*ft5TO fiteī!Sfê 5RftfI: I
4 

The (printed) editions of Nīlakaṇṭha's version leave much to be desired. They 
have arbitrarily changed many of the readings and added a certain number of lines which 
are not found in the Nīlakaṇṭha manuscripts hitherto examined. 

Instances of lines or stanzas with which modern Pandits have enriched most of our 
(printed) Northern editions and which are lacking even in the Nīlakaṇṭha manuscripts, 
are besides a (Southern) passage of 21 lines given in App. I (No. 112) and another of 
9 lines (998*), the following short interpolations : 

1 Even Holtzmann, Das Mahābhārata, 3. 74: 

"Für die Erklärung der Einzelheiten ist er von 

grosser Bedeutung". 
8 Cf. Telang, The Bhagavadgita, p. 203f.; and 

Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 27 (1898), 128. 

* Cf. our note on adhy. 188 (p. 757), 

4 Cf. our note on adhy. 19 (p. 132), 
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27* ick w<wwi^ "SVKRT g"q*>4mm i 
~ r  T ~ T ^ ? ^ siT––r *iKdg–WH,Ii B . 1.1. lOlf. 

146* ^5IH^FfT =n<l"lf fiV"rt ~{f 4—IgkIHmJ 
faflftdlfaPmh+*t ififcīT W<«KHH, II B , 1, 2. 261 

148* ^tKigm jnsr ?mr MiMiiiflfH: i 
^ I W I W iftMhAl' ?3*ä: ft<l4llfiw; II B . 1. 2. 262 

224* SUlH<—Md ^4NriTU «M^Hl*«H(«ft | 
*Ud*dMßt <ffo feren f^wu«?idt II B . l . 8. 3 

314* ajiff rê>j—r mmi ik*8m<v i B . i . 28. 4 
752* nir stoR rer ff<r ft*WI fög: I B . 1. 79. 13 

1048* gfrn: gr?wg~y >rgr ?nfo ~–n^ i^ l r i ? i B . i . lO5.9 
1099* <d«q*H ?P—n ?r 5nr –fjj–T «r%gc,i 

9cr~r o—3 ftinl ^ ~ : ? ~ — I i B . !• I ° 8 – 1 2 

1805* arrcft—–t4 *tfô ^ftmPi i B . I . 184. 19 
1957* f — — T ST— f t *T5īfer—: *T f ^ ~ q ^ l B . 1. 2OO. 26 
2043* arrr tgq%: ^ n * ^ i r %  r g f ä j ^ 1 

*nr ntoft *3–: m«l<*4Hjt<l 11 B . 1. 217. 35 
It would, however, hardly repay, now, the trouble to reedit, from manuscripts, the 

version of Nllakantha, as there are far better versions that could be edited instead, 
for instance, the Kaśmīrī. 

The manuscripts of the Nllakajjitha version (which show among themselves slight 
discrepancies ) contain a number of lines which are not found in any of the other versions 
(except occasionally in a few manuscripts of the composite Devanāgarī version); 
e. g. 102*, 147*, 276*, 412*, 493* 574*, 699* 765* 838* 127O*, 1457* etc. They 
belong perhaps to the oral tradition which, at one time, had probably as great value and 
authority as the written text. 

Nīlakaijtha has misunderstood the text, and given doubtful, farfetched or 
fanciful interpretations at: B . 1. 1. 52 (*ig: = mi:!), 275 ( ^ 5 ^ : ) ; 2. 33 (shim = i s : ™ ! ) ; 
17. 12 (?E~r); 23. 15 (Vedantic interpretation); 27 8 ( j R  t ^ s



! ) ; 37. 15 (the difference 
between l l and –FTCw); 43. 22 (n| :) ; 47. 11 (*nrofft:); 50. 3 (s^oi = 3trt4 !); 61. 11 
( !*Ft— : ) ; 63. 90 ( % : ) : 1 3 1 – 5 2 («wWrt)j 164. 9 (context); 166. 10 ( t o t ) j 232. l–7‚ 
19 (esoteric meaning); etc., etc. 

Nīlakaṇṭha's stanza ( B . 1. 145. 20): 
StTST5 MtölM«ü4t«1n JJ"T~ffô^ ~—H I 

which appears to be sheer nonsense is so in fact. No other version, as far as I know, 
contains this mystifying repetition. The explanation of the stanza given by Nīlakaṇṭha 
is childish, to say the least. 

The stanza containing the unintelligible word f & f (v . 1. –pfêrir), which Nflakajjitha 
has great difficulty in explaining: 

<T–fT sip gfê—r *rt f%p: I 

looks uncommonly like one of the kūtaślokas, said to be interspersed by Vyāsa at different 
places in his poem, in order to puzzle and confuse his divine amanuensis, but is, un– 
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fortunately, nothing of the kind. The passage is only one of the common instances of 
"conflate’** readings. The stanza cited above is the Southern variant (473*) of the 
Northern stanza, which, in our edition, reads ( 1 . 55. 8 ) : 

The 5föfftr in the former stanza is only a mislection of the original Hftr?f
f (often 

miswritten –&frsw‚ ̂ f ^ ī ) , which is the Southern equivalent of –hflih ,̂ the reference being, 
no doubt, to the minister or statesman (mantrin) Kaṇika (named after the famous 
authority Kaṇika or Kaṇiṅka cited in the Arthaśāstra of Kauṭi lya ), who appears only once 
in the epic, and that expressly for the purpose of expounding his political philosophy 
to the Kauravas. 

A s another instance of conflation which has had a rather disastrous effect on his 
text, I may cite Nīlakaṇṭha's version of the story of Dīrghatamas. The addition 
has been made in such a manner that one sentence of the original has remained hanging in 
the air and cannot be construed at all I The story begins at B . 1, 104. 9. A l l goes well 
till stanza 28: 

Then we read 29: 

5^T~WĪ ~" ~ r t *reft 5cñ~* *  r f ô ct̂ TĪ II 
"Having spoken thus among themselves, they [soil, the inmates of the hermitage] 

to the anchorite Dīrghatamas. Then that wife also, having (already) obtained sons 
(?) (from him) did not (seek to) please the husband." 

Bhīṣma‚ who is narrating the story, then goes on quite unconcernedly to speak 
about the wife (of Dīrghatamas) Pradveṣī or Pradviṣantī; about the maryādā made by 
the exasperated Dīrghatamas, and so on. But what the inmates of the hermitage 
(āśramavāsinaḥ) did to Dīrghatamas, we never learn from the Vulgate. A l l modern 
translators try to eke out a sense by interpolating into the text some words to complete 
the sense. A reference to the constituted text and the critical notes will , however, 
show that the text of the Vulgate is conflated; it is a most clumsy blend of interpolations 
from two entirely different sources (T and S) , which, as is but natural, alters the situation 
considerably and confuses the narrative hopelessly. B y athetizing either passage we get 
a tolerable text; by athetizing both we get the original, which is the constituted text. 

The Devanāgarl Version of Ratnagarbha. 
The critical notes contain only specimen collations of this version, which is a blend 

between the Northern and Southern recensions. Like the Telugu manuscripts, which 
will be described presently, it is eclectic, following now the Northern tradition, now the 
Southern. It seems to be an attempt to combine the two recensions by superposition, like 
the Kumbhakonam edition. Its composite character may be seen from 24*, 25*, 27*, 
114* 138*, 149*, 170* etc., etc. I t contains the additional passages of the Southern 
recension, as well as the Gaṇeśa episode, which latter is found only in late Northern 
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(Devanāgarī) manuscripts: exactly like the Kumbhakonam edition. The collation of this 
version was discontinued after the second adhyāya. The version may be safely ignored 
as useless for critical purposes. 

The Devanāgarī Version of Devabodha. 
A commentary older and more important than the Arthadīpikā of Arjunamiśra, and 

one more neglected still, is the Jñānadīpikā of Devabodha, cited here as Cd. Devabodha 
is certainly earlier than Vimalabodha, Arjunamiśra and Nīlakaṇṭha, all of whom cite him 
with great respect, and probably earlier than SarvajñaNārāyaṇa and Vādirāja. H e is, 
therefore, most likely, the earliest commentator of the Mahābhārata hitherto known, and, 
in my opinion, also the best. The commentary is in any case most valuable, and its 
evidence, both positive and negative, of supreme importance for the constitution of the text. 

The Jñānadīpikā is a concise ṭ īkā ; that is, a running commentary, explaining, as a 
rule, only the difficult words and passages in the text. Occasionally it offers explanations 
of constructional obscurities and grammatical difficulties, and gives the gist of passages; in 
the latter case, usually, under citation of entire verses ( i . e. half ślokas) from the text. 
The extent of the commentary on the Ādi is given in one manuscript as 1400 granthas. 
The homage which Arjuna pays to Devabodha in the Introduction to his scholium is not 
a mere matter of form. Arjuna has in fact based his commentary largely on that of his 
predecessor. He has copied very large portions of Devabodha's commentary, sometimes 
verbatim, sometimes in extract. Moreover even when the two commentaries differ, the 
influence of Devabodha is plainly discernible. In fact, the Arthadīpikā may be considered 
as a revised and enlarged edition of the Jñānadīpikā. The similarity of the names is 
suggestive and worthy of note. 

Unlike the commentaries of Arjunamiśra, Nīlakaṇṭha and Ratnagarbha, that of 
Devabodha is unaccompanied by the epic text. The question what was Devabodha's text 
cannot, therefore, be answered with any high degree of certainty. The entire Southern 
recension and even the Vulgate may, however, be definitely ruled out. There remain the 
Bengali, Śāradā and " K " versions. With the latter two, the pratīkas of Devabodha seem 
to show greater affinity than with the Bengali version. For instance, Devabodha has no 
comment on any of the six adhyāyas (including the Kaṇikanī t i ) of the central subrecension 
(T) , which are missing in Śāradā and K . Worthy of special note is the absence of all 
reference to the Kaṇikanīti in Devabodha's commentary, since the passage has evoked 
lengthy comments from both Arjunamiśra and Nīlakaṇṭha. Sti l l greater probative value 
has an addition which is peculiar to the Kaśmīrī version. This version adds at the very 
end of the Ādi a supplementary and superfluous adhyāya,—an addition which is only a 
variant of the wellknown Purāṇic tale of Śvetaki's sacrifice, occurring earlier in the course 
of the same parvan. Curiously enough, the king who is called Śvetaki in the first version 
is here called Śvetaketu! That the version of Devabodha contained this additional 
adhyāya is revealed by the concluding remark of Devabodha's commentary on the 5 d i : 
%3fö^f %a%gftfä *TRT. This remark will not apply to any version which has not the 
additional adhyāya peculiar to the Kaśrnīrī version. These considerations tend to show 
that the version of Devabodha was of the ŚāradāK type. A n d the inference is confirmed 
by many minor agreements, which need not be cited here. 
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The Composite Devanāgarī Version. 

The fourteen manuscripts (Diu) comprising this version are mischcodices of 
small trustworthiness and of no special value for critical purposes. Consequently, half of 
them (Dsu) were discontinued already after adhyāya 2. The characteristics of these 
manuscripts may be briefly noticed here. 

Di is akin to D n and looks uncommonly like a Nīlakaṇṭha manuscript minus the 
commentary. Yet it differs conspicuously from the ordinary Nīlakaṇṭha manuscripts by 
the unaccountable omission of the entire BrahmāGaṇeśa complex (that is, both the visit 
of Brahmā and the employment of Gaṇeśa as a scribe, which arises out of this visit) as 
well as the description of the battle in which the Pāṇḍavas capture Drupada and hand 
him over as gurudakṣiṇā to their preceptor, Ācarya Droṇa ( A p p I , No. 78). The 
omission of these episodes points rather in the direction of Bengal, since Kaśrnīr is 
excluded by the mass of other interpolations which Di contains, as also by the almost 
complete lack therein of readings peculiar to Ś1 K . The manuscript may be a blend of 
Bengali and some composite Devanāgarī manuscript or manuscripts. — Da (like D«) is 
akin to K 3  6 and might have been with advantage classed with them; see, for instance, the 
critical apparatus pertaining to the list of the contents of the Araṇyaparvan in adhy. 2. 
— Ds is palpably under Southern influence, to prove which it is sufficient to point out that 
it transposes the Sakuntalā and Yayāti episodes, a transposition which is quite peculiar to 
the Southern tradition. — D 4 contains notably large additions from Southern manuscripts, 
additions which are either entered on the margin or, when the marginal space would not 
suffice, written on supplementary folios. The Southern influence is illustrated by the 
following passages: 587*, 594* 596* 598*, 599*, 602*, 60S*, 604*, 605*, 609* 610*, 611*, 
612*, 613*, 617*, 621*, 623*, 624*, 628*, 629*, 630*, 633*, 634*, 635*, 637*, 670*, 671*, 
713*, 715*, 1255*, 1256*, 1257*, and scores of others. Cf. also the following passages 
given in App . 1: 35, 4648, 52, 53, 55, 56, 59, 64, 6769, etc., etc. — D (like D2) often 
stands in opposition to other manuscripts of this composite class, agreeing with Kse‚ with 
which i t might have been with advantage classed. Like K*.e‚ it contains Southern 
additions as well, e. g. 1565*, 1579*, 1580*, etc., and passage No. 89 of App . I. — The 
manuscripts De. were discontinued after adhy. 53. Frequently, they are found to be 
in opposition to the Vulgate and agreeing with the manuscripts of the s group. They also 
show 230*, which is a Southern passage. 

Dsu‚ as already remarked, were collated only as specimens for the first two 
adhyāyas and discontinued thereafter. — Of these, Dsia. u are palpably under Southern 
influence, as is evidenced by their containing one or the other of the following typical 
Southern insertions: 18*, 21*, 22*, 24*, 32*, 42*, 45*, 48*, 49*, 56*, 80*, 81*, 89*, 114* 
117* 138*, 149*, 170*. — D i 3 ‚ which is a fragmentary manuscript, beginning almost at 
the end of adhy. 1, is used in this edition practically only for adhy. 2, as it is discontinued 
at the end of that adhyāya. The text shows strong affinities with the version of Arjuna– 
miśra. — The text of D u is a complex. It contains some old readings such as are 
preserved only in the Kaśmīrī manuscripts, but also an extraordinarily large number of 
individual readings, not found elsewhere (cf. 1. 1. 50, 63; 2. 101, etc.). Afc the same 
time, it is contaminated from some Southern source, perhaps the Malayālam version! 
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The Devanāgarī manuscripts of the Mahābhārata in the Tanjore Library seem to 
have been all copied during the regime of the Maratha Chiefs of Tanjore, and are a 
blend of the Northern and Southern recensions, and, as such, of little value for text

critical purposes. 

The Telugu Version. 
The Telugu version, situated as it is on the boundary line which divides the 

Northern from the Southern recension, was particularly open to contamination from the 
Northern tradition. We accordingly find that the majority of Telugu manuscripts 
are eclectic on no recognizable principles, presenting somewhat the aspect of a mosaic of the 
texts of the Northern and Southern recensions, not unlike the Kumbhakonam edition. T i 
is one of the extremely few Southern manuscripts which contain the (Northern) 
salutational stanza *rcwī *m%® etc. For the Northern element in the makeup of Ti, 
cf. 29*, 30*, 96*, 97* 98*, 106*, etc., etc A s compared with Ti, Ta shows a purer 
Southern tradition and has distinct leanings towards the Grantha version. — Ts only 
replaces the fragmentary manuscript Ta‚ which breaks off at the end of adhy. 181. 

Important variants of one other Telugu manuscript (Tanjore 11809) are now given 
by Professor P . P . S. Sastri in his edition of the Southern recension. I t does not differ 
appreciably from our Telugu manuscripts. 

jThe Grantha Version. 
The Grantha version is the version of the Tamil country, and is written in the so

called Grantha script. It is one of the two important Southern versions, the other being 
the Malayālam. The Grantha version—to judge by the manuscripts utilized for the 
Critical Edition, and for Professor P . P . S. Sastri's Southern Recension—is more heavily 
interpolated than the Malayālam, and is also more influenced, on the whole, by the 
Northern recension. 

For the beginning of the Ādi‚ we get, temporarily, the subgroups Gis and G4B‚ 
but soon the configuration changes to G1.2.4.ß versus G3.0. The latter group (Gs.s) 
represents the purer Southern tradition, agreeing with M against the other Southern 
manuscripts, whereas the four M S S . G1.a.4.5 are not merely heavily interpolated 
but stand palpably under Northern influence. A l l Grantha manuscripts are probably 
contaminated (directly or indirectly) from Northern sources in different degrees. Gs 
shows, on the whole, little Northern influence, but 419*, 494*, 693*, 1310*, 1312*, 1885*, 
1975*, and passage No. 73 of A p p . I, show that even Gs is probably not entirely free from 
contamination, since all these ( Northern ) passages are missing in M . 

Sastri's edition of the Southern recension gives the (most important) variants of 
five Grantha manuscripts of which three, % and er (the latter being Sastri's "principal 
text") are identical with our G*, G5 and GO respectively. Extracts from a Grantha 
manuscript belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland ( Whish 
Collection, No. 65) have been given by Professor Winternitz 1 and compared with the text 
of the Bombay edition (Śaka 1799). The passages which differ from the Bombay edition 

1 Ind. Ant. 1898. 69ff., 92ff., 124ff. . 
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1 The collation of the text is accompanied by 

notes in which Winternitz draws attention to the 

most striking points of difference between the two 

versions, without entering into a full discussion of 

all the various readings. The notes contain never

theless many valuable textcritical observations. 
2 Cf. Sukthankar, "Epic Studies III", ABf. 

11. 269. 

have been underlined in his extracts, and the corresponding passages of the latter are given 
opposite each line: a convenient arrangement which shows, at a glance, the relation of 
the two texts to each other for the passages excerpted.1 

The clearest proof2 of the contamination of G1.2.4.5 from some Northern source is 
furnished by 294*, a Northern passage, added in this subgroup irrelevantly before 1. 20. 
1. The two lines comprising this passage must have been interpolated in a remote 
ancestor of G1.2.4.5 by a clumsy scribe, who had missed the right place by four stanzas, 
and have remained there ever since, fortunately. Another rather transparent interpolation 
in G1.2.4.0 from a late Northern source is a passage referred to already, No, 14 of App . I, 
which describes the circumstances under which Aruna becomes the charioteer of the Sun, 
an irrelevant digression. Cf. also 1373*, 1375*, 1377*, and passage No. 76 of App. I . 

The subgroup contains an amazingly large number of interpolations, which have 
not been found, so far, elsewhere, and of which a few may be mentioned as illustrations: 
320*, 322*, 326*, 330*, 337% 345*, 351* (third line !), 357*, 363*, 364*, 368*, 371*, 
373*, 382*, 386*, 387*, 388*, 406*, 519*, 584*, 636*, 705*, 706*, 741*, 755*, etc., etc. 

But the Grantha version itself is inclined to admit freely new lines. Instances of 
rather lengthy interpolations of G are furnished by passages No. 3539, 73 and 93 
of App. I. Most of the interpolations are however short, consisting, as a rule, of less 
than 10 lines, e.g. 500* 501*, 502*, 504*, 507*, 509*, 510*, 511*, 520*, 552* 569*, 570*. 
693*, 814*, 841*, 897*, 1259*, 1268* 1312*, 1313*, 1316*, 1319*, 1320*, 1372*, 1435* 
1441*, 1447* 1448*, 1452*, 1453*, 1476*, 1489*, 1531*, 1541* 1542* 1543*, 1544*, 
1545*, 1547*, 1550*, 1551*, 1596*, 1597*, 1604*, 1631*, 1658*, 1666*, 1707*, 1868*, 
2009*, 2040*, etc., etc 

Gt ‚ which is one of the few Southern manuscripts containing the (Northern) mantra 
r̂cFPT ^R~F3T etc. is, like Ti‚ a typical blend of the Northern and Southern tradition, and 

was, on that account, discontinued after adhy. 2. Its composite character may be seen 
from: 29*, 30*, 96*, 97*, 98*, 106*, 145*, etc., etc. 

The Malayālam Version. 
This is the version of Malabar, the Southernmost extremity of India. It is, in 

my opinion, the best Southern version. It is not only largely free from the interpolations of 
a ( = T 6 ) , but appears to be also less influenced by N than a, wherein lies its importance 
for us. 

Instances of additional passages found in G (with or without T ) , but missing in 
M , are: 443*, 500*, 501* 502*, 504*, 507*, 503*, 510*, 511*, 520* 552*, 569*, 570*, 
691*, 693*, 814*, 839*, 841*, 897*, 1259*, 1268*, 1310*, 1312*, 1313*, 1316*, 1319*, 
1320*, 1447*, 1448*, 1452*, 1453*, 1476*, 1489*, 1523*, 1541*, 1542*, 1543*, 1544* 
1545*, 1547*, 1550*, 1551*, 1563*, 1566* 1596*, 1604*, 1658*, 1666*, 1751*, 1868*, 
1872*, 1893* 1896*, 1935*, 2006*, 2007*, 2009*, 2021*, 2024*, 2032*, 2040*, 2052*, 
2053* 2062*, 2071*, 2106*, etc; and the following passages of App. I : 3539, and 73. 
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M i often stands in antagonism to M24, sometimes agreeing with manuscripts of 
the Northern recension; and is, therefore,an untrustworthy guide. M1.2.4 are incomplete 
manuscripts, ending with adhy. 53; in other words, with the Āstīkaparvan. Me8 replace 
these manuscripts in the Sambhavaparvan, which is the name under which the remaining 
portion of the X d i is known in the Southern recension. This practice of writing the two 
portions of the X d i in separate volumes is worthy of note, as an archaic survival. It is, 
in my opinion, the reflex of some halfforgotten factor connected with the compilation of 
the Ādi‚ and seems to me to be textcritically highly important. It should seem that the 
South has never completely assimilated the (Northern) division of the epic into the 
conventional eighteen parvans. 

Instances of additional passages which distinguish M from all other versions are: 
407*, 453*, 800* 801* 842*, 970*, 1051*, 1052*, 1278*, 1437*, 1438*, 1613*, 1678*, 
1709*, 1871*, etc. 

Mö8 constitute really one manuscript, as is proved, for instance, by their repeating 
the following indubitable clerical errors: ( i ) in 1. 85. 25, Me8 repeat inconsequentially the 
words *j?rc^5 5 ī r a m : ; ( i i ) in 1. 154. 13, they omit 13

a and 13*, transposing 13
ō and 

13% which they read as one line; ( i i i ) in 1. 193. 1, they all read the meaningless fäf<f 
g‡ (Text ī?mt ft̂ t 5 i l % ) ; ( iv ) they read 1. 213. 4a

5
6 erroneously after stanza 31 of adhy. 

212; ( v ) in 1. 213. 6, Me.s omit the words =r q r̂ferc: of the text, for which Mt shows a 
lacuna. Instances of readings peculiar to Mes are (reference to adhyāya and śloka): 

58. 6 Me8 *mwjj: : rest ^TI^1:*. 
106. 2 Mö8 ^?tf"t : rest ^TcrôT~.. 

157. 9 Ms8 –īte~": : rest * P T  r t e ā S : . 

Conflation in Me. i is suggested by 1. 209. 19, where MgT have both the Northern 
reading and the Southern reading. 

I t may be added that the cases cited are merely by way of illustrations. A careful 
study of the critical apparatus would easily furnish scores of other instances. 

This version has several striking agreements with Ś1, a fact all the more impressive, 
because M , a Southern version, hails from the province at the opposite end of India from 
the province of Ś1, a Northern version; for instance, Malayālam supports Ś1 ( against T G ) 
in omitting the spurious parts of adhy. 128129 of the Bombay edition. 

Winternitz has published, in Devanāgarī transcript, portions of a fragmentary 
Malayālam manuscript belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and 
Ireland (Whish Collection, No. 158), which contains twelve chapters of the Sambhava« 
parvan.1 The extracts contain the beginning of the Pūruvamśānukīrtana (our adhy. 90), 
the passage referring to Sakuntalā and the birth of Bharata (our 1. 90. 2734), and the 
end of the adhyāya ^our 1. 90. 9396). The manuscript correctly shows the Southern 
transposition of the Sakuntalā and Yayāti episodes. It is interesting to observe that this 
manuscript also further shows the anticipation of 1. 89. 116, before the Yayāti episode, 
which is found in our Malayālam manuscripts (cf. note on p. 282) and in the conflated 
M S S . G4..5 (cf. note on p. 992), and which is textcritically highly important. 

1 Winternitz, Ind. Ant. 1898. 134 ff. 
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Readings or features which are peculiar to M or such as distinguish M from 
G (with or without T ) will be found under: 1. 1. 3, 35, 45, 122, 128, 168, 176, 179, 184, 
189; 2. 160; 4. 4; 7 10; 24. 1; 36. 3; 39. 2, 16; 53. 31; 54. 6, 7; 57. 81; 61. 98; 67. 28; 
68. 16, 51; 69. 9 ; 73. 33; 77. 9; 78. 23 ; 80. 2; 84, 14; 86. 1; 92. 45 ; 93. 14; 94. 9, 27, 
52; 95. 8; .96. 2, 57; 98. 5, 12; 113. 22; 117. 5, 23; 119. 30; 123. 39; 129. 911 (om. in 
M ) ; 132. 1; 136. 1; 138. 10; 139. 11 (om. in M ) ; 142. 19; 150. 10, 26; etc., etc. 

With regard to the versions described above, it must be frankly admitted that they 
do not, by any means, form watertight compartments. The isolectiohal boundaries, as 
is natural, do not coincide, but are independent of each other; in other words, the textual 
peculiarities, which are, in final analysis, the real basis of our classification, never have, 
as a matter of fact, an identical area of distribution. The manuscripts cannot always be 
squeezed into the same moulds consistently. Thus, for instance, in the beginning of the 
Ādi, the Grantha version, as already remarked, shows two subgroups G13 and G46; but 
soon the configuration changes and, from about adhy. 25 onwards, we get the grouping 
G1.2.4.5: Gs.8. Not only that. Individual manuscripts, groups, or even versions often 
overstep the boundaries of their particular recension. Thus, for example, on the one hand, 
G1.2.4.s frequently agree with Ñ V i B D ; M agrees with Ś1; Ś1 and Dn agree with S: 
against other manuscripts of their respective recensions. 

These discrepancies, as is shown in the sequel, are due chiefly to two different causes: 
firstly, initial fluidity of the text; and, secondly, subsequent contamination or conflation. 
A s regards fluidity: to conceive of the Epic of the Bhāratas—or for that matter, of any 
true epic—as a rigid or fixed composition like the dramas or poems of Goethe or Milton, 
or even of Kālidāsa or Bhavabhūti, would be manifestly grotesque. Such a view can 
originate only in a fundamental misconception of the origin, growth and function of epic 
poetry. 

In the case of the Mahābhārata, we find, however, the fact of the fluidity of the 
original reflected in the tradition as preserved even to this day. Only a very late interpola

tion in some inferior Devanāgarī manuscripts speaks of the text as having been written 
down by Gaṇeśa to the dictation of Vyāsa‚ a fantastic story that we may ignore with an 
easy conscience. On the other hand, we are plainly told that the epic wasj?rst published, 
at an elaborate sacrificial session, in the form of a free recitation by Vaiśampayana, a direct 
pupil of the author, before king Janamejaya and the assembled guests. I t was again recited 
by Suta (or Sauti), who had heard it only at the first recitation, and somehow 
committed the whole poem to memory. After just one single hearing, he obviously could 
not reproduce such a voluminous text verbatim et literatim. In the beginning, therefore, 
it is clear that the poem, which was committed to memory, was recited freely, as faithfully 
äs the particular reciter could contrive. This mode of transmission is not calculated to 
preserve rigid textual purity in any high degree, without stringent precautions, such as 
were adopted in the case of Vedic texts, but which never existed, as far as one knows, in 
the case of the epics. This fact also we find unexpectedly preserved by tradition ( 1. 57. 
74f.). Vyāsa‚ we are told, taught his Bhārata to his five pupils: Sumantu, Jaimini, 
Paila‚ Śuka‚ and Vaiśampāyana. A n d the five rhapsodists—the direct pupils of the 
author—it is reported, published five separate versions of the epic: 
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fernes 
A s is well known, there is preserved a work which actually passes for the Aśvame– 

dhaparva of the Bhārata of Jaimini ( whether i t is actually so or not) and which is totally 
different from our Aśvamedbaparvan. 

Here, I think, we have a clear glimpse of the early history of the text. Two facts 
emerge rather clearly out of the chaos: firstly, the text was originally committed to 
memory and recited freely; secondly, different rhapsodists recited differently. This has 
indeed been assumed by many writers on the subject.1 A l l that is quite natural and 
intelligible. A s & matter of fact, from generation to generation, from place to place, 
from bard to bard, the wording, even the contents, would vary a little, until the text is 
committed to writing, which is the beginning of a different phase in its history. The view 
that the epic has reached its present form by a gradual process of addition and alteration 
receives strong support from the fact that this process is not stopped even by scriptal 
fixation.2 The study of the manuscripts themselves, which belong to a very late phase in the 
evolution of the text, shows that texts must have been constantly amplified and altered by 
conflation. Such derangements, it may be observed, do not totally destroy, as might be 
imagined, the value of our division of the manuscript material into recensions and 
versions, but merely complicate its use and interpretation. 

C R I T I C A L P R I N C I P L E S F O L L O W E D I N T H E C O N S T I T U T I O N 
O F T H E T E X T 

A s already remarked, the Mahābhārata versions when they first come within our 
ken appear already dispersed in several distinct groups. The original, from which all 
these versions are derived, is itself preserved in no authentic copy contemporaneous with, 
or even reasonably close to, its period of composition. We can only reconstruct the 
original, approximately, by comparative methods. We recognize today, as already 
explained, two recensions, descended from the original, each recension embracing a 
plurality of versions, each version being divided into a multiplicity of subgroups. The 
ultimate problem is to unify, as far as possible, this manuscript tradition : to evolve, by 
comparative methods, a form of the text that will explain this phenomenal wealth of 
divergent and conflicting texts, and justify it. 

Before I elucidate the critical principles followed in preparing the constituted text 
of the 5 d i ‚ I must review briefly other principles of textual criticism and textual 
reconstruction, and discuss the applicability of these principles to the Mahābhārata 
Problem. 

T H E C L A S S I C A L M O D E L 

The method that naturally presents itself first to our mind is the timehonoured 
method of Classical Philology. 8 The older school of classical philologists distinguished 
four stages in the work of preparing a critical;edition of a classical text: (1) Heuristics^ 

1 For instance, W i n tern itz‚ Geschichte der ind. 

Lilteratur, 1. 396. 

* Lüders , Deutsche Liter aturzeitung, 1929. 1143. 

8 See Ruben, "Schwierigkeiten der Textkritik 

des Mahābhārata", Ada Orientalia, 8. 240256 j and 

Sukthankar, ABL 11. 259 ff. 
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u e. assembling and arranging the entire material consisting of manuscripts and testimonia 
in the form of a genealogical tree; (2) Becensio, i . e. restoration of the text of the 
archetype; (3) Emendatio, i. e. restoration of the text of the author; and, finally, (4) 
Higher Criticism, i . e. separation of the sources utilized by the author. 

Excellent as this method is for the purpose for which it is devised, it should not be 
forgotten that it depends ultimately upon their being a more or less complete concatenation 
of copies and exemplars reaching finally back to a single authentic (written) archetype; 
and, consequently, can be applied to the Mahābhārata with great limitations.1 Indeed our 
ideal is the same as that of the classical philologist: restoration of the text, as far as 
possible, to its original form. But the original of a Sanskrit poem and that of a classical 
poem: how entirely different they are! Particularly, in the case of the Mahābhārata, 
wh6re‚ one may well ask, is the original of a whole literature ? 

In the Mahābhārata we have a text with about a dozen, more or less independent, 
versions, whose extreme types differ, in extent, by about 13,000 stanzas or 26,000 lines; a 
work which, for centuries, must have been growing not only upwards and downwards, but 
also laterally, like the Nyagrodha tree, growing on all sides; a codex which has been 
Written in nearly a dozen different scripts assiduously but negligently copied, chiefly as a 

source of religious merit, through long vistas of centuries by a legion of devout and perhaps 
mostly uneducated and inefficient copyists, hailing from different corners of a vast 
subcontinent, and speaking different tongues; a traditional book of inspiration, which in 
various shapes and sizes, has been the cherished heritage of one people continuously for 
some millennia and which to the present day is interwoven with the thoughts and beliefs 
and moral ideas of a nation numbering over 300 million souls! The classical philologist 
has clearly no experience in dealing with a text of this description, an opus of such gigantic 
dimensions and complex character, with such a long and intricate history behind it. 

T H E D I F F I C U L T I E S OF M A H Ā B H Ā R A T A T E X T U A L CRITICISM 

The capital difficulty of the Mahābhārata problem is just this that there are hardly 
any clear objective criteria which may enable us to discriminate with precision and 
certainty between the data of the rival recensions, to evaluate correctly and confidently the 
amazingly large mass of variants. Only an inconsiderable fraction of these variants 
represents clear "mistakes", which can be corrected with confidence. A s a rule, the variant 
readings, if they are not mere synonyms, convey a slightly different meaning, but almost 
always a possible meaning. From the grammatical point of view also, they are both 
equally valid. One of the variants may be a trifle more suitable than the other; for 
instance, in the discrimination between the Simple and the Periphrastic Future, or the 
Parasmaipada and the .Stmanepada. But can we legitimately premise that the original 
must necessarily have been quite flawless from the point of view of the Pāṇinian grammar? 
Is it not at least likely that the supposed solecism may be a genuine lapsus calami of the 
author, or (should that supposition be considered inadmissible or unacceptable) that the 
usage fluctuated ? 

Then again, as we have seen, there are numerous passages, short and long, that are 
found in one recension and are lacking in the other, what I call "additional" passages. No 

1 Cf. Winternitz, Indol. Prag. 1. 61; and Charpentier, Orient. Literaturzeitung, 1932, 276 f. 
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convincing proof can in general be given to establish either the originality or the 
spuriousness of any given passage of this type. What may fairly be regarded as inter

polations are in general so ingeniously fashioned and so cunningly fitted in that, except 
under very favourable circumstances, the intrinsic ( contextual) evidence is inconclusive. 

For these and other reasons i t is not always easy to correlate the divergent 
recensions, to discriminate between the variants, and to constitute a wholly unobjectionable 
single text. 

This difficulty has its origin in the circumstance that in the Mahäbhärata manuscript 
tradition, perhaps as much as in any literary tradition, the textual critic is faced with a 
bewildering profusion of versions as also with an amazing mixture of versions. Contrary 
tendencies have been at work in the evolution of the text. While, on the one hand, some 
elements have been working, from the earliest times, for the development of different types; 
on the other hand, there were not wanting elements that operated against the evolution of 
sharply differentiated types. To understand the phenomenon of this luxuriant growth and 
indiscriminate fusion of versions, one must appreciate certain details of historical moment, 
certain special factors in the transmission of the Mahābhārata, traits which distinguish our 
work from every other known text except the Rāmāyaṇa and perhaps other similar 
ancient epopees. 

Let us examine closely the character of the differences between the two recensions to 
start with. 1 The differences are of three kinds. Broadly speaking, each recension differs 
from the other, firstly, in point of readings of the common stanzas; secondly, in point 
of additions (or omissions) of short and long passages; and, thirdly, in point of sequence 
of the textunits. How do these differences at all arise ? 

Our first thought would be to attempt to explain the additions or omissions as the 
result of'conscious editorial revision, or of clerical error, or partly of one and partly of the 
other. But the frequent differences in sequence, especially when no material gain is 
perceptible in either arrangement, rather support the explanation suggested above that 
both recensions are, in final analysis, independent copies of an orally transmitted text. The 
suggestion is confirmed by the consideration of the variation of the first type, namely, 
minor differences in the readings of the stanzas common to the two recensions, which 
confront us step by step throughout the parvan, nay, throughout the epic, as the partial 
collations of the other parvans now available at the Institute clearly show. 

It will be found for one thing perfectly useless to try to derive mechanically one set 
of readings uniformly from the other. Hundreds and thousands of the minor readings 
are nothing more than mere synonyms or paraphrases, grammatically and semantically 
equivalent, but graphically totally unrelated. They, therefore, cannot be all corruptions, 
in the ordinary sense of the word, of a written archetype. The vast majority of these 
variants cannot again be due to the zeal of a purist trying to correct the solecisms of the 
received text, or to the whim of a minor poet endeavouring to polish its diction or style. 
H a d that been the case, we should find that the enthusiasm of the reformer had evaporated 
long before he had reached the middle or at least the end of the first parvan. The 


 1 The conditions are analogous to that of the 

Rāmāyaṇa recensions, as revealed by the researches 
of Jacobi; see particularly, Das Rāmāyana, pp. 3ff‚ 

and Luder», "Ueber die Grantharecension" (1901), 
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herculean task of cleansing the Augean stables would be child's play compared to a 
systematic purification of the Mahābhārata text, according to later standards. Under 
these circumstances, however great might be the divergence between the two recensions in 
the beginning, it is bound to vanish or at least diminish towards the middle or the end of 
the poem. We find, on the other hand, as already remarked, that the stream of variation 
flows with unabated volume from the beginning to the end of the epic. This fact can in 
no way be reconciled with the hypothesis of a single uniform revision (or a series 
of them either ) of a fixed and rigid text. 

A l l the difficulties in the explanation of this phenomenal variation vanish, however, 
as soon as we assume that the epic was handed down from bard to bard originally by word 
of mouth, as is clearly implied by tradition. That would explain, without any strain 
or violence, the existence of the mass of variants, of differences in sequence, and of additions 
or omissions. I f the text has been preserved, for any considerable period of time, only in 
memory and handed down by word of mouth, those are just the changes that could 
not possibly be avoided. It is evident that no great care would be lavished on the text by 
these custodians of the tradition to guard it against corruption and elaboration, or against 
arbitrary emendation and normalization: to reproduce the received text, which was 
not guarded by canonical authority or religious sanction, with any degree of precision 
would be neither attempted by the bards nor required of them. Whenever and wherever 
the text was then written down—and it was probably written down independently in 
different epochs and under different circumstances—these transmissions by word of mouth 
must have contaminated the written text and introduced innumerable variations in it. 
The assumption of some such complicated derangement, beyond the normal vicissitudes of 
transmission, is necessary to account for the abnormal discrepancies and strange vagaries of 
the Mahābhārata manuscript tradition. In other words, we are compelled to assume that 
even in its early phases the Mahābhārata textual tradition must have been not uniform 
and simple, but multiple and polygenous. 

Moreover, a study of the critical apparatus shows that there has intervened a long 
period in the history of the Mahābhārata in which there was a free comparison of 
manuscripts aud extensive mutual borrowings. A natural and inevitable source of 
confusion of the tradition has always been the marginalia, comprising glosses, variae 
lectiones and additions. The copyist of a manuscript with such accretions copied 
sometimes the original readings and sometimes the marginal. It may be incidentally 
remarked that an examination of the marginalia shows that the variant readings are 
taken mostly from manuscripts belonging to the same version, or at least the same 
recension. But there is no reason, theoretical at any rate, why readings of the rival 
recension could not creep into a manuscript of the text by the medium, say, of a popular 
commentary such as Nīlakaṇṭha's. A n d , as a matter of fact, we do find, occasionally, 
readings of the opposite recension noted in the margins of manuscripts. Under these 
circumstances it was inevitable that the true reading, especially if it was a lectio difficilior 
or an archaism or a solecism, would be partly suppressed, being preserved to us in one or 
two manuscripts only. 

Furthermore, that texts may be improved by a comparison of manuscripts is not 
by any means a modern discovery. The process has been known and practised for ages: 
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the difference is merely in our ideas of what is meant by "improvement" of the text. I 
have cited above the instance of Nīlakaṇṭha, who himself says that he had collected and 
compared Mahābhārata manuscripts from different parts of India in order to ascertain the 
"best" readings. The other commentators also, Devabodha, Arjunamiśra and Ratna– 
garbha‚ cite pāṭhāntaras and speak of apapāṭhas ("bad readings"). These they could have 
got only from a comparison of different manuscripts. 

The texts favoured by the ancients appear to have been of the inclusive, rather than 
of the exclusive, type. This is proved in the case of Nllakaṇṭha by a remark of his 
cited above, where, he naively admits that he had put together the stanzas which had 
been commented on by the ancient Bhāṣyakaras, and others he had found in modern 
manuscripts, with the idea of making a "thesaurus of excellences." The remark does not 
apply by any means exclusively to the Sanatsujāta episode, to which it is appended, at any 
rate as far as Nīlakaṇṭha is concerned. In the Xdi‚ we have abundant evidence that he 
has borrowed, according to his fancy, passages, short and long, from the Southern recension. 
The critical notes will show that his text includes a large number of Southern passages 
which are not found in any other Northern version, such as, for example, the catalogue of 
forest trees, which serves in a modest way for a description of the sylvan scenery amidst 
which Uparicara Vasu finds himself: 

513* 3 T 5 ? r ê ^ I 

A t one place, as was shown above, Nīlakaṇṭha has disfigured his text in his frantic 
attempt to squeeze into it a lengthy (Southern) passage containing some details which did 
not fit into his own text. This he has done, be it noted, at the risk of making his text 
wholly unintellgible, without a word of apology or explanation. Professor Winternitz, 
while criticizing Dahlmanns Das Mahdbhārata, has pointed out this incongruity 1: "The 
story . . . which relates how Dīrghatamas is insulted by his wife Pradveṣi, and how he 
consequently establishes the fixed rule ( maryādā) that henceforth a woman shall always 
have to adhere to one husband, whether he be alive or dead, and that a woman who goes 
to another man shall go to hell, thus forbidding any kind of remarriage of widows . . . is 
strangely out of place2 in a chapter treating of Niyoga." A s was pointed out above, in 
consequence of the intrusion of this foreign matter, the first half of the stanza of the 
original text is separated from the second half by 27 lines. That in itself is, however, not 
a very serious matter in Mahābhārata textual tradition, where such transpositions are a 
common occurrence. But in the present instance, this transfer has had the unexpected and 
undesirable result that the subject of the sentence, which was left behind in the first half 
of the stanza, remains to the end without its predicate, which latter, being shunted off to 
such a remote distance, was furnished with a new and entirely different subject! The 
effect of this arrangement on the original story may be easily imagined. 

1 JE AS. 1897. 723 footnote.
 2 Italios minel 
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Conflation is in general not so easy to detect and prove as in the case of Nīlakaṇṭha. 
We can date Nīlakaṇṭha with fair accuracy. Again Nīlakaṇṭha, who is one of the latest 
of our commentators, has himself vouchsafed some information as to how he has prepared 
his text. We have no such reliable data in the case of the majority of the manuscripts or 
versions of our critical apparatus. 

Take, for instance, the case of the subgroup G1.2.4.« of the Grantha version. 
In opposition to other manuscripts belonging to the same recension and even the same 
version, G1.2.4.« contain, as shown above, an astonishingly large number of passages 
which are found otherwise only in some inferior manuscripts of the Northern recension. 
Now is this a case of contamination of the four M S S . Gi. 2. *. 5 from a Northern source; or 
are the common passages a remnant of the lost archetype, which were somehow lost in the 
remaining manuscripts of the Southern recension?1 There is apparent agreement here 
between independent versions. But is this agreement original ? The clumsy interpolator 
of a remote ancestor of G1.2.4.« happens to have supplied us with the means of answering 
these questions. He has left behind, quite unintentionally, an impress of his "finger

prints," so to say, by which we can easily and confidently trace him and examine his 
handiwork. The said manuscripts contain a Northern stanza (belonging to manuscripts 
of class T ) — a mere string of attributes of Garuḍa—wedged in at a place where it can be 
eonstrued neither with what precedes nor with what follows. This proves incontrovertibly 
that these four manuscripts G1.2.4. s have been compared with some Northern manuscripts, 
and makes it highly probable that the other doubtful stanzas, which they have in common 
with the Northern recension, have crept into their text in the same surreptitious way. 
A t least this is the most plausible explanation of the anomaly. But even such confirmatory 
evidence is not always available. 

The reader need not be sceptical about the possibilities of such indiscriminate 
conflation and addition. The critical apparatus, i f closely scrutinized and properly 
understood, will reveal numerous instances of a similar character. Even a close study of 
the Kumbhakonam edition, prepared in our own times by two excellent Southern Pandits, 
will throw some light on the mentality of the old redactors of the Mahābhārata: parallel 
and even contradictory versions are placed quite unconcernedly side by side, regardless of 
the effect on the reader, regardless of the fact that sentences are left hanging in the air, 
that passages do not construe. Here one notices above all the anxiety that nothing that 
was by any chance found in the Mahābhārata manuscript should be lost. Everything was 
carefully preserved, assembled in a picturesque disarray. 

Another important fact that must be kept in view in dealing with these 
interpolations is this. The older the borrowal and the more interesting the passage 
borrowed, the wider will be the area over which it will spread in its new habitat. It then 
becoṃes difficult to prove the borrowal. 

Thus there is a certain group of passages which are found in all versions except in 
Ś1 and K (that is, in the group v), for example, the Kaṇikanīti . 2 In the particular case 
of the Kaṇikanīti , there appears to be sufficient extrinsic and intrinsic evidence to make i t 

1 Cf. Ruben, Acta Orientalia> 8. 250; Sukthankar, "Epic Studies IIP, ABI. 11. 269 ff. * App. I* No. 81. 
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highly probable that the passage is spurious, and the corresponding agreement between 
some of the (more or less ) independent versions is unoriginal. 

There are indeed yet more difficult cases, where the evidence pro et contra of docu

mentary and intrinsic probability is equally balanced, as far as we can at present judge. 
In such cases we are forced to look for small things which look suspicious and lead 
us to probabilities, not facts. 

The problem is clearly not solved by formulating a priori a hypothesis as to the 
interrelationship of the different versions and fix the text in terms of some preconceived 
formula; for instance, by assuming as absolutely independent a certain number of these 
divergent versions, and laying down an arithmetical rule that whatever is common to two 
or more of such and such versions must be original. In this method, we can easily deceive 
ourselves and others; for the results arrived at will appear sounder than in reality they 
are. Even though the formal operations may be a piece of flawless logic, nevertheless the 
results, being based on premises possibly unsound though apparently clear and definite, 
may be wholly fictitious. The study of the manuscripts themselves must first teach us 
what their interrelationship is. A n d they unmistakably indicate that their interrelation

ship is of most complex character. The critical apparatus is a veritable labyrinth of 
complicated and intermingled versions, each with a long and intricate history of its own 
behind i t . We have unfortunately no single thread to guide us out of the maze, but 
rather a collection of strands intertwined and entangled and leading along divergent 
paths. W i t h the epic text as preserved in the extant Mahābhārata manuscripts, we 
stand, I am fully persuaded, at the wrong end of a long chain of successive syntheses 
of divergent texts, carried out—providentially—in a haphazard fashion, through centuries 
of diaskeuastic activities; and that with the possible exception of the Śāradā (Kasfmīrī) 
version, which appears to have been protected by its largely unintelligible script and by the 
difficulties of access to the province, all versions are indiscriminately conflated. 

Now it goes without saying that the genetic method ( operating with an archetype 
and a stemma codicum ) cannot strictly be applied to fluid texts and conflated manuscripts; 
for, in their case, i t is extremely difficult, i f not utterly impossible, to disentangle 
completely, by means of purely objective criteria, their intricate mutual relationships. 
The documentary evidence is no doubt supremely important, but the results, arrived at 
from a consideration of the documentary probability, must be further tested in the light 
of intrinsic probability. No part of the text can be considered really exempt from the 
latter scrutiny, when we are dealing with a carelessly guarded text such as we have in the 
present instance. A careful study of the critical notes will show—if, indeed, the 
foregoing remarks have not made it abundantly clear—that all the problems which present 
themselves for solution in editing any text from manuscripts are present in the case of the 
Mahābhārata on a colossal scale and in an intensified form. We must, therefore, clearly 
recognize that a wholly certain and satisfactory restoration of the text to its pristine 
form—even the socalled śatasāhasrī samhitā form—may be a task now beyond the 
powers of criticism. 

C R I T I C A L E D I T I O N S O F T H E D I F F E R E N T V E R S I O N S 

N o doubt, in view of some of these difficulties, one scholar has suggested that 
to expedite and facilitate the work, we should, as a first step, before any attempt is made 
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to constitute the final text of the Mahābhārata, critically edit all the different versions.1 

That, it must be said, is a rather tall order, as any one will admit, who has any practical 
experience of editing the Mahābhārata in any shape or form, critical or otherwise. But 
perhaps funds and workers—not to speak of patience—can be found to edit a dozen or 
more lakhs of stanzas comprising the dozen or more versions of the Great Epic. There 
remains, however, yet another and a more fundamental difficulty, which appears to have 
wholly escaped the attention of the learned critic. The difficulty is that it is practically 
impossible to edit even a single version of the Mahābhārata—or for that matter of any 
other text—wholly satisfactorily, without considering the entire evidence, that is, without, 
at the same time, consulting the readings of all other versions. Suppose we examine six 
manuscripts of a version (Grantha) in order to prepare a critical text of that version. I t 
may happen that four of them (Gi. 2.4.5) , which are conflated manuscripts, have a 
"secondary" reading, while only two ( G s . ô ) have the correct reading. In these 
circumstances, the true character of the variants could never be inferred from the readings 
of this version ( G ) itself; it would be shown only by other versions ( T or M or N ) . In 
fact, there is no way of finding out whether any of the manuscripts of a particular version 
are conflated ( i f they happen to be conflated) without consulting the other versions. 
And, i f for the editing of each of the individual versions, we have to scrutinize and weigh 
the entire evidence, we might as well get busy with the work of preparing the final text, 
assuming of course that a final (critical) text has to be prepared. 

That consideration apart, even if we assume, for the sake of argument, that all the 
dozen or more versions lie before us in a critically edited shape, our main task is not made 
any easier on that account. One has to go through the same mental processes in picking 
out or reconstructing the correct readings, whether, as at present, the variae lectiones are 
concentrated on a single page of the critical edition or have to be searched in a dozen or 
more different provincial editions, arranged round about the critic in a semicircle. 
Preparing all these different editions would not by itself give us the correct readings. 
Some of them, moreover, would but slightly differ form each other, for instance, the 
editions of the Bengali and the Devanāgarī versions; and it would mean useless 
duplication of labour. A l l that is really needed to facilitate our work is a critical edition 
of the Southern recension. A n attempt to supply that need is now being made by 
Professor P . P . S. Sastri in his edition of the Mahābhārata, referred to already. 

T H E V U L G A T E A S B A S E 

Another high authority, while full of apparent admiration for the way in which the 
work is being done at present at the Institute, has with much, pathos and eloquence 
deprecated this hastily prepared, eclectic text. A l l that we need to do at present, 
according to this scholar, is to reprint the Vulgate, giving merely the variae lectiones of 
the manuscripts collated and leaving each individual reader to constitute his own text, 
unhampered and uninfluenced by the obtrusive personality of some editor who stands like a 
monitor between the reader and his author. The learned critic is evidently of opinion that 
any average reader, who picks up an edition of the Great Epic for casual study is better 
qualified to reconstruct the text than the editor who has made a special study of the 

1 Cf. Lesny‚ Archiv Orientdlni, vol. 5 ( 1933 ), p. 159. 
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problem t That is a paradox natural to the subtle mentality of the learned critic. B u t 
we need not take it too seriously. Whatever the Average Reader might or might not be 
able to do, I beg to submit that the Critical Reader, like the learned scholar whose opinion 
I am quoting, would not be any the worse off, if he is put in possession of this "Recension 
of Poona". 1 For, who and what is to prevent him from constituting his own text from 
this critical edition ? Whoever makes the text—even i f Bṛhaspati himself were to come 
down and constitute the text—the Critical Reader would undoubtedly reject it as it would 
surely not fit in with his ideas of what is right and what is wrong. The Critical Reader 
has the same freedom of action whether he has before him the critical text or the Vulgate. 
The Vulgate, as far as I can judge, is no better suited for serving as the base than 
the present text. 

I t may, however, be that the hesitation of the learned authority is really due to a 
categorical objection to interfering in so definite a manner with the received text. Should 
that be the case, it is certainly difficult to appreciate the veneration of this scholar for the 
form of a text which was made up, probably, also in great haste but withinadequate and 
insufficient materials, only in the last quarter of the seventeenth century, that is, 
only about 250 years ago. I t is surely illogical to assume that a text which has been built 
up largely on unscientific conjecture is now beyond the reach of conjecture. 

A simpler and more probable explanation still of the hesitating attitude of the learned 
critic might perhaps be that his theoretical misgivings are based on a rather hasty study of 
both the Vulgate and the critical text. For, the text of the Vulgate is so corrupt and so 
obviously contaminated that it would be a criminal neglect of his duty for any intelligent 
editor now to reprint the Vulgate, when he has at hand the material to control its 
vagaries and to correct its absurdities. 

O N E S E L E C T E D M A N U S C R I P T A S B A S E 

N o doubt to remedy the inherent defects in the last method as also to avoid the 
dreaded samkara of pramāṇas, it has been suggested by other scholars that the best course 
would be to select one manuscript, the best manuscript extant (of any version presumably) 
and print it, with minimal change, correcting only the obvious and indispensable clerical 
errors and adding the variants of the collated manuscripts.2 This expedient, though 
unquestionably simple and "safe", and in most cases indubitably effective, fails totally in 
the present instance, for two reasons: firstly and chiefly, owing to the negligible age of our 
manuscripts, which are barely five hundred years old; and, secondly, owing to the 
systematic conflation which has been carried on through ages of revisional and amplificatory 
activity. B y following any manuscript—even the oldest and the best—we shall be authen

ticating jilst that arbitrary mixture of versions which it is the express aim of this 
method to avoid! 

This suggestion, however, has special interest, because the principle underlying i t 
has now been, partly and timidly, put into practice by Professor P . P . S. Sastri‚ in 
preparing his edition of the Southern recension, whereas the three foregoing methods are 
mere castles in the air of theoretical critics. 

1 Journal Asiatique, Oct.Dec 1929, p. 347.
 2 C. V . Vaidya‚ JBBRAS. 1920. 367. 
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A C R I T I Q U E O F PROFESSOR SASTRI'S M E T H O D 

Professor Sastri's edition is an excellent demonstration of the inadequacy of the 
underlying principle, which has been repeatedly advocated, showing up its defects as 
nothing else could. What Professor Sastri set out to do is (to quote his own words ) : "to 
print the text as it is in the original palmleaf, liberty being taken only to correct scriptorial 
blunders,1 to weigh the different readings in the additional manuscripts and choose the 
more important ones [seil, readings] for being added to the text by way of footnotes".2 

How difficult it is to carry this out verbatim in practice and at the same time to present a 
halfway readable text may be realized when we see how Sastri has had to doctor his text. 
A few examples may be added to elucidate the point. To begin with, Sastri does not 
follow the parvan division, nor the adhyāya division, of his basic manuscript, adding and 
omitting colophons arbitrarily, in order to reach some imaginary norm. Secondly, he adds 
an adhyāya of 40 lines after his adhy. 164, which is not found in his manuscript! 
Thirdly, he omits one whole adhyāya of 40 lines, after his adhy. 180, where all Southern 
manuscripts, without exception (including his own exemplar) have it, and is moreover 
unaccountably silent about the omission! Fourthly, in one place (his adhy. 122) he has 
omitted fourteen lines of the text of his manuscript and added instead thirteen lines which 
are not found in any Southern manuscript I8 Fifthly and lastly, in yet another place 
(his adhy– 214) he has added an interpolation (upākhyāna) of 114 lines of which not a 
single line (as actully printed in Sastri's edition) is to be found in any of the six 
manuscripts utilized by him ! These are some of the things that an extremely orthodox 
Southern Pandit actually does when he sets out with the avowed object of printing up a 
Southern manuscript as it is, correcting only "scriptorial blunders." 1 will not here speak 
of a certain number of spurious lines which appear to have crept insidiously into his text 
from the Vulgate and whose existence even he probably does not suspect.4 The changes 
mentioned first are of a different order: they have been made by Sastri consciously and 
intentionally. 

Let me not be misunderstood. I do not blame Sastri in the least for taking such 
liberties with his manuscript, which is a tolerably good manuscript (though probably not 
very old), but has its faults like any other manuscript. I myself have had to proceed 
similarly, only more thoroughly, more systematically. Our methods are similar in 
practice, though not in theory; that is, in his theory. Sastri's text is eclectic ( an epithet 
often used by critics with a tinge of reproach, the ground of which it is not easy to 
perceive): as eclectic as any other Mahābhārata text, printed or in manuscript, that I have 
seen. I have adduced the above instances chiefly to show what correcting merely 
"scriptorial blunders" in Mahābhārata textual criticism really ends in. 

Thus it will be seen that the method of printing a Mahābhārata manuscript as it is, 
viewed as a rigid principle, is a deplorable failure. The lateness of our manuscript material 

1 Italics mine! 
2 The Mahäbhärata, Vol . I, Introduction, p. x i ü . 
8 Sastri's ed. 1. 122. 2J–8J (page 803f.), 

* e. g. 1. 22. 28*
1

; 58. l
ed

; 82. 4*
6

; 184. 27"* 

(S has v. I.); 194. 62^ (ho MS. has this line 1); 203. 

28
a &

; 212. 66|; 215. 54**; 216. 41, 43 (found only 

in Sfi Dn and printed editions ); etc References are 

to Sastri's edition of course. It must be admitted 

that, when compared with the mass of the text, 

these interpolations are really negligible. 
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and the peculiar conditions of transmission of the epic are responsible for the defection. 
They force upon us an eclectic hut cautious utilization of all manuscript classes. Since all 
categories of manuscripts hq,ve their strong points and weak points, each variant must be 
judged on its own merits. 

W H A T IS T H E N POSSIBLE J 

The Mahābhārata problem is a problem sui generis. It is useless to think of 
reconstructing a fluid text in a literally original shape, on the basis of an archetype and a 
stemma codicum. What is then possible ? Our objective can only be to reconstruct the 
oldest form of the text which it is possible to reach, on the basis of the manuscript material 
available.1 With that end in view, we must examine as many manuscripts—and above 
all as many classes of manuscripts—as possible, and group them into families. We must 
try to ascertain and evaluate the tradition of each family, eschewing late and worthless 
material. We may then consider the relation of these traditions in regard to the variae 
lectiones, and the genuine and spurious parts öf the text. Beyond that, we have to content 
ourselves with selecting the readings apparently the earliest and choosing that form of the 
text which commends itself by its documentary probability and intrinsic merit, recording 
again most carefully the variants, and the additions and omissions. A little critical 
remaniement of the text need cause no alarm. For, as I have already observed, it is hardly 
logical to assume that a text which is largely based oṅ conjecture is now beyond the reach 
of that principle. Of course there will always remain many doubts, but that consideration 
should not prevent us from correcting those parts which can be corrected with confidence; 
moreover, that limitation applies to our comparatively well preserved classical texts, despite 
the guarantee of the careful editings they have undergone. However, owing partly to the 
fluid character of the original and partly to the fragmentary and inadequate information 
we possess as regards the origin, growth and transmission of the text, it is incumbent on 
us to make Conservatism our watchword. We must abstain from effecting .any change 
which is not in some measure supported by manuscript authority. 2 

T H E M E T H O D O F R E C O N S T R U C T I O N E X P L A I N E D 

The method I have followed in reconstructing the text cannot, unfortunately, be 
presented in the shape of short general rules. I shall endeavour, however, to explain it as 
briefly as possible. 

The main principle underlying all speculation as to authenticity is the postulated 
originality of agreement between what may be proved to be (more or less) independent 

1 Cf. Lüders, Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1929, 

1143. 
2 JFew scholars, I imagine, would endorse the 

view of Pandit Vidhushekhara Bhattaoharya (Mo

dern Review, Calcutta, for August 1928, page 

176), that the first prose sentence of our Mahā– 

bhārata ( « ^ f  j — | ~ ~ ( W etc), though found 

in all MSS. without exception, should be deleted 

from the Critical Edition, because it is intrinsically 

inappropriate in the context. He writes: '‘They 

[seil, those lines] are to be found in all the different 

versions of which MSS. are collated for the present 

edition, though with some variant readings, hut 

can we be satisfied only with this ground as to their 

being genuine" 1 That is a little too radical! This 

edition cannot and should not proceed so far. 
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versions. The principle I have tried to follow religiously—and I hope I have never deviated 
from it—is to accept as original a reading or feature which is documented uniformly by all 
manuscripts alike ( N = S ) . 

For instance, we frequently come across threelined stanzas, one of whose lines is an 
"inorganic line", that is, a line which can be added or omitted without detriment to sense 
or grammar. These seemingly superfluous lines, i f proved by both recensions, have not 
been deleted; they have been kept scrupulously intact. A more important instance is of 
the initial adhyāyas of this parvan. The connection between adhy. 13 and what follows, 
as also the connection between the three adhyāyas inter se‚ is of most loose character. 
There is further the suspicious circumstance that adhy. 4 begins precisely in the same way 
as adhy. 1; both adhyāyas have in fact the identical opening ( prose ) sentence: 

<*l«^ui5* 3 t r t ^ t : ^CT: ^<ifä*l 3 f a s K * f l » f t * W i « frdM3aVl*MlPfa I 

In other words, adhy. 4 begins as though nothing had gone before 1 The prose sentence 
seems to fit better the context of adhy. 4 than the context of adhy. 1; but that is not 
material to my argument. It would have been possible to athetize the first three adhyāyas 
in order to remove this anomaly, relegating them to the Appendix. But as all the four 
adhyāyas are handed down in exactly the same form (with the usual amount of variants) 
in all manuscripts of both recensions, they were left perfectly intact. Here we have an 
old conflation of two different beginnings. They were not harmonious in juxtaposition, 
but each was too good to lose, in the opinion of the ancient redactors. They therefore put 
both in, making but a poor compromise.1 

Another passage that may be thought to need some radical treatment is the account 
of the cremation of Pāṇḍu and Mādrī. We are first told that the king died in the forest, 
and Mādrī mounted the funeral pyre and was burned with him (1.116.31). After this we 
read that their "bodies" (śarīre) are brought to the capital of the Kurus (1. 117. 30), and 
an elaborate royal funeral takes place. In the account given in the following adhyāya 
(118), from the description of the annointing and dressing of the king's body, and from 
the remark that the king looked as i f he were alive (1.118. 20): 

it is clear that no former burning is imagined. After Pāṇḍu had been burned with his 
favourite queen Mādrī on the funeral pyre, there could not have been (as Hopkins 1 has 
justly pointed out) much corpse left or not enough to dress and smear with sandal paste! 
But the manuscripts do not render us any help here. The passage is handed down in 
identical form in all manuscripts of both recensions. 

The above examples will show that the diaskeuasts did not always employ any 
great art—I may add, fortunately—in conflating two discrepant accounts of an incident, 
which is by no means an easy task. To resolve such anomalies, however, is beyond the 
scope of this edition, since the entire manuscript evidence unanimously supports the 
conflation, which is too old and deeprooted to be treated by the ordinary principles 
of textual criticism. I f we went about, at this stage of our work, athetizing such passages 
as were selfcontradictory or as contradicted the data of some other part of the epic, there 
would not be much left of the Mahābhārata to edit in the end. ^ 

1 Ruling Caste in Ancient India, p. 172, footnote. 
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I give in a footnote1 the text of a hundred selected stanzas for which no variants, 
or only unimportant variants, have been recorded in the critical notes; of these about 

Adhy. 1 

–hd*)–hl*g–t m ^xfi||Th *MId«Hi II 
Adhy. 26 

~ ^ f ft~ =Tīff Rol^M ff^T^C I 

«5^Mld^f€^r Wll«MIMWl I 

f%ftT c H H W ( H II 

5j~%rpnTī~^1" *f~~c omW–ii– i 

t^nTKT ^——3^n~^^ i' s% 

S*Tt~ 3*Wf  viWlRd4KM II 
Adhy. 27 

«Ti^: ^4^idHmI^^T^^^ II * 
frf–ftsr ä<iv̂ r F*rt cf ̂ rft̂ —j{% i 
™J ^ ~ ~ – tl4^cti^MOl fg,’5T II Y 

–T~T–* prfvTTOT –fi?N~r 5RIj%: I 

Hî Kî i4l ?l— *F?far i(~: 11 , 

fHfl «TT*T fi~T°ft 3~n~T ^ r f ^ f t II 

yM+̂ rn *mft TiaiNw –f~~r: 11 
Adhy. 2D 

tfätHM<Tl ^ f r –rc^tssftfô ^ — ; 1 

–ra <ra ft^aM(lci^ftyT: II 
Adhy. 31 

3*hwmI WF3 ^ r r %  r ^   1 
fHdiiittfrr r†tr ^rot –~r?—t 11 * 

Adhy. 32 

ififôr –t^tft† r̂f̂ r % 5^ 11 I 

~rtPt ^r vTM w^jm % fr%f^v


. 1 

iT3aiiwm'<i^Ā w r t *t*oc~i: n ^ 
Adhy. 35 

 j p j % at *F*rf 5frgfij: –rftw 1 
^nt% r< f ^ 11 R 

Adhy. 38 

Adhy. 39 

c3r—— t̂̂ %t ?nftf ra*rf—*ṛ: 11 * 

^ *PTrscr –m*imI –rrm*ī?ftat; n « 

f ‡ tffliii+}i ~  r i % 3^"~r 11 < 

Adhy. 40 

5~,’5r ^ft
: –r^t^rfêRTī1 

•5*Nr I ~f ^~r *rftFī– 11 H 
Adhy. 41 

~ «Tnt R î̂ f ~*i*iiiiiria^i^
11 ^ 

Adhy. 42 
S~ f^rrfô*riHf4^r –rr~rr 1 
%Tt ~ ~f~ī ^ ~ f ff€t 3[TOfqf: II ? 

W W ā "
: ^l**dltiw ^5~~

: I 
Trr ftffô~r 5firf5rRfR4di*ici

2 u H 
Adhy. 45 

=3TāM" ^ r W " B" î fr –rfcsf~ 1 

"–T̂ Tt T^f^r^T *nft RiJiCllPH 11 ^ 
Adhy. 46 

f̂t4 r̂f̂ r: UT5;̂ rTt p̂n̂ –~T II I* 
Adhy.

 4

8 

t~–" f|vtr w t̂%d "5nr^~^ 11 j*v 

3T^^ f^rr——ft ~^3 ^ 5 : f e w : 1 

^ ? t w f a r d – n ^ .  11 ^ 
Adhy.

 4

9 

3?n;r 5^ ^ vi<«hi<}^^*ii
1 

^ M w ~ HilRcWcfk II % 

TTTTT =^Rteftr5 ~HW cfft̂ l" II 

śtim ^t^pmr^t īi*ww– 11 

l̂ t ^vT^ff^T. ^  r % R ^ : II V̂9 
Adhy. 53 

H ~t–* *tf^tct mi: nft%=Rr ~ 1 

KfvWv{: U*dl^Tt % W I ^ * I H M i : I 



Adhy. 54 

Adhy. 55 

– ~ r  f N<*mw%r =f Ii v 
Adhy. 56 

^SI*lKHl<?iM g^rf "–ffeī *Tf~. II * 

vom wR*tä ^ —r h i k  t ī
: ii U 

*n:<? srf^tfis vffim
 1 

Adhy. 58 

ftHHOT sfift fcrr ftgrfsrrt s i r i 

MldM II * 

^3~tt *nfif mi <mP–ki*–i ~ i 

–hiR&*i *~t u–tf fo i–n^*w–H, ii 

–T–T ̂ ī~[~~.* *rf g~rr i ^ j d  N – I 

^HT*4 ^ fṛcq ^ TO % ^ ~ 3 " ~ II 

Adhy. 59 

*W°Tt MWW S~r fff^TT –f*JJ—tq": I 

^t *–iwnn iTrt ~ w ^ w  r r i 

Adhy. 60 

*fiSt ^ ~ T
: S~T– M<HI«WlR

u

l I 

ftaiiftm ^tfi5 ^ ^ w ī ī
: ii <

su*i5hifôk: 5~ī
: ^ 3 ~ T T ^rrför I 

Adhy. 61 

SllwiPrfilr (Mid %% *mRuiji ii w 

12 

scnrc i%fe: w irr^jjr*iR*i<{H^ n ^ 

Hftuwi<d ^ ^vrf^s^: ī 

Adhy. 64 

^ T i  l f |  l ^ 5Tf%%T T*%&F{ II 
Adhy. 71 

ai^i4I^qi*ii^[ —5̂ t fô—~r^n*~c I 

Adhy. 73 

–F^FPft~ at fmf sanft **orô?r11 * 

~ f ī ^feft –fTF?V ^–rfpft ?mt –r^ 1 

–TT|̂ rt tf"rftT5r –n–F~rMh: 11 

Adhy. 76 

~ srêfr rĵ f† —f –jtīM I 

5fe~ ^ h ^ ^ ' 'twW* 11 *
Adhy. 81 

=gftw ^^R^rft" f̂ ff ^ ^f^[: II <

Adhy. 91 

–TT TWT ^fft^5T ^5TrrrfcMdW^ I 
~?rr –i~r: ~ j ^ t ?föm% u v 

Adhy. 93 

–~TĪ– ^ftt *Ti3 % g»TRFl
, I 

c~" i4vi^lPi sft^^c | t i : I) «*°> 

–RT5~ ā H T ^ ^ f r ~ ī g^nn 1 

Adhy. 94 

^Ml^<P>?ii^iawrMaTi4i^ 11 

~ T  –hllft'nJl'lxf tafM«HlRfld^ I 

Ŝ fl" ^–i*fdls^r –rre–rwft~ II W 

Adhy. 96 

–l–1^MMWI^: ~ C f%%ĉ r%: I 

~—^I^KllR^ ^T
5

?† TR n̂T ~̂Q II 

Adhy. 102 

——M% ü<ttuft 5 ^ ~ ^ T T ^  T . I 
T«rrfnT ~ ^ M i ñ wrfnT 'h<?rn' ~ 11 < 

Adhy. 117 

PROLEGOMENA LXXXIX 
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Adhy. 125 

44ĪMH^ft^HaR»m m^«iiwl Ii ^ 
Adhy. 127 

frffsf*ll«hliRKI %~HT vT^TW II * 
cRT: MKHi^m qzi%w TO5R: I 
3%ft HR^uA+iflfi^rHlTf^. II 3 
?Tfl† –hlMÎ 4MI~ ^Tfī~: I 

Adhy. 132 

–TĪ~~T STO%T f̂RTT iKUIIm^l 

«KuIHii±räl –TTT Tīfô <WT II V9 
Adhy. 138 

awi–^TM 51*1M lajgrīf^rr: i 

Adhy. 139 

"T~3" ^Fftfit % cfö ̂ h^" –M+fl f̂ TF– I 

•msit  r ^ T R ī ^ 5tt–t <tf–rêta ^ Ii ̂  
Adhy. 152 

d « * ^ K M T^t 5f—FT 5rfcT I 
%*T 5J*t MRichfl –?|bfed II 

Adhy. 158 

f̂ Kr̂ %5 "–n~ ̂ tr~~~ – r ~ t : I 

sninfä wfrT ^ w ? t r % — ^ II 3° 
3T—fiRT fff%WtSf —ft % *T – ~ T : I 
^tst f% *̂?t ?Q3Ī ~T9T 37 ̂?tsvT—; II 

Adhy. 159 

Adby. 162 

Adhy. 170 

r̂fcrft Ki "–p ̂ —t FRT s~fīT– | 
–KM^u|[ *rôf *tct –pM" *~T: II 3 

Adhy. 192 

3TT –rj~r f^RT ^ ī ^ r : ~ C I 

^ c  T T ~ ^T3^T Rk ~ 1% ~ H ^ 
Adhy. 194 

ft it ^ F i t fftw qu%rNr ii u 

Adhy. 198 

Adhy. 199 

TOT ā *Fl% fk : 3»
r

^i^ aföf~
: I 

^I^OHlvJfl =f~f  W ~ S W T II R 

•̂ ft ft 3~f5iwNt fôrfê% ̂  ii * 
Adhy. 200 

Mh*Ji<A >IIDIĪ|HI *RÔRŚFT Î IFEO I 

–TTT ft ̂ TT~ ?|cC' ̂ N~lT *ift%fP ̂lcr^ II ^ 
Adhy. 202 

Adhy. 203 

f%t%fii^lr ^ ^ ^ i ^ R c i r R ^ ii 5 

Adhy. 205 

trf ^gfrf%fRf M^iii^ftal^tfi^,i 
–nj^ i ~ f r̂frt –J7–fkf ^hR–(1 ii r 

Adhy. 206 

—NF*TNF — ~ Iißcu LvIWÎ I 

Adhy. 210 

r̂tT –FIS^T ÄI
C

II'IÎ HI«IV LL ^
O 

Adhy. 211 

–FTRRR MK‚RI N̂ WI% R̂TT i 

^ qftf?it ^frf^*–rt^ ?Tr?T I 

~jc^rr trs% ̂ N  i n ^ tot ii ^ 
Adhy. 212 

Adhy. 220 

T̂TR" fT̂ t~r–T t̂" " f dc"htf̂  II ^ 
Adhy, 225 

gvR TOT SWMIFT MWWIPI N 
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thirty have no variants at all, while the remaining (seventy) show only insignificant 
variants, such as transposition, substitution of synonyms, and so on. The number of 
the latter class of stanzas could naturally be easily augmented, by increasing the latitude of 
permissible variation. Being handed down uniformly in all manuscripts alike, they may 
be regarded as authentic (as least as far as manuscript evidence goes), forming, so to say, 
pieces of firm bedrock in the shifting quicksands of Mahābhārata poetry. As such they 
will be valuable for the study of epic style, diction, vocabulary and so on. 

To return to the question of text reconstruction. The rule arising out of the agree

ment between independent recensions or versions is easy to comprehend and simple to 
apply; only its sphere of operation is rather restricted. Difficulties arise when there is 
fluctuation; and that is the normal state. When there was fluctuation, the choice fell, as a 
corollary of the previous rule, upon a reading which is documented by the largest number 
of (what prima facie appear to be) more or less independent versions, and which is supported 
by intrinsic probability. Diagrammatically we might represent the types as follows: 

( i ) Ni = S = Text. ( i i ) N = Ś1 = Text. ( i i i ) Ni = Ś1 = Text. 
N * S2 N2 S2 
Ns Ss Ns Ss 
etc. etc. etc. etc 

The presumption of originality in these cases is frequently confirmed by a lack of definite 
agreement between the discrepant versions. The commonest application of this rule is 
when Ś1 K or B (with or without D ) agree with S against their own agnates. Numerous 
examples of this type of agreement have been adduced above (pp. LIV‚ L X I I ) . 

Occasionally we get "double" agreement, that is, agreement between two or more 
groups of each recension (Ni = Si and N2 = S2); for example, when 

( 1 ) Ś1 K = M , and simultaneously B = TG‚ 
or ( 2 ) Ś1 K = TG‚ and simultaneously B == M . 

Here one of the agreements must, generally speaking, be accidental, since both can hardly 
be original; and either may be adopted, if they have equal intrinsic merit. Owing to the 
much greater correctness and reliability of Ś1 K , I have, as a rule, adopted the readings of 
this group, other things being equal. 

When the two recensions have alternate readings neither of which can have come 
from the other and which have equal intrinsic merit ( N : S), I have, for the sake of 
consistency and with a view to avoiding unnecessary and indiscriminate fusion of versions, 
adopted, as a stopgap, the reading of N . This rule is of very common application, since 
one constantly comes across readings which are but paraphrases of each other and between 
'which it is impossible to discriminate. Examples of such alternative readings are; 

N 
1. 23 *nft: <^3ti: sfst% v%c&n. 1 
l . 51 5F4 ^rcftā ^ 

57. 30 sqTcfcrT3T OTWH 
60. 9 ^ ^ W d l I ^ f ^  I I ^ H I  i t ^ : I 

60. 10 TM{^"TI^Rt "~ *TCT"W I 

S 
*TFW: ST†3t%I <JF%CT"F «ÜK<HI: I 1. 23 

1. 51 
.?(cf?rcrNr strt– . + . . . . 54. 3 

–farEU: s*ri . . . . . . 57,30 
erg^fêror?sj ~reft *iwjfi:i. . 60. 9 
T?^~fW *TRi 3 ~W!OK^I'Id I • . 60. 10 
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N 
65. 20 wz% "i~fwr~ m> wft*wn i 
65. 35 wf?r Wifa %mi wgf5t i 
65. 35 ITT ft*īt 
66. 2 ^ T ^ f ^ ^ 

66. 3 erfafTO "f: 5" cī 
66. 9 s * T ^ a c T ^ ^ 
73. 4 r% mqtq*f 

106. 9 *!̂ ?tfi~ W*!W: ^m^tī^ *ī~T: I 

107. 20 ^p~r ^–?ī^rera*n sfôfn–nq ~ i 

200. 9 *nr—t{*r %r%^*r i 

S 
**www gu *pê Tfr~ir: i . 65. 20 
TJCIM^LÑ B*ñfa (%*T*~{̂  I 65. 35 
—n –r̂ r 65. 35 
DM<itä<L –&FÊRCTQ; 66. 2 
r̂atsf*i~igr ~T <ra 66. 3 

^^^^^~c~c ĪT Epf" r̂ftrô: I . 66. 9 
8 ? R ī i t ^ ^ q ^ 73. 4 

1"RT~: F)̂2P=LT «WT 5R^
4

ld^«n
, I . 106. 9 

T?T śfc^ ^R~T f^twr~ir I . 107. 20 
~r*rnr Midr̂ r cn% ^Rid^a: u 
en̂ īft **farê ā RJ5RTST ~f~: I • 200. 9 

When the above tests break down or when they give only a negative result, 
the expedient adopted by me was to find a reading which best explains how the other 
readings may have arisen. The true reading in this case has often proved to be a lectio 
difficilioTj or an archaism or a solecism, the desire to eliminate them being the cause of the 
variation. Here follow some examples of variation due to the lectio difficiliorz 

57. 7 ~r: "udder" (v. 1. –~p‚ ^T, 5*f– ~=~– N i l . , % : , 3%:, ~5:, *5F:, *J3:) 
57. 29 vfcm– proper name (v. 1. *n%8:, *rêfe:, *n%:, etc) 
96. 16 fp*r*7f from gg. "shining" (v . 1. srq–?f, |*?Hf) 

98. 13 &m (doublet of – F f t ^ ) "younger" ( v. l . –PT?, m ~=T:, *&fom) 
98. 18 ggjt (v. 1. «^t, *pjjfc‚ vaSti etc.) 

102. 18 =nfJ,>r† (v. l . n Êrôt‚ –?tfa~r:, =–rrf̂ –"ī:) 
103. 13 ^ « i t a † (v. 1. *FpsfH, *n*r ^ n ^ r f ‚ ^RIfêrcf, etc). 

E M E N D A T I O N 

Emendation has played a very inconspicuous role in the preparation of the 
constituted text. Interpretation has in general been given preference over emendation. 
Even in the case of corrupt passages, the reading of some manuscript or other gives sense, 
though it may not be the original sense, not even a wholly satisfactory sense. Precipitate 
emendation is, however, to be deprecated; for experience has shown that but a small pro

portion of scholars' corrections are really amendments. Moreover, in this special case, we 
know, as yet, too little about the epic idiom and the epic world altogether; as also about 
the vicissitudes of the epic text. Besides, who can say that the original was linguistically 
uniform, and conformed to any particular norm ? What would be the style of a work 
which in the main is obviously a compilation ? 

The text, as it has been fixed by me, contains about 35 emendations. The 
corrections are generally very slight, being concerned mostly with single isolated words, 
never with whole passages. Wherever even a single letter has been added, omitted 
or altered, without the authority of any of the manuscripts, I have inserted an asterisk (*) 
in the text. 

Only in very few instances do the emendations effected in this edition make any 
difference to the sense; e. g. 1. 41. 5 «räss*d^ite«ra: , where the word ( a n ) ^ H has been 
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added to the pāda‚ a word found only in D2; the other readings are: *rêf –nt mwm‚ 
W * i ‚ *raf TFT, 11% ?SRRW° (hypermetric I), ^sfêrer*f, *rH mm% seven combinations, each 

having a different syllable between Êf and 37! In a few cases the emendation affects 
merely some grammatical form of the stanza in question; e. g. 1. 86. 5 ejßioMM *^5s* ft^f, 
where the readings for s r « * are ftw~i enn*, wii*z‚ *m* (corruption of last?), g  w « j , 
3'Wfa, 5T ~f?m (hypermetric!). 

But the large majority of our emendations concern merely metre and sandhi. M y 
study of the manuscript material led me to the conclusion that there was an ever growing 
antipathy, firstly, to hypermetric pādas‚ in fact to any form of metrical irregularity; and, 
secondly, to forms of sandhi not sanctioned or countenanced by Pāṇini's great grammar. 
In particular, there is noticeable a strong aversion to hiatus, even where it was permitted 
by rules of grammar. Hiatus between pādas also came to be disapproved and was removed 
by such expedients as that of adding a meaningless % 3 or ^ at the beginning of the 
posterior pāda. 

Manuscripts betray the surreptitious efforts of the scribes and redactors to eliminate 
hiatus (sometimes even when it is grammatically permissible) in the following instances 
among others: 1. 2. 91 (between pādas) reqrcr*r I rfä 3*m:; 2. 130 q70–— 3?rg^j~ 
(8 readings); 2. 150 ?ft Tm ~"33~f; 2. 212 v~r enwRTOWR; 9. 11 (between pādas) ° ^ r i 
sfriBsn

 1 5


 2 sr~nj^; 21. 3 srs 3tt|~ –r= ĵ 33.18 *rf t ~–^ %nw%i; 33. 22 nor land 

for ips 36. 7 ~ 5«‡ (v. L sr *fnf‚ <ef°); 41. 8 *flt 3?f^%*srn; 41. 21 *i%5frn 3T%*srr: (v. I. 
5Jrtg^ī:); 45. 13 (between pādas) ^5 1 mHW^Wcr (v. I. ^%rcr°, Sim°, U ^ r ° ) ; 50. 17 
TOT – 5 ^ t ( V . 1. *rfv%5ft) fsq^Tf:; 60. 4 *W%*flftT 9ff%: (v. 1. °Wlfif:, ° ~ STft:, ^Wīfiī:); 65. 24 
(between pādas) gf^ | 1 ^ ( S °Wift); 72. 22 N ( S k*C); 76. 18 *tfin cRg*« 
(v. 1. *mqfif‚

 0

^fo
0

, °mW, W ) ; 83. 3 °im « r p r t ( v . 1. ^ ° , c^
0

,  * R f ) . 84.13 
* f d I; 85. 8 <wī sraftfô qft~:īf*r (v. 1. wnftfir ~ <*ft°); 94. 38 ift *mti (w&f‚ śm*, 
*mf); 96. 42 (between pādas) ‡i!ft 1 3*&wcj" (v. 1. vT̂ nfT°, c^~m°, ^ t ^ T ° , ~~fOT°, ^ r  E l ° ) ; 
98. 8 3Frôeft sif (v . 1. v–ff‚ Wf‚ ° ^ , °v^ftf? %); 99. 15 ~ –*Êm ;̂ 99. 39 (between pādas) 
"Wfo?n l 3 ^ J R (v . 1. 5 ^ ) ; 100. 2 fttf* 8?mft^[5 101. 3 3TWT° (v. 1. ̂TJr°, <TWr°); 
103. 5 (between pādas) GOT 1 org^qr (v. 1. ^I3°, v[3

0

, ^3 0 ,313°, etc.); 107. 32 (between pādas) 
5Fnr~wm 1 aīīc*rrô (Ś1 Ki *?TTc*n )̂; 109. 7 (between pādas) %3rr I f̂–f° (M 0 –ś 3jfô°); 109. 21 
(between padas) ~ I 9*srf?fê =<ṛ; 110. 28 *fô emf; 112. 31 ~ –~prr~; 114. 38 ^ m * M (v. l . 
°OTTT‚ ^TORt‚ *gftpnwt, °*ffô*rf); 116. 25 <!5%T 8?ā^cTT; 148. 1 frfc" *TO*–f; 152. 19 ^ 
8īRR3–; 157. 13 c~~T s~: (6 readings); 183. 3 (between pādas) ate 1 3ftqf–mlq; ( N ins. 3?ft); 
218. 11 (between pādas) –ns&–r*–f I mfiiśt. — It is evident that sandhi was originally more 
flexible. I t is only in later phases of literature that writers make a shibboleth of it. 

Similar efforts to correct hypermetric lines may be seen from: 
20. 2 fFRTf ft—(v. 1. ftqwre;qf ftiRit, fmai 4)«wi«t fk*vw*&ī m;) 
78. 23 ^ftcf *R>rö *W® (v. 1. <tä and gtf for vffts; also % : STC>nä v*M‚ w o t W * r o r ô ) 
92. 4 –sOTfr ffc % –5OTfa (v. 1. ä ^tftr –i?nfôT, ̂ Tf̂ T ^5~raT5, ^ % ^–~rf̂ T :̂%) 
94. 74 ^ c ^ n ? 9 R ī m (~īqw*ÊT *m^, m m?tf‚ mm°). 

Owing to the increasing sensitiveness to solecism, we find likewise different efforts 
made, independently of each other, to purge the text of what came to be regarded as 
stylistic blunders or corruptions in the ancient text. Examples of attempts made to 
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remove solecisms are: 1. 1. 190 ^ <r  r 3 f ö r (v. l . ^ ~, % –rt^ =?); 2. 93 ^JS (v. 1. 
^CCT i^r sfô‚ Tn ~??7T <m); 7. 26 gśtro (v. l . 3 ^ " 3 ‚ °?r ,̂ *sfa); 9.2 f  F ~ (v. 1. ^m‚ 
*Tvn); 21. 6 r?Fn'^r^(^%vr

0

, wnRts*r°); 43.14 ^ T T ^ (v. 1. 3 F n ~ ‚ , v(wO'> 46. 37 ^wf=nf (v. 1. 
5lfHt –n~^); 48. 24 ^TTOTIH: (v . l . TO[~[^)j 96. 44 W 5%R!̂ r (v. 1. W  T | f | " t  f ) ; 
123. 16 d 4 t a * < « i ( v. 1. °~ī?mi&); 124. 24 ~~?t=fT pass. pres. part. (v. l. 3SF%); 141. 7 *fWft 
(v. l. f| or 3 t^TTftf); 151. 23 W –n~^t(v. l . ~~r^RR); 154. 24 ^ T M I % J i ^ ( v . l . ~ f ~ T W f g ° ) 

165. 24 –Tc5Tf^rfêT if *P% (v. 1. fwÑ cf Wl%fr etc.); 169. 20 ""PTR: cNrtf (v. l. *ītfat etc.); 
184. 18 *rcf* (v. l . –T^sT‚ –B^~‚ =ītf^, fOTf^T‚ ^–ff^cT‚ Rf^ ); etc, etc 

I add examples of hypermetric pādas (generally with the scheme v v  v  v ‚ —  ) , 
which are the result of emendation: 1. 30. 7 sfö f̂firföU f̂ ^*; 1. 155. 35 *sītfêrô ^ g*t si~g;. 

A n d , finally, examples of hiatus as the result of emendation: 

51. 8 S r ô t * i ? ~ : OT^ f l*HIW 
57 20 flfoj% *3*3qt ?̂ : 
98. 8 3Rīml[ aī~TT 
99. 15 v–RT ~ *s?ft~^ 

100. 2 M**«n*lftwrfr 
103. 5 3̂ T% *ntft –FTT *erg^TT S*TO *: I 
110. 20 ÜT? T̂=fft% *TT*f *6Tft4?̂ f%% I 
110.28 –rfê[ *e?Rf mm 

116. 25 
119. 11 
147. 2 
148. 1 
157. 13 
207. 17 
214. 9 
224. 5 Ś3~*IRī (sing.) *etfSr<ft. 

It is important to remember that emendation has been resorted to merely for the 
purpose of unifying divergent and confiding manuscript evidence, never in opposition 
to clear and unanimous testimony of manuscripts. The emendations are thus not 
amendments of the text in the ordinary sense of the word, made in order to eke 
out a better sense when the manuscripts yield no sense or an unsatisfactory sense; they are 
rather an effort to find, so to say, a hypothetical focus towards which the discrepant 
readings converge. 

T H E " A D D I T I O N A L " P A S S A G E S 

The uniformity of the interrelationship of the different manuscripts, versions or 
recensions, as has been already explained, is disturbed chiefly by comparison and 
conflation of manuscripts. A constant and fruitful source of confusion, as was pointed 
out above, has always been the marginalia. A more dangerous and troublesome source 
was the practice of incorporating into one's text—without stating the source and without 
much explanatory comment—passages found in other versions. I t may be surmised 
that celebrated places of pilgrimage like Ujjayinī, 1 JRāmeśvaram, Kaśī‚ and others, with 
recitations of the epics held periodically in their famous shrines, have played an 
important role in the dissemination of the knowledge of local versions among the pious 
visiting pilgrims, whose number undoubtedly included the bards and the professional 
reciters of the epics. 

1 Bāṇa's Kādambarī (ed. Peterson, p, 61) refers 
to a recitation of the Mbh. on the fourteenth day 

of the halfmonth in the temple of Mahākāla at 
Ujja in‚ which the queen attends* 
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Much light is thrown on the origin of these misch-codices by the MS. K*, a 
manuscript belonging to the Bombay Government Collection deposited at the Institute. In 
this manuscript we find long extracts from other cognate versions ( such as T ) as also from 
the Southern recension, written out on separate folios and inserted at appropriate places in 
the body of the manuscript, with the words sr~f -̂J"–m–H written on the margin of the 
original folio, near the place where the passage is to be interpolated. Should this 
manuscript happen to be copied again and should the copyist insert the passage at the 
place indicated by the previous scribe, the interpolation would become an integral part of 
the new text which is externally absolutely indistinguishable from the rest of the text. 

This leads us to the question of "additional" passages in general. Our attitude with 
regard to them is quite clear, in my opinion. The first and foremost source of our 
knowledge as to what the Mahābhārata comprises, is and must remain the manuscript 
evidence itself* For example, the question—which seems to trouble a great many 
people, judging by the inquiries on the point received at the Institute—whether the 
yttaragītā, Gajendramokṣa and Anusmṛti are parts of the Mahābhārata, must be 
answered by the manuscripts themselves. If none of our manuscripts contain these 
passages, it is prima facie evidence that they are not parts of the Mahābhārata. There is 
nothing to suggest that our Mahābhārata manuscripts have suffered any serious loss at 
any time. There never was any lack of manuscripts, many of which were preserved 
carefully in temples, and which must have been copied repeatedly, for the enhancement of 
merits There is no evidence of any break in the tradition at any time or any place, withiṇ 
the confines of India at least. The probable inference is that our manuscripts contain all 
tfiat was there originally to hand down, and more. What late writers and commentators 
have said about passages not found in our manuscripts is always a matter of secondary 
importance; it cannot ipso facto nullify or override the primary evidence of manuscripts, 
Suck extrinsic testimony has only local or personal value; it can always be rebutted by the 
evidence of the Mahābhārata manuscripts. 

Likewise, whether an episode, adhyāya, passage, stanza or line may be regarded as 
belonging to the Mahābhārata or not must primarily depend upon whether the manuscripts 
contain it. Extrinsic evidence, in so far as it is valid, will principally hold good only for 
the period or locality to which it belongs. Intrinsic evidence may be considered; but, being 
of a subjective character, it must be used with caution. Our primary evidence being the 
manuscripts themselves, we are bound to view with suspicion, as a matter of principle, any 
part of the text which is found only in one recension, or only in a portion of our critical 
apparatus. Therefore, the evidence for such passages as are contained only in one 
manuscript, or a small group of manuscripts or versions, or even in a whole recension must 
be pronounced to be defective. Consequently, all lines belonging to one recension only, 
and a fortiori such as pertain to a combination of manuscripts amounting to less than a 
recension, for which there is nothing corresponding in the other recension and which are not 
absolutely necessary for the context—all lines, in short, with a defective title—have been 
placed in the footnotes or the Appendix, pending further inquiry regarding their credentials. 

Such passages are not all necessarily spurious. There might be a hundred good 
reasons why the questionable passages are missing in a particular recension or version. 
It might conceivably be, for instance, that the shorter recension represents (as a certain 
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scholar has said ) "a mutilated and hastily put together composition of the Middle Indian 
Redactors, who could not lay their hands on all manuscripts of the Mahābhārata". 1 1 

The shorter version might again be, theoretically, a consciously abridged or expurgated 
version. Or, more simply, the omission might be due to mere oversight of some scribe who 
had quite unintentionally omitted the defaulting passage and this mistake of the first 
scribe had been perpetuated by the other copyists. And so on and so forth. But all 
these are mere possibilities* A l l these reasons in general and particular must be adduced 
and proved, or at least made probable, in any given case. Moreover, the manuscripts 
clearly show that there has been in progress, through centuries, constant comparison of 
manuscripts. In view of this circumstance, the explanation that the omission of a passage 
in a whole version might be due to a scribe's omission loses much of its force. Omission is 
as much a fact in Mahābhārata textual tradition as addition. A n d it is fair to demand of a 
person who alleges the authenticity of such onerecension passages why the rival recension 
does not contain it. 2 

The general condemnation of a recension or version that it is mutilated, merely on 
the ground that it lacks certain passages that are found in a rival recension or version, is 
entirely meaningless; for the argument might easily be reversed, so that the controversy 
will resolve merely into mutual vituperation. What I mean is this. From the fact that 
one of the recensions, say N , does not contain a certain passage or a certain set of passages 
found in another, say S, it is illogical to argue that N is a mutilated version; because such 
an argument can with equal cogency be applied to S, in regard to certain other passages 
that are missing in S but found in N . The point is so important and at the same time so 
difficult to grasp that I shall endeavour to make my meaning clearer with the help of a 
concrete illustration. M y contention is this. From the fact that the Southern recension 
contains, say, the Nāḷāyanī episode ( App. I, No. 100), which is missing in the Northern 
recension, it would be illogical to argue that the Northern recension is defective or 
mutilated; because one can, with equal cogency, seek to establish the mutilation or 
defection of the Southern recension by pointing, say, to the Gaṇeśa passage, which is 
found only in certain Northern manuscripts and is entirely missing in the Southern 
manuscripts. The argument could have been employed with greater semblance of reason 
and plausibility, had there been only a mere plus or minus on either side, but is entirely 
without cogency in the present instance where there are both additions and omissions on 
both sides. 

1 P. P, 8. Sastri ‚ The Mahābhārata, Vol. 2, 

Introduction, p. via. 
2 Cf. Lüders, "Zur Sage von Ṛṣyaśṛṅga", Nach

richten von der königl. Gesell, der Wiss. zu Güttingen, 

PhiLhist. KI. 1901. 42: "Allein wie man über die 

Erklärung solcher Verschiedenheiten innerhalb der 

Nāgar īrecens ion auch denken mag, soweit es sich 

um die Verschiedenheiten zwischen N und G " — 

then, a fortiori, between N and S—"handelt, halte 

ich es für ein durchaus richtiges Princip, in den 

Abschnitten, die im allgemeinen Vers für Vers 

übereinst immen wie z, B. der Text der Ṛṣyasṛinga

sage, einen Vers, der entweder in N oder in G 

fehlt, als verdächtig, und wenn sich ein einleuch

tender Grund für seine Einfügung darbietet, als 

interpoliert zu betrachten. Wer solche Verse für 

eoht hält, muss erklären, wie es kam, dass sie in 

der einen Recension fortgelassen wurden". 
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1 Lüders, op. cit. p. 43, justly A9KS: "Wenn 

aber die Grantharecension Zusätze erfuhr, war

um sollen wir denn annehmen, dass die Nāgarī– 

recension von ihnen verschont geblieben sei?'. 
2 Cf. Winternitz, Geschichte der ind. Litte* 

ratur, 1. 398 L 
3 Mr. Utgikar's text contains only 2033 sta

nzas; while in Professor Sastri's Southern Recension, 

the Virāṭaparvan has 3500 stanzas! And both 

are said to be supported by manuscript authority. 

Originality and authenticity are, unfortunately, not the prerogative of any single 
recension or version or manuscript.1 They must be established, laboriously, chapter by 
chapter, line by line, word by word, syllable by syllable.2 The optimistic view that any 
extant manuscript, however old and trustworthy, of some favoured version or recension, 
could give us, with a few additions and alterations, the text of Vyäsa's Bhārata or Mahā– 
bhārata is the index of a naive mentality and does not need any elaborate refutation. 

The argument in favour of any particular recension or version or text is frequently 
sought to be strengthened by a reference to the authority of the Parvasaṃgraha ( Ā di 
2 ), a weak reed on which every tyro leans rather heavily in the beginning, and it would 
be well to examine the argument here. 

T H E P A R V A S A M G R A H A A R G U M E N T 

Unt i l lately high hopes had been entertained that the Parvasarhgrahaparvan ( Ādi 2 ) 
would supply the clue to the solution of the perplexing question of the reconstruction of 
the original Mahābhārata. But the paradoxical situation created by the circumstance that 
two different editors of the Virāṭaparvan, both of whom rely mainly on the data of the 
Parvasaṃgraha for establishing the originality and authenticity of their respective texts, 
have produced critical editions of that parvan which differ by no less than 1467 stanzas,8 

has created grave misgivings in the minds of unbiassed critics as to whether the 
Parvasaṃgraha can render us any help at all in reconstructing the text of the 
Mahābhārata, and these misgivings appear justified by the facts of the case. 

The exaggerated importance which the late Mr. Utgikar was inclined to attach to 
the numerical data of the Parvasaṃgraha, was, I believe, mainly, if not wholly, due to his 
mistaken belief that there was complete agreement between the two rival recensions in all 
material particulars as regards the text of this adhyaya. This erroneous and wholly 
unfounded notion seems to have been induced by the ambiguous and thoroughly misleading 
character of the text of the Kumbhakonam edition, which claims to be an edition "mainly 
based on South Indian texts", but presents a version of this adhyāya which has been 
unblushingly copied from the Bombay and Calcutta editions, ignoring wholly the 
Southern divergences, which are quite considerable. 

Not only are there discrepancies between the two recensions as regards the 
numbers of the adhyāyas and ślokas in the various parvans, there is no complete 
agreement even between the different versions of the same recension. Take, for instance, 
the case of the Ādiparvan itself. Our constituted text (following the Śāradā codex) gives 
(1. 2. 96) the number of ślokas in the Ādi as 7884. But this is not the only reading 
of that number. For the digit representing the thousands alone, the choice lies between 
seven, eight, nine and ten! There can, therefore, be no doubt that the text of this 
adhyaya also has been tampered with and designedly altered, from time to time in various 
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ways, in order to make it harmonize with the inflated versions of a later epoch. It will 
thus have to be admitted that the Parvasaṃgraha argument is of secondary importance 
and must not be pressed too far. 

Be that as it may, it is extremely problematic whether we could make any use 
whatsoever of the Parvasaṃgraha enumeration of ślokas in the case of the Ādi at least, 
because it will be difficult to compute the exact extent of this parvan and that for two 
reasons. Firstly, because this parvan, as is well known, contains two lengthy prose 
adhyāyas (3 and 90). Taking the figure of the Parvasaṃgraha to represent the exact 
extent of the whole of the Ādi, it is not clear how the prose portions were computed 
by the compilers of the Parvasaṃgraha. Most of the modern computers add the 
number of stanzas to the number of their respective prose sections, and arrive at the 
length of the Ādi in s%Jcas ! But this is bad arithmetic P . P . S. Sastri offers a solution 
which is more ingenious than convincing. H e holds the compiler of the Parvasariigraha 
down to the letter of his statement. The Parvasaṃgraha tells us, says Sastri, merely 
the number of alohas which the different parvans contain. Nothing is said about the 
prose sections. He therefore ignores the prose adhyāyas in computing the extent of the 
Ādi , and is satisfied that his text exactly agrees with the data of the Parvasaṃgraha I 

The other difficulty in the way of using the Parvasaṃgraha figure in the case 
of the Ādi is that this parvan contains a large number of Triṣṭubh stanzas, which again 
introduce an element of uncertainty in the computation. Was each Triṣṭubh stanza 
counted as one śloka; or did the Bhāratacintakas (mentioned in 1. 2. 172) compute the 
exact equivalent of the longmetre stanzas in ślokas? It is difficult to say. The 
difference in the reckoning will be, however, between 40 and 50 per cent of the total! A s 
a very rough estimate, the Ādi may contain something like 500 longmetre stanzas. This 
factor alone "would introduce a difference of about 225 stanzas! 

These are some of the obvious difficulties in the way of making any practical use of 
the figure recorded in the Parvasaṃgraha for textcritical purposes. The computation 
may have some value in the case of a parvan in which there is no prose at all, which is 
almost wholly in anuṣṭubh metre, and for which finally the Parvasaṃgraha figure is 
certain, the manuscript evidence being unanimous. 

I t is quite within the range of probability that the apparent extent of the critical 
text of a parvan may fall appreciably below or rise appreciably above the figure recorded 
in the Parvasaṃgraha, as is actually the case with other editions. Moreover, unless it 
can be made probable that the compilation of this "Table of Contents" is nearly contem

poraneous with the present redaction of the Great Epic, these discrepancies will be without 
much cogency in matters relating to the constitution of the text. The value of a manu

script, version or printed text of the Mahābhārata must not be thought to depend 
exclusively or even mainly upon its agreement with or discrepancy from the numerical data 
of the Parvasaṃgraha. It must in final analysis be regarded as depending upon the place 
it occupies in a logical and convincing scheme formulated to explain the evolution of the 
different extant versions and types of Mahābhārata manuscripts. 

I t should further be carefully borne in mind that even if there be exact agreement 
as to extent between the Parvasaṃgraha and any constituted text, this fact alone is no 
guarantee of the absolute correctness of the entire text, line for line, because the same 
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1 Cf. Haraprasada Shastri, A Descriptive Cata

logue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Collection of the 

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. 5, Preface, pp. xxxii‚ 

xxxv‚ xxxvi i ‚ XLII. 

number of stanzas could be made up in innumerable different ways by accepting and 
rejecting stanzas of doubtful authenticity and uncertain documentation, of which there is 
always a plentiful supply in every parvan. The difficulty will finally not be solved even 
if we happen to light upon a unique manuscript which agrees with the Parvasarhgraha 
exactly as to the number of stanzas in any particular parvan and we should adopt its text 
verbatim) because there is every probability that while it satisfies the one criterion of 
extent given by the Parvasaṃgraha, it may not satisfy, in every respect, other and 
more exacting critical tests, when compared line by line and word by word with other 
extant manuscripts. 

In the above discussion I have implicitly assumed, as is done by most writers on 
the subject, that the word śloka in the Parvasaṃgraha chapter has the usual meaning 
"stanza". This interpretation was called into question by the late Mahamahopadhyaya 
Haraprasad Sastri, who offered a new interpretation, which I cannot but think is far more 
plausible, although I do not agree with all the conclusions he deduces therefrom. 

The really valuable discovery of the Mahamahopadhyaya, in my opinion, is that 
the word śloka cannot mean here stanza or verse or anything of the kind, but must denote 
(as in the parlance of scribes and vendors of manuscripts) a unit of measurement of 
written matter, comprising 32 syllables or akṣaras.1 The difficulty of computing prose 
passages and the longmetre stanzas mentioned above finds a satisfactory solution at once 
in this interpretation of the word "śloka". A n d that is moreover the only interpretation 
of the word which, as far as I can see, can successfully solve that difficulty, in view of the 
circumstance that the text is heterogeneous, consisting of ślokas‚ prose, and longmetre 
stanzas. But in this supposition we shall have to count, not only the actual text 
(consisting of prose and verse), but the whole of the written matter. A n d that 
enumeration, whether it be 7884, 8884, 9884 or 9984, will include not only the text 
properly so called but also the colophons and the hundreds of the prose formulaic 
references (like w  t f r ~ ~ R ) , besides perhaps the captions of adhyāyas, subparvans and 
parvans, and even the numerical figures denoting the numbers of ślokas‚ and so on. 

The number of adhyāyas in our edition (225) does not tally with the number given 
in the Parvasaṃgraha (218 ), any more than in any of the previous editions: the Calcutta 
edition of the 5 d i has 234 adhyāyas, the Bombay editions vary between 234 and 236, while 
the Kumbhakonam edition reaches the astonishing figure 260, though the Parvasaṃgraha 
figure in the case of each of these latter editions is the same, 227. 

It may be pointed out that the adhyaya division in our extant manuscripts is 
extremely arbitrary. The average length of our adhyāyas should be about 35 stanzas; 
but adhy. 12 and 22 of our edition contain only 5 stanzas each, while adhy. 57 (to mention 
only one instance) has over 100 stanzas. A s regards the contents of the adhyāyas 
also there is much inconsistency. Thus we frequently find that one adhyaya ends with 
the remark that a certain person spoke as follows, and his speech, which may be quite 
short, forms the beginning of the following adhyaya. Then again the manuscripts are 
far from being unanimous in the matter of marking the colophons; they show in fact wild 
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fluctuations. Even the reading of the Parvasaṃgraha figure is not entirely free from 
doubt (e. g. our Śāradā codex gives the number of the adhyāyas as 230!), though the 
reading 218 seems highly probable. 

Under these circumstances, nothing would be easier than to manipulate the colophons, 
by arbitrarily combining the conflicting data of the different recensions or versions or even 
manuscripts and arriving at any required figure. This has actually been done by Professor 
P. P. S. Sastri in his edition of the Southern Recension, which thereby achieves the dubious 
distinction of being the only edition of the Ādiparvan in which the adhyāya number 
agrees exactly with the Parvasaṃgraha figure but the colophons are mostly at the wrong 
places. This procedure is the less excusable in his case as he is at great pains to create 
the impression that he is just reproducing the text of one selected manuscript, correcting 
only "scriptorial" blunders. Now his basic manuscript (s? = our Ge) divides the Ādi into 
two separate major parvans, Ādiparvan and Saṃbhavaparvan, with 40 and 200 numbered 
adhyāyas respectively, which makes a total of 240 adhyāyas, and which is nearer the 
Kumbhakonam figure (260) than the Parvasaṃgraha figure (218). While correcting 
"scriptorial blunders", Professor Sastri has, so to say, spirited away 22 colophons before 
our very eyes. 

A more careful study of the manuscript evidence may tend to reduce the dis

crepancy between the constituted text and the data of the Pd,rvasamgraha as regards the 
number of the adhyāyas, or at any rate may enable us to account for the difference, 
though at present it seems impossible to harmonize the manuscript evidence (consisting of 
the actual colophons ) with the Parvasaṃgraha. 

I N T E R P O L A T I O N 

There has been an extraordinary reluctance among scholars to face the fact that 
the Mahābhārata manuscripts may contain and do contain quantities of spurious matter. 
But there is now no excuse for such recalcitrance. The critical apparatus of this edition 
contains a unique record of hundreds of lines which are evidently and unquestionably 
spurious. Here is a list of passages from our Appendix, each found in one manuscript 
only: A p p . I , No. 2 (in Ke marg.: containing 4 lines); No. 4 ( K 3 : 14 lines); No. 5 (B*: 
23 lines); No. 7 (Gi: 4 lines); No. 16 ( K * : 9 lines); No. 25 (D 5: 4 lines); No. 26 ( B 4 : 
6 lines); No. 31 ( K 4 : 27 lines); No. 34 ( K 4 : 6 lines); No. 44 (D2: 24 lines); No. 4950 
(Dai: 21 lines); No. 66 (D*: 47 lines); No. 70 (Gi: 8 lines); No. 74 (Bi: 9 lines); 
N o . 94 ( D 4 : 31 lines); No. 98 (D4 : 50 lines); etc., etc. These are passages from the 
Appendix alone, to which many of them have been relegated on account of either their 
length or their irrelevancy; but the footnotes contain hundreds, nay thousands, of lines of 
precisely the same character. Then there are also lines which are found in only two or 
three manuscripts, of which I have counted some 300 instances. A number of new 
additions have been now given by Professor Sastri, who has examined other Telugu and 
Grantha manuscripts for his edition of the Ādi in the Southern recension. A n d I 
am fully persuaded that if we examine yet other manuscripts, we shall still find fresh 
passages which had never been seen or heard of before. No sane person would maintain 
that these are all original passages lost in all manuscripts except the few late and inferior 
manuscripts in which they happen to occur. 
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It is not always easy, as has already been remarked, to prove that these 
"additional" passages are interpolations. The epic metre is easy to imitate; the epic 
grammar is flexible; the epic style is nondescript. The additional lines are generally 
fashioned with skill, and fitted in with cunning. The following interpolated stanzas, by a 
poet aspiring after higher things, in fancy metre and classical style are rather exceptional: 

1859* ^w*nn 

sn<jrrfä% 3̂ft" q w w 4 « w ^ s ^ ll 

~TSTT r̂̂ r ĉ~r~~ 3 ^ ^ ^ ~ w & ^ s ^ ll 

A n interesting instance of a passage which is betrayed by its contents is an 
extravaganza in some Grantha manuscripts. This bizarre interpolation1 describes among 
other things, with circumstantial detail, the marriage of Parāśara and Satyavati (alias 
Matsyagandhā ). A t this ceremony, the shades of the ancestors of both the bride and the 
bridegroom are invoked, all the details of a regular Hindu marital rite are minutely 
observed, and the marriage is solemnized in the presence of Vasiṣṭha, Yājñavalkya and 
other great Rṣis living in the Naimiṣa forest, with the distribution of baksheesh to 
Brahmins. It is an interesting speculation whether credulity can go so far as to regard 
even such passages as an authentic part of the original Mahābhārata or Bhārata of Vyāsa‚ 
just because the passage is found in some Mahābhārata manuscripts. 

The footnotes contain a rare selection of passages that are either palpably absurd, 
sometimes contradicting the immediate context, or else have little connection with the 
context in which they lie embedded : quotations, glosses, fanciful additions of details, the 
jetsam and flotsam of Mahābhārata poesie. 

These bewildering fluctuations in the text are quite unique, being peculiar to the 
Mahābhārata. They are not found in the manuscripts of the Vedic literature or in those 
of grammatical, philosophical, or rhetorical texts or of the works of the classical poets 
and dramatists. This only proves that the Mahābhārata was peculiarly liable to inflation 
and elaboration. 

When I say that the Mahābhārata manuscripts contain quantities of spurious 
additions, I intend no disparagement or condemnation of the text or of the manuscripts. 
The process is normal, inevitable and in a wider sense wholly right. If the epic is to 
continue to be a vital force in the life of any progressive people, it must be a slowchanging 
book! The fact of expurgation and elaboration is only an outward indication of its being 
a book of inspiration and guidance in life, and not merely a book lying unused and 
forgotten on a dusty bookshelf. Those are probably just the touches that have saved the 
Mahābhārata from the fate of being consigned to the limbo of oblivion, which has befallen 
its sister epics like the Gilgamesh. 

1 App. I, Nos. 3536. 
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To give only one illustration. The awkwardness of the sexual relations of some of 
those epic characters of bygone ages must have been indeed a puzzle and a source of 
constant tribulation to the reciter of the epics (Paurāṇika) , who was called upon to 
narrate, explain and justify those oldworld stories to his devout and impressionable 
audiences, in the course of his recitations, which were, in the postepic period, nothing 
more than edifying popular sermons. I t is then no wonder that the shrewd ones among 
these pastors of the people, these professional keepers of their morals, should have 
occasionally taken the bull by the horn, so to say, and boldly added or substituted, bona 
fide, details which harmonized better with their own conceptions of right and wrong or 
with those of their pious flock. 

A P R O B L E M IN " T E X T U A L D Y N A M I C S " 

After what has been said above, it is needless to add that the constituted text is 
based on all versions of both recensions and prepared on eclectic principles. I have given 
in the text whatever in each case appeared to be supported by the balance of probabilities, 
but all important deviations in the manuscripts are noted in the critical apparatus, so that 
every reader has, at his disposal, the entire material for controlling and correcting the 
constituted text, where necessary. A l l important elements of the text—lines, phrases, 
significant words and even wordparts—that are less than certain, are indicated by a 
wavy line printed below them. Slight differences in the spellings of words, of proper names 
(e. g. f̂ôf : %ft?r) and some minor details (such as the expletives or the prose formulae 
fjp" ~TT^, ^ f ô W  T ‚ *SfT– etc.) are ignored for this purpose. This device is, by nature, hard to 
apply strictly, and there are bound to be many inconsistencies in its application. I have 
retained it all the same with the express object of obviating all false sense of security. 
This wavy line, running through the entire length of the text is, to my mind, the symbol 
and constant remembrancer of this essential fact in Mahābhārata textual criticism that the 
Mahābhārata is not and never was a fixed rigid text, but is fluctuating epic tradition, a 
theme avec variations, not unlike a popular Indian melody. Our objective should 
consequently not be to arrive at an archetype ( which practically never existed), but to 
represent, view and explain the epic tradition in all its variety, in all its fullness, in all its 
ramifications. Ours is a problem in textual dynamics, rather than in textual statics. 

To put it in other words, the Mahābhārata is the whole of the epic tradition: the 
entire Critical Apparatus. Its separation into the constituted text and the critical notes 
is only a static representation of a constantly changing epic text—a representation made 
for the purpose of visualizing, studying and analyzing the panorama of the more grand 
and less grand thoughtmovements that have crystallized in the shape of the texts handed 
down to us in our Mahābhārata manuscripts. 

W H A T IS T H E C O N S T I T U T E D T E X T » 

To prevent misconception in the mind of the casual reader, it is best to state at 
first what the constituted text is not.1 The editor is firmly convinced that the text 

1 Thus Professor Sastri (Southern Recension, 

Vol . I, Introduction, p. xiii) writes about this 
edition: "Whilst the Pxma edition lay* claim to 

constitute the text of the Mahābhārata as closely as 
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presented in this edition is not anything like the autograph copy of the work of its 
mythical author, Maharṣi Vyāsa. It is not, in any sense, a reconstruction of the 
UrMahābhārata or of the UrBhāra ta , that ideal but impossible desideratum. It is also 
not an exact replica of the poem recited by Vaiśampāyana before Janamejaya. It is 
further wholly uncertain how close it approaches the text of the poem said to be recited 
by the Sūta (or Sauti) before Saunaka and the other dwellers of the Naimiṣa forest. 

It is but a modest attempt to present a version of the epic as old as the extant 
manuscript material will permit us to reach with some semblance of confidence. It is, in 
all probability, not the best text of the Great Epic, possible or existing, nor necessarily 
even a good one. I t only claims to be the most ancient one according to the direct line of 
transmission, purer than the others in so far as it is free from the obvious errors of 
copying and spurious additions. It may be regarded, if the editor has done his work 
properly, the ancestor of all extant manuscripts, or, to be precise, of the manuscripts 
examined and collated for this edition. The constituted text cannot be accurately dated, 
nor labelled as pertaining to any particular place or personality. Since our manuscripts 
are comparatively modern, our text cannot claim to be very old. It goes without saying 
that (precisely like every other edition) it is a mosaic of old and new matter. That is 
to say, in an average adhyaya of this edition (as of any other edition) we may read a 
stanza of the second century B . C . followed by one written in the second century A . D . 
Sometimes the gap will occur in the middle of a line, precisely as in every other edition. 
This unevenness and these inequalities are inevitable, conditioned as they are by the very 
nature of the text and the tradition. 

The Vulgate text of the Mahābhārata is fairly readable and will appear in places, 
at first sight, to be even "better" than the critical text, because the former has been purged 
by the continuous emendations of scholars for centuries. A whole army of anonymous 
scholars and poets must have worked at the text to make it smooth and easy of 
comprehension, and to increase its popularity and usefulness by adding to it interesting 
anecdotes, incorporating into it current and popular versions and explanations, bringing it 
in a line with the ethical, moral, religious and political ideas of essentially different ages. 

The reader will find that the constituted text is by no means smooth. It contains 
fresh instances of loose and archaic linguistic forms and constructions, anacoluthons and 
lack of syntactical concord. There remain many contradictions and superfluities. There 
is evident lack of finish in the hidden parts. These blemishes—if they be blemishes in 
epic poetry, which is dynamic poetry, with no necessary pretensions to niceties of style, in 
the narrower sense of the term—must have been inherent in the old poem. Where they are 
met with in the critical text, they are not speculative fiction ; they are documented by the 
manuscripts themselves or at least are inferable from them with a high degree of probability. 

possible to Vyāsa*8 version of the same, the principle 

underlying this edition" etc. Even Professor Sylvain 

Lśvi‚ in a review of this edition (JA. Oct.Dec. 1929, 

p. 347) wrote:
 < c

Si j'osais me permettre une sug

gestion dans ce domaine, je conseillerais a Têditeur 

de renonoer, par pitie* pour nous, k la part même du 

travail qui lui tient le plus a oceur et qui apporte 

k son esprit le plus de satisfaction, la reconstruction 

de "VUrMahābhārata" comme il se plalfc k dire", 

etc (Italics mine!) Both statements are false I 
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O T H E R E D I T I O N S 

Of the old editions it must be said that they are creditable performances, but they 
lack the critical apparatus. We do not know on what manuscripts they are based, 
according to what principles the editors have prepared the text, information essential on 
account of the wild fluctuations of the manuscripts. That is why they have been almost 
wholly ignored in the present edition. 

The editio princeps (Calcutta 1836) remains the best edition of the Vulgate, after 
the lapse of nearly a century. The later text editions, as is unfortunately too often the 
case with our editions, add to the editio princeps only a fresh crop of spurious lines 
and misprints. 

The well-known pothī-form Bombay editions (published by Ganpat Krishnaji 
in Saka 1799, and Gopal Narayan in 1913, and others), which include Nīlakaṇṭha's 
scholium, are supposed to represent Nīlakaṇṭha's text; but they contain many readings 
and lines which are not to be found in the Nllakaṇṭha manuscripts, and are therefore not 
wholly reliable. 

The Kumbhakonam edition, which is said to be "mainly based on the South Indian 
texts", is a fine representative of the composite Telugu version; it has been of immense 
help to me in the study of what may be called "conflate'' readings. In former years 
its chief value lay in that it gave the reader glimpses, however imperfect and confused, of 
the important Southern recension. It is now rendered obsolete and superfluous by 
P . P . S. Sastri's new edition of the Mahābhārata, which will presently be described, and 
which is unquestionably a better representaive of the Southern tradition. 

For the shortcomings mentioned above, the constituted text has merits also. It 
cleanses the text of puerile modern accretions and obvious errors of repetition, which 
lengthen and weaken the text. It solves a certain number of textual riddles (bogus 
kūṭas), which were the outcome of long standing corruptions and unskilful conflation. It 
rescues from undeserved oblivion many an authentic archaism, which had been gradually 
ousted in the course of transmission of the text. 

Sooner than print up the text of one manuscript, however reliable it may be, 
declining to shoulder the responsibilities attaching to the work of an editor, I have ventured 
on the perilous path of text reconstruction, in the hope and belief that it will present 
a more faithful picture of the original than any extant manuscript could do. That to 
prepare such a text is a phenomenally difficult task, no one can realize better than the 
editor himself. It is as certain as inevitable that in preparing a text like this the editor 
will frequently make blunders, even gross blunders. 

It is to be feared that there is no royal road in this incomparably difficult field. 
The only path left open to us by which we may return to the original Mahābhārata or 
Bhārata is the rough, narrow, scientific foot-path of repeated trial and error. More 
than one attempt will probably have to be made before the ideal is attained. It will , 
therefore, be prudent not to claim too much for thej&rst critical edition, nor to expect too 
much from it. 
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1 The Mahābhārata, Southern Recension, criti

cally edited by P. P. S. Sastri, B. A . (Oxon.), M . A . 

Professor of Sanskrit, Presidency College, Madras, 

etc. V . Ramaswami Sastrulu <fe Sons. Madras, 1931 ff. 

The Grantha edition (Sarfojirajapuram 1896) and the old Telugu edition (Madras 
1855) were not examined: they are not likely to contain anything of high importance 
that is not found in the other editions or manuscripts collated for this edition. 

The editions accompanied by vernacular translations, which form a very numerous 
class, are mostly bad reprints of one or the other of the earlier ( printed ) editions and may 
be completely ignored here; they are perfectly useless for critical purposes. 

The new edition1 of the Southern recension of the Mahābhārata by Professor 
P . P . Subrahmanya Sastri of Madras, now in the course of publication, which has been 
referred to several times already, is a laudable attempt to supply a longfelt want. H e 
deserves the cordial thanks of all lovers of Sanskrit literature in general and of the Great 
Epic in particular, for his courageously undertaking such a stupendous and exacting task 
and pursuing it steadfastly, singlehanded, during the scanty leisure permitted by his 
official duties as Professor of Sanskrit in the Presidency College of Madras, and Editor of 
the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the extensive library of the 
Saraswathi Mahal at Tanjore. The edition is in no sense rendered superfluous by the 
Critical Edition, although most of the information it contains is or will be included, in some 
shape or other, in the present edition. The gulf between the Northern and the Southern 
recensions is so vast, that it is extremely difficult, if not practically impossible, to recon

struct the Southern text, completely and correctly, from the critical notes of this edition. 

The principles on which the text of this edition of the Southern recension of the 
Mahābhārata is prepared have been set forth and briefly discussed above. The editor, it 
was pointed out, fondly cherishes the unfounded belief that he is printing a Grantha 
manuscript as it is, but consciously and unconsciously he has introduced so many 
important innovations, that the text, as a whole, must be pronounced to be eclectic as 
eclectic as any text—at least as far as the Ādiparvan is concerned—published so far. 
For far less important deviations from the manuscripts have I condemned, above, the 
editions of the Vulgate. Judged as an eclectic edition, it must be pronounced to be 
inferior. The principle Sastri has laid down is a simple one to follow; in fact nothing 
could be simpler: he is to print the text of a selected manuscript as it is, only correcting 
clerical errors. A n d it is to be greatly regretted that he does not follow rigorously this 
principle. H e constantly flouts it, in pursuit of some imaginary norm. Clear as his 
principle is, his actual procedure is somewhat paradoxical. He has left innumerable minor 
"inferior" readings in possession of the text (when he could have with perfect confidence, 
if not certainty, put into his text the correct readings), because he ostensibly wants to 
present the text as it is in one selected manuscript; on the other hand, he has l ight

heartedly, on utterly insufficient grounds, effected very substantial additions (in one 
instance extending to 140 lines), omissions and other unwarranted alterations (such as 
transpositions of adbyāyas), in the utterly mistaken (though unquestionably bonafide) 
belief that he is correcting only the "scriptorial blunders" of his exemplar, when they are 
in reality (as is shown by the evidence of cognate versions) nothing of the kind. 
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The subtitle "Southern Recension" is perhaps a trifle ambitious, at least as far as 
the Ādi is concerned; because, firstly, he has utilized only six Southern manuscripts 
(1 Telugu and 5 Grantha), even less than the number (18) of the Southern manuscripts 
collated for our edition; and, secondly, he has completely ignored one whole Southern 
version, the important Malayālam version, in my opinion, the most important of 
Southern versions. 

Further, it may be questioned whether the edition deserves to be called a critical 
edition at all, since, as was pointed out above, the editor is avowedly aiming only at 
reproducing the text of one manuscript, categorically renouncing the obligation of the 
textual critic to restore the text, as far as possible, to its original form. 

The inclusion in Sastri's text of a certain number of stray lines and even a few 
lengthy passages which are peculiar to the Northern recension and absolutely foreign to 
the Southern,1 throws much light on the unconscious process of the growth of the epic 
and the irresistible influence which the Vulgate exerts on a text that is coming into being, 
in other words, on that subtle process of textual osmosis ( i f I may term it so ) by which 
the epic texts have become conflated. Sastri's explanations in his Introduction as well as 
his procedure elucidate much of the psychology of the ancient scribes and redactors, who 
have in the past shaped our Mahābhārata texts for us. Unconsciously he seems to have 
worked on the identical principles on which the ancient scribes have worked. His edition 
is a true lineal descendant of the Mahābhārata manuscripts of South India. 

In preparing Appendix I of this edition (in which there is a strong preponderance 
of the Southern element), I had to go rather carefully over Sastri's text of the Ādi, when 
I came across far too many inaccuracies in the passages for which I checked his text and 
critical notes with the collations of the manuscripts common to our critical apparatus. 
The critical notes of the edition leave much to be desired. He has mostly shown correctly 
the additional passages in the manuscripts examined by him; but he fails, as a rule, to 
note the transpositions, omissions, and above all repetitions, which often are, critically, 
highly significant, probably again in the erroneous belief that they are negligible 
"scriptorial blunders". Some of them are undoubtedly so, but not all. Likewise he has 
not always shown correctly the additions and omissions of the colophons, and yet he is 
evidently most anxious to reach the number 218, given by the Parvasaṃgraha. A l l 
deviations, however trivial they may seem to him, he should have scrupulously noted, as 
a matter of principle, because he must realize that with his utterly negligible critical 
apparatus—comprising only five or six manuscripts out of a total of more than three 
hundred manuscripts of the Ādi—it is wholly impossible for him to understand and 
explain the full significance of all the textual features and anomalies of the manuscripts 
examined by him. I will not take him to task for the numerous wrong readings which have 
inadvertently crept into his text, because 1 know, from personal experience, that it would 
be a physical impossibility to combine any high degree of accuracy with the pace at which 
he is compelled to bring out the volumes. But it is inevitable that the discovery of such 
inaccuracies should give rise to a sense of insecurity and suspicion in the mind of the 
reader in respect of those matters that he has to take from the editor on trust. 

1 See above, p. LXXXV‚ and footnote 4. 
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There remains for me the pleasant duty of recording all the encouragement and 
assistance I and my colleagues on the Mahābhārata Editorial Board have received from 
different quarters in the course of our labours in this connection. 

To Shrimant Balasaheb Pant Pratinidhi, B . A . , Ruler of Aundh‚ whose liberality 
made it in the first instance possible for the Institute to undertake this ambitious project— 
the greatest philological enterprise undertaken in India within living memory—I have to 
tender on behalf of myself and other people like myself interested in the study and 
regeneration of our great National Epic, our most sincere and cordial thanks. For the 
numerous marks of personal kindness with which the Chief Saheb has favoured me, in this 
connection, on all occasions, I have to offer him the expression of my profound gratitude. 
H i s unflagging zeal and irrepressible optimism have helped me to carry on the work 
in the face of heavy odds. The Chief Saheb has been pleased to enliven the dry 
and scientific character of the work by contributing to this edition excellent paintings of 
scenes selected from the Great Epic, paintings especially prepared under his expert 
guidance and supervision, for the purposes of this edition. 

I have next to record the gratitude of the promoters of this scheme to various 
distinguished donors: the Imperial Government of India; the Provincial Governments of 
Bombay, Madras and Burma; the Governments of H . E . H . the Nizam of Hyderabad, 
H . H . the Maharaja of Mysore, H . H . the Gaekwad of Baroda; the Chief of Phaltan and 
other enlightened and patriotic Rulers and Chiefs of Indian States; the University of 
Bombay; and diverse other generous donors: who have all rendered valuable financial 
assistance to the scheme and contributed their share to that measure of success which has 
already been achieved. In this connection I must not forget to mention the kind offices 
of my old friend the Honourable M r . Mukundarao R . Jayakar, M . A . , Baratlaw, 
Member of the Legislative Assembly, whose selfless interest in the success of this project 
has moved him to exert his influence for enlisting the sympathy and securing the help of 
some of the distinguished donors mentioned above. 

I must next record my grateful thanks for help of various kinds I have received 
from my colleagues on the Mahābhārata Editorial Board, namely: Prof. S. K . Belvalkar, 
M . A . , P h . D . , I . E . S.; Prof. A . B . Gajendragadkar, M . A . , B . E . S.; M r . P . V . Kane, 
M . A . , L L . M ; Principal R . D . Karmarkar, M . A . ; Prof. V . G. Paranjpe, M . A . , 
L L . B . , D . L i t t . ; Prof. V . K . Rajavade, M . A . ; the late M r . N . B . Utgikar, M . A . ; 

The minor deficiencies pointed out here do not, however, detract materially from 
the many merits of the work, from the incalculable advantage we derive from having a 
Southern version of an entire parvan in Devanāgarī transcript, printed in handy 
volumes, because the Southern manuscripts are really most inconvenient for the purposes 
of rapid consultation. I should be indeed very ungrateful i f I did not frankly admit that 
Professor Sastri's edition has been of immense help to me, personally, for the study of the 
Southern recension, and I have no doubt that it will also help other workers in the 
field in future. 
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Prof. P . L . Vaidya, M . A . , D . L i t t . ; M r . V . P . Vaidya, J . P. , B . A . , Baratlaw: 
Prof. M . Winternitz, Ph . D . ; and the late Rev. Father R . Zimmermann, S. J . , P h . D . 
N o Board of which I have been a member has worked, ever since its inception, more 
smoothly and harmoniously. 

But I desire to make a special mention of my indebtedness to Mr. V . P . Vaidya, 
Baratlaw, of Bombay, and the late Rev. Father R . Zimmermann, S. J . , whose advice 
and ready help accompanied my labours from the time I first undertook the responsibilities 
of the work. The interst of my late lamented fellowstudent and friend Father Zimmer

mann in this project did not flag even as he lay, in 1931, in a Nursing Home at 
Feldkirch, waiting prepared to meet his Maker I Nothing encouraged me more in the 
early stages of this arduous and fascinating work than the active and unwavering interest 
with which these two friends followed it. 

Nepal and Kashmir in the North and Tanjore and Travancore in the South are 
known to contain vast treasures of unpublished and valuable Sanskrit manuscripts; and 
the course of Indological studies of the last two or three decades may be said to have been 
dominated by discoveries of outstanding importance made during that period in the three last 
mentioned centres. On the other hand, in regard to the large and wellstocked public and 
private libraries which are known to have been in existence in the country, Nepal decidedly 
appears not to have contributed its quota to the stock of fresh material which is now 
required for unravelling further the tangled skein of the history of Indian literature. 
Satis Chandra Vidyabhushana and Haraprasad Sastri among Indians, and Sylvain Lêvi 
and Giuseppe Tucci among Europeans have undoubtedly done valuable pioneering work, 
but in view of the immense possibilities, what has been achieved thus far must be said to 
be tantalizingly little. 

Under these circumstances, we cannot be sufficiently grateful to Rajaguru Hemaraj 
Pandit, C. I . E . , Director of Public Instruction, Nepal, through whose good offices the 
doors of the rich storehouse of the Nepālī material were thrown open to us—material 
which is all but inaccessible to Indologists—and we have been placed in a position to 
publish, for the first time in the history of Mahābhārata studies, collations of valuable 
Nepālī manuscripts. This supremely unselfish and profoundly learned patron of Sanskrit 
studies has really done more than merely supplying to the Institute, free of cost, collations 
of Nepālī manuscripts available to him in local libraries. Realizing that there were 
valuable manuscripts to be had outside Kathmandu, the headquarters of the Rajaguru, he 
caused a search to be made, at his own expense, throughout that distant outpost of Hindu 
culture and civilization, for old Mahābhārata manuscripts, and the find of the valuable M S . 
Ñs‚ the oldest of the dated manuscripts of our critical apparatus, is the unexpected and 
welcome fruit of the Rajaguru's exertions in the cause of Mahābhārata research. Only 
those who know the difficulties in the way of obtaining any manuscript from Nepal will be 
in a position to appreciate fully the debt which the editor and the other members of the 
Mahābhārata Editorial Board, and beyond that the whole world of Indologists, owe to the 
Rajaguru. Sanskritists have much to hope for from the dispassionate efforts of this truly 
patriotic and cultured Rajaguru, who loses no opportunity of placing his immense 
learning and unbounded resources freely at the disposal of all serious workers in the field 
of Sanskrit research. 
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In connection with other help that has been received from extramural collaborators, 
I must put on record our special obligation to Pandit Vidhushekhara Sastri Bhattachary* 
of the Visvabharati, and to M . R . R y . Rao Saheb T. Sambamurthi Rao A v l . , B . A . , 
B . L . , of the Saraswathi Mahal, Tanjore. These gentlemen have been good enough to 
supply the Institute, for many years past, with carefully prepared collations of manuscripts 
which are in their charge or which were kindly procured by them, on loan, for the purpose, 
unselfishly supervising the work of their collation centre, at great sacrifice of their 
time and labour. To Professor K . Rama Pisharoti, then Principal of the Sanskrit College 
at Trippunittura in Cochin State, I am indebted for the collations of Malayālam 
manuscripts for the first two adhyāyas of this parvan. 

M y special thanks are due to the Managing Committees and Trustees of the 
following libraries and institutions for supplying me with the manuscripts required by me 
and allowing me to retain them as long as necessary : the Adyar Library, the Baroda 
Oriental Institute, Benares Sanskrit College, Mysore Oriental Library, Shri Yadugiri 
Yatiraj Math (Melkote, Mysore) and the India Office (London). The latter deserves 
special mention as the only European library I know, which sends out freely its Indian 
manuscripts, on loan, back to India, for the use of Indian scholars. A few manuscripts 
were sent to me by my kind friends Professor Sushil Kumar De, Head of the Department 
of Sanskrit and Bengali, Dacca University, and Professor Bhagavaddatta of the 
Dayananda AngloVedic College, Lahore, to whom I wish to thank for this kind help. 
I am obliged also to Sardar Kibe of Indore for the loan of a Nīlakaṇṭha manuscript. The 
Chief of Idappalli, M r . Anujan Achan‚ M r . Kallenkara Pisharam, all of Cochin, as also 
the Proprietors of the following estates in Cochin, Poomulli Mana‚ Avaṇapparambu 
Mana‚ Nareri Mana‚ have put me under heavy obligation by sending me freely Malayālam 
manuscripts in their possession, for collation, at a time when it was rather difficult for me 
to secure any Malayālam manuscripts at all. 

I desire further to express my gratefulness to various scholars who have followed 
the publication of the fascicules of this volume with keen interest, periodically publishing 
reviews of them in the Journals of different learned Societies, reviews expressive of their 
interest and appreciation: to wit, Professors Banerji Sastri, Barnett, BelloniFilippi, 
Charpentier, S. K . De, Edgerton, R . Fick‚ Jayaswal, Konow, Krishnaswami Aiyangar, 
Lesny‚ Kaiidas Nag, Weller, Winternitz and others. These kind reviewers have adopted 
uniformly a most courteous and sympathetic tone in their reviews. Their sympathy and 
courtesy have always reminded me of those classic lines of Bhartṛhari: 

I must next record my thanks for the ungrudging assistance I have uniformly 
received from the members of the permanent staff of the Mahābhārata Department of the 
Institute. M r . S. N . Tadpatrikar, M . A . , Supervisor of Collations, was always by my 
side‚ helping me with useful suggestions, when I constituted the text of the Ādi. 
M r . Tadpatrikar has been associated with the work, in various capacities, since 1919. He 
had assisted my predecessor, the late M r . Utgikar, in preparing the Tentative Edition of 
the Virāṭaparvan and seeing it through the press. The compiling of the critical notes 
(printed at the foot of the page) was entrusted by me to Messrs. B . G. Bhide and D. V . 
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Naravane. For the conscientious manner in which these two gentlemen have discharged 
their duty, I feel greatly obliged, since it is a most tedious and trying piece of work to 
collect the variant readings from the different collation sheets, and to arrange, in a 
prescribed form, according to stringent rules of sequence and enunciation, that ponderous 
mass of variants which is and will remain the unique feature and abiding achievement of 
this edition. The Śāradā codex was collated by the Head Shastri of the Mahābhārata 
Department, Shankar Shastri Bhilavadikar. The comparative paucity of printing mistakes 
in this volume is largely due to the vigilence and conscientiousness of the Collator 
and Reader, K . V . Krishnamurti Sharma‚ Sastri, of Erode (South India). These 
and other members of my staff have uniformly worked with exemplary zeal and untiring 
patience, to make a success of this edition, and I gladly take the opportunity of putting 
on record their loyal help and willing cooperation. 

I t is but right that I should also mention here that the Manager and the expert 
compositors of the renowned Niranaya Sagar Press have rendered ungrudgingly every 
assistance in carrying out the typographical arrangements which appeared to me best 
suited for the purposes of the work, meeting requirements that would have tried the 
patience and exhausted the resources of any other press in India. 

Last but not least, I must express my profound gratitude to my revered Guru 
Geheimer Regierungsrat Professor Dr. Heinrich Lüders of the University of Berlin. 
What little merit there may be in the present work is due wholly to that excellent though 
somewhat rigorous and exacting training in philological methods which I had the benefit 
of receiving at his hands in the Indogermanisches Seminar, as a student in the University 
of Berlin. I t is my firm conviction that there is no living scholar who has a deeper insight 
into the history of the Indian epic and the complicacies of its tradition than Geheimrat 
Lüders. I t was, therefore, an unlucky day in the annals of Mahābhārata studies when, for 
lack of sympathetic cooperation and adequate financial support, he must have been 
comp3lled to abandon his epic studies, and our Great Epic lost the benefit of redaction at 
the hands of one of the greatest living philologists. His early Mahābhārata studies, Ueber 
die Graniharecension, Die Sage von Ṛṣyaśṛṅga and the Druckprobe have been to me like 
beacon lights in the perilous navigation of the Mahābhārata Ocean. May this work be to 
him a small recompense for the great trouble he has taken to initiate me in the mysteries 
of textual criticism! 

August, 1933. V . S. SüKTHANKAR 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

In this fascicule the following additional 
M S S . have been used: 
Newārī Version ( Ñ ) . 

Ñi‚ Ñ*, ST. = Three Newārī MSS., in pri

vate possession, secured on loan, for 
purposes of collation, by courtesy of 
Rajaguru Pandit Hemraj, C. I. E , , 
of Nepal. 

Bangāll Version ( B ). 
Be = Dacca University Library M S . No. 

485, dated Ś a k a 1708 (ca. 1630 
A . D.). 

Malayālam Version ( M ). 
Mô = Pāliyam MSS. Library, Cochin, 

secured by courtesy of P. Anujan 
Achan Esq , Cochin. 

Ni begins with a short praśasti addressed 
to the king (śrîmān bhūmahendra) Jaya

simharâma at whose bidding the MS. was 
copied; for him we have the date ( Newārī) 
Sam. 516 (ca. A . D . 1395 ). — Besides the 
Ādiparvan, N 3 contains Sauptika-Aiṣīka, 
and V i ś o k a - S t i ī parvans. The last folio of 
this bundle bears the date ( N e w ā r ī ) Sam. 
632 (ca. A . D . 1511). — Ña agrees, as a 

rule, with the MSS. of the MaithilīBangalī 
(Vi B ) group. N1.3, strangely enough, 
show frequently features which they share 
with K and S. It is difficult to say, at 
this stage, whether these two MSS. ( Ñ 1 . 3 ) 

should be taken as true representatives of 
the Newārī version or whether they have 
in some way been influenced by the Kāśmīrī 
version: in either case they are valuable 
MSS. 

From adhyāya 26 ( of the critical text, 
corresponding to adhyāya 30 of the vul-
gate), begin the collations of an old frag
mentary Śāradā M S . of the Ādiparvan, 
written on bhūrjapatra. This unique MS. , 
belonging to Bombay Government MS. 
collection (No. 150 of 1875-76), was 
purchased in Kaśmīr by Buhler (vide 
Extra Number of JBBRAS. 1877, p. 64) 
and is now (along with other M S S . of the 
Government collection) preserved at the 
Institute. 

August 1928. 

V. S. SUKTHANKAR. 
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Editorial Note (2) 

This fascicule presents, as far as I know 
for the first time in the history of Mahā-
bhārata studies, collations of a Śāradā 
manuscript of the Mahābhārata. The 
unique and valuable manuscript ( Ś–) added 
here to the apparatus criticus of the 
Adiparvan (cf. v. l. 1. 26. 10) belongs to 
the Bombay Government Manuscripts 
collection, bearing the identification no. 
159 of 1875-76. It was purchased for 
the Government by Bühler in K a ś m ī r and 
is cursorily mentioned by him at p. 64 and 
listed at p. xi of his Detailed Report of a 
Tour in search of Sanskrit MSS. made in 
Kaśmîr, Rajputana and Central India, 
which was printed as Extra Number of the 
Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society for 1877. 

This birch bark ( bhūrjapatra) codex 
measures 12 in. by 9jr in. and comprises 
339 folios. The characters are Old Śāradā, 
of perhaps the sixteenth or seventeenth 
century. The lines of writing, as is usual 
in Śāradā manuscripts, run parallel to the 
narrow side of the leaf. There are on an 
average 24 lines on a page, and 36 aksaras 
(i. e. a little ovor a ś l o k a ) in a line. A 
page, therefore, contains on an average 
26 (Anuṣ ṭu lh) stanzas. Each folio bears 
on its revert side, in the lefthand margin, 
a cipher representing the serial number of 
the folio and a signature indicating the 
title of the  ork and of the parvan. 

The man 3cript, which is unfortunately 
incomplete and fragmentary, must have 
originally contp

:

aed at least the first three 
par vans ( Ādi‚ Labhā and Araṇya ), written, 
as far as one can judge, by the same hand. 
The extant portion contains the Sabhā in 
its entirety, but only fragments of the 
other two y rvans, the beginning of A d i 
and the ei of Araṇya being lost. The 

A d iparvan, which extended from the be

ginning of the volume up to folio 155, is 
particularly fragmentary. A continuous 
text begins only from folio 63 (adhyāya 87 
of the Bombay edition). Of the first 62 
folios, the extant portion contains only 
lower segments (with 10 to 15 lines of 
writing on each page) of folios 24-25, 36-

37, 39, 47-48, 53-57 and 61-62; while 
the initial 23 folios as also 15 other inter

mediate folios (viz. folios 38, 40-46, 49-52, 
58-60) are entirely missing. 

Such is the lamentable condition of the 
only genuine extant representative of the 
old Kāśmīrī version of the Adiparvan, a 
version which must be pronounced to be 
far superior not only to the vulgate but 
also to the Southern text and far older 
than either of them. Under these circum-
stan3es it must be considered a piece of 
singularly good fortune that there has been 
preserved at least one complete Devanāgarī 
manuscript of the Adiparvan that may, 
without hesitation, be treated as a mode
rately trustworthy, though comparatively 
modern (? end of the 18th century) and 
incorrect transcript of a Śāradā exemplar. 
This manuscript is the India Office codex 
No. 2137, our K i . 

Even the outward form and get-up of 
the India Office codex are suggestive of 
Kāśmīrī origin: the lines of writing, as in 
Śārada Bhūrja manuscripts, run parallel to 
the narrow side of the folio; the signatures 
in the margin are like those found in 
Kāśm î r ī books; the dimensions of the 
glossy paper are 16 in. by 9 in. The 
numerous clerical errors which disfigure 
every page betray the writer to be a pro

fessional scribe with a modicum of the 
knowledge of Sanskrit, frequently and 
easily misled by the deceptive similarity 
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between certain letters of the Śāradā and 
Devanāgarī alphabets: he commits such 
blunders as writing s«-tf for "TOT and *T3JT: for 

The India Office codex must be a tran
script not merely of a Śarada codex, but, 
as a careful comparison with Ś 1 would 
show, of an exemplar very closely allied to 
our Śāradā codex. The affinity between 
these two codices not merely relates to the 
general division into and numbering of 
adhyāyas, and additions and omissions of 
stanzas, but extends to innumerable minor 
details (where frequently the two manu
scripts stand together against the rest), 
and, perhaps, even to a few clerical errors 
(compare, for instance, 1. 29. 4 ŚiKi3–n;r 
e - f t—° for 3T*Fčrt?n0; 1. 31. 6 S ri K i –-faq̂ : 
for fās^-ß-). 

A s an illustration of adhyāya division, it 
may be pointed out that adhyāyas 42-44 
and 46 of the critical text (corresponding 
to adhyāyas 46-48 and 50 of the vulgate) 
are numbered in Ś i and Ki as 54-56 and 
59 respectively, and are so numbered in 
no other manuscript hitherto collated. 
Further, after the third stanza of adhyāya 
40, both manuscripts ( Ś I Ki) interpolate 
(the figure) 51, Ś 1 marginally inserting 
at that place an additional colophon : 

Of textual additions, the most notable 
is that of a short adhyāya of about 24 
stanzas, appended at the very end of the 
Ādiparvan, which, with the exception of 
Ś i K i , is found only in Ko and K*. 

The following list of concordant readings 
of Ś i and K i , selected at random, will 
further illustrate how close the affinity 
between these two codices really is: 
1. 27. 15 Ś i K i gt~o : the rest *Rra>3:. 
1. 28. 24 Ś i K i a?r: : the rest ^ : . 
1. 29. 4 Ś i K i ero eî oTT0: text ^ci^<ni°. 
1. 30. 7 S ; i K i ^ ( K i : M S S . 

SfitOTan* (text), 5PM 0 , 
*mm° etc 

1. 31. 6 Ś I K i -j*nre: : M S S . (text), 
–I~C3î: etc 

1. 37. 25 Ś i K i *fifawr: ( K i °es?) ft^ 
fêrâr: text *f^sqr: 5Rrer*n. 

1. 42. 7 Ś i K i 3cTC† ;ft–-ns–ī5 : text *r *ft*} 
^ –?ra~q;. 

1. 44. 2 Ś i K i vm. : M S S . cTO (text), 
rf«TT, čffi† etc 

1. 45. 19 Ś i K i c f (Ki : the rest 

These represent a very low percentage 
of the instances that might have been 
collected. 

I shall now cite some readings, also 
selected at random, which Ś 1 shares with 
the entire K group, Ś i K standing to
gether against all other manuscripts: 
1. 28. 18 Ś i K (K-marg. ) m%* : the 

rest 5&qfo. 
1. 29. 1 Ś i K craY 3i[ffr̂  ĉ–rr : the rest 

-TTf*T-{*Pl† *gm. 
1. 32. 3 Ś i K "T[5f : the rest qfc3f. 
1. 32. 12 Ś i K - n : the re*,t *t 
1. 33. 20 Śa K ( K s °ft*rô) : the 

rest °mm. 
1. 36. 21 Ś i K T>5 irfir ̂ rat: the rest fô-j*râ~I. 
1. 38. 14 Ś i K îpnf?-ičf: the rest smf|rô. 

These two concordances (taken in com

bination with those already cited in the 
Foreword to fascicule 1, p. iv) are, in my 
opinion, sufficient, if not to establish, at 
least to suggest, three things relating to 
the K manuscripts: firstly, that these 
manuscripts belong together, forming a 
group distinct from the ordinary Deva

nāgarī manuscripts; secondly, that they 
are affiliated to the Kāśmīrī version, as 
represented by our Śāradā codex; thirdly 
and lastly, that of them K i is a transcript 
of a Śāradā manuscript very closely allied 
to our Śāradā codex. 

The value of these conclusions will be 
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readily admitted by any one who realizes 
the importance of the K ā ś m M version 
for the reconstruction of the text of the 
Adiparvan (if, indeed, not of the whole 
Mahābhārata), and who bears in mind 
the extreme scarcity and inaccessibility of 
old Śāradā manuscripts. 

As a corollary to these conclusions it 
follows that the India Office codex (Ki) 
could, with due caution, be tentatively 
utilized to supplement the Śāradā codex, 
where there is a lacuna in the latter, 
especially when the reading of K* is sup
ported by other manuscripts of the K 
group. That such a procedure would not 
be wholly unwarranted even when the 
support from other MSS. of the K group 
is lacking, may be seen from the following 
illustration. 

The constituted text of the Parva-
saiiigraha gives (1. 2. 96) the number of 
ś lokas in the Adiparvan as 7984, as 
against 8884 of the Vulgate text. In the 
Śāraclā codex the corresponding pages are 
lost. The variae lectiones for this passage 
are more numerous than one could have 
wished. For the digit representing the 
thousands alone, the choice lies between 
seven, eight, nine and ten ! The majority 
of manuscripts seems to favour the figure 
eight. The figure for the actual extent 
of the printed texts of the ĀdiparVan has 
been Variously computed: 

C. V . Vaidya ( The Mahabharata, 
Appendix) 8466 

Calcutta edition 8479 
Lele's Mbh. edition with Marāṭhī 

translation 8621 
Kumbhakonam edition 10 8 8 9. 

In the presence of these figures, doubt may 

legitimately be entertained regarding the 
correctness of the reading adopted in the 
critical text, representing so low a figure 
as 7984, especially as the text reading 
appears to be based on that of an extremely 
small group of manuscripts, K1.5 Mi. 3. 
The presence of K i in this group raises, 
however, the presumption that it may 
represent the reading of the Śāradâ version. 
This presumption is unexpectedly verified 
by our Śāradā codex; for, although the 
Parvasamgraha is missing in it, the stanza 
is repeated at the very end of the Adi-
parvan in Ś 1 (and K 1 ) , agreeing almost 
verbatim with the corresponding stanza 
of my Parvasamgraha. Here is a tran
script of the stanza as found in the colophon 
of the Śāradā codex : 

*st*m ~g?;reftfôr SF-T* z*št (sic) *rfwrr n 
The figure given by me, 7984, may, 

therefore, without any hesitation, be taken 
to represent the extent of the Kāśmīrī 
version at least of the Adiparvan, which, 
it may be added, is therefore the shortest 
version of the parvan hitherto known. 

In passing I may point out that even 
the variations mentioned above show, if 
indeed the critical apparatus has not done 
so in sufficiency, that it would be a grave 
mistake to regard the Parvasamgraha as 
the one immutable factor in the chequered 
history of the Mahābhârata text. There 
can, I think, be no doubt that the text of 
this adhyāya also has been tampered with 
and designedly altered, from time to 
time, in various ways, in order to make 
it harmonize with the inflated versions of 
a later epoch. 

March 1929. V . S. SUKTHANKAR. 
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Editorial Note (3). 

The section of the Adiparvan published 
in this fascicule (4) is interesting, from the 
view-point of the textual critic, mainly 
for two reasons: firstly, because of the 
far-reaching divergence—met with for the 
first time in the Adiparvan—between the 
two recensions as regards the sequence of 
adhyāyas or adhyāya–groups; and secondly, 
because of the stupendous additions—there 
cannot be much doubt that they are addi
tions—found mado in the Southern recen
sion to the well-known Śakuntala episode. 

How different the arrangement of the 
subject matter of adhyāyas 57-90 is in the 
Northern and Southern recensions may 
be seen at a glance from the Table of 
Contents (visayānukramanî ) of the Kum

bhakonam edition of the Mahābhārata, 
which includes a convenient concordance 
of the adhyāyas in the Bombay and the 
Kumbhakonam editions. The differences 
between the divergent recensions may be 
summarized thus. In the first place, the 
Śakuntala and the Yayāti episodes change 
places with each other: the Northern 
order is Śakunta la-Yayāt i ‚ the Southern 
Yayāt i -Śakunta lā . Bharata, the son of 
Śakuntala and eponymous ancestor of 
the Pāṇḍavas, lived long after the time 
of Yayāti , a very early king, according 
to the chronicles, only the tenth from 
the Prajāpati. The Southern arrange

ment, we observe at once, presents an 
orderly sequence. In combination with 
the setting of these two episodes in their 
correct perspective, we may consider the 
Southern dissection of the genealogical 
adhyāya ( 8 9 ) into two sections, widely 
separated from each other, of which the first 

section (dealing with the genealogy from 
Pūru to Bharata ), formed into a separate 
short adhyāya of about 19 stanzas, is 
placed, in the Southern recension, between 
its Yāyāta and Śakuntala, while the 
second section (from Bharata to Ś a m t a n u ) 
is incorporated bodily in the final adhyāya 
of the Śakuntala. We thus get in the 
Southern recension an altogether better 
sequence of the subject matter in adhyāyas 
57-89: first, the story of Y a y ā t i ; then 
the genealogy from Yayāti's son Pūru 
to Bharata; and finally, the story of 
Bharata (or the Śakuntala) , including 
the genealogy from Bharata to Śamtanu . 
A s against this we have in the Northern 
recension (which the constituted text 
follows): first, the Śakuntala (or the 
story of Bharata); then the story of 
Y a y ā t i ; and finally, the genealogy (in 
one stretch) from Yayati's son Pūru to 
Śamtanu . Logically, therefore, the Sou
thern arrangement of the whole of this 
section is much superior to that of the 
rival recension; only it looks, in comparison 
with the other, a trifle artificial, as though 
it were an afterthought, conceived and 
carried out by a diaskeuast. 

It may be incidentally mentioned that 
in the constituted text ( as in the Northern 
recension) there is a palpable hiatus 
between adhyāyas 69 and 70. The thread 
of the narrative dropped at the end of 
adhyāya 69 seems to be resumed at 
adhyāya 89 (or, strictly speaking, at 
stanza 17 ofthat adhyāya ), after skipping 
the entire Yayāti episode. The situation 
is this. A d h y ā y a 69, which is the final 
adhyāya of the Śakuntala, ends with the 
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remark of Vaiśampāyana that he will now 
enumerate the names of the more impor
tant kings among the descendants of 
Bharata. Instead of a list of the succes
sors of Bharata, there follows in our text 
(as in the Northern recension ) the story 
of Yayāti‚ of which the initial adhyāya 
contains, besides the argument of the 
fable, the genealogy of the Solar dynasty 
from the Prajāpati to Yayāt i , but not a 
word about the descendants of Bharata. 
Notwithstanding that the Southern re
cension transposes the Śākuntala and 
the Yāyāta‚ this hiatus is not removed: 
owing to the circumstance that this 
recension further dissects and dis
places adhyāya 89, with the result that 
the portion of this adhyāya which does 
contain a list of the descendants of Bha
rata stands now just before the above-
mentioned remark of Vaiśampāyana, in
stead of standing, as it should, after it. 
Thus Vaiśampayana's connecting remark 
is again left hanging in the air. The trans
position in the Southern recension, then, 
was not made with a view to remedying 
this defect. The context can be restored, 
as far as I can judge, only by deleting, in 
the Northern recension, the Yayāt i episode 
( which, it may be noted, finds no mention 
in the Parvasamgraha, not in any of the 
numerous versions or manuscripts examined 
and which, moreover, is but a replica of 
the story as narrated in the Matsyapurāṇa) 
together with the first 16 stanzas of adhyā

ya 89 .(containing the genealogy from 
Pūru to Bharata), which latter are in a 
way the connecting link between the 
Yāyāta and the Śākuntala . 

There remains now only one final trans
position to consider, that of adhyāya 90 
of our text. This adhyāya, which is in 
prose and—-be it noted—has a separate 
phalaśruti, contains again a complete 

genealogy of the Solar dynasty from 
the Prajāpati to the Pāṇḍavas, or rather 
to the sons of Janamejaya, the grandson 
of Arjuna. This genealogy, which differs 
in part from the metrical genealogy 
(adhyāya 89) and which occurs in our text 
after the Śākunta la and the Yāyāta‚ is 
placed in the Southern recension between 
our adhyāyas 56 and 57. This prose 
adhyāya, in other words, occurs in the 
Southern recension before, in the Northern 
recension after, what may be termed the 
Section of Purānic Genealogy (adhyāyas 
57-89 ). The phalaśruti at the end of the 
adhyāya strongly suggests that the adhyā
ya was borrowed from an older source 
and incor- porated en bloc in our text at 
the time of its last redaction or at some 
subsequent stage of its development. 

As regards the additions to the Śakun-
talā episode, their extent may be realized 
by comparing the lengths of this episode 
in the Bombay and the Kumbhakonam 
editions. The former contains only about 
325 stanzas, while the latter has over 590. 
The constituted text is of about the same 
length as the Bombay text, only a trifle 
shorter. The Southern text is, therefore, 
nearly twice as long as the constituted 
text. Whichever version is the original 
one, the difference between them is as
tounding. 

When there is discrepancy, as for instance 
in this case, between the two recensions, 
it is difficult, as a rule, to give a strict 
proof of the originality of either version. 
It is, perhaps, as easy to conceive that 
one recension has interpolated the addi
tional lines as that the other recension 
has accidentally (or even intentionally) 
omitted the lacking lines. The probability 
lies, in my opinion, always in favour of 
the shorter version ; but, it must be admit? 
ted, it is in general no more than a proba-
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bility. Instances do occur, however, 
where the intrinsic evidence is so strong 
as to be decisive, determining in favour 
of the shorter version. Of this character 
are two clear instances in the present 
fascicule where a Southern editor, in the 
interests of morality and piety, has, out 
of misdirected zeal, carefully recast two 
passages of the original text, which dis
close the lax sexual life and the erratic 
marital relations of some epic characters 
and which must have sorely outraged his 
sense of moral rectitude. One of the instan
ces occurs in the Yayāt i episode. Accor
ding to the Northern recension Ś a r m i s ṭ h ā 
was in reality no more than a concubine 
of Yayāt i ; and their sons Druhyu, Anu 
and Pūru were born out of wedlock. The 
entire course of the narrative implies 
clearly such a state of things. Yet we 
find in the Southern recension an additional 
passage ( 807* ) stating that the marriage 
of Yayāti and Śarmi ṣ ṭhā was celebrated 
with pomp and ceremony, in the presence 
of counsellors, priests, ācāryas and domestic 
chaplains, with distribution of profuse 
largesse (dakṣiṇā) to Brahmins! The 
other instance (610*) occurs in the 
Śakunta la episode. Here the interpolator 
startles us by making Duḥṣanta, against 
the unanimous evidence of tradition, 
summon his domestic chaplain in the her

mitage of Kaṇva to solemnize his marriage 
with Śakuntala "in order that his son of 
great lustre may not be born without 
ceremonies"! 

These little retouchings in the Southern 
recension are, however, wholly eclipsed by a 
wild extravaganza in the Grantha version 
(cf. Kumbh. ed. vol. 1, pp. 110ff. = our 
App. I, Nos. 36-39 ). This fantastic inter
polation of about 90 stanzas describes, 
among other things, with circumstantial 
detail, the marriage ceremony of Parāśara 

and Satyavat ī A t this ceremony the 
ancestors of both the bride and the bride
groom are invoked, all the details of a 
regular Hindu marital rite (of mediaeval 
times) are minutely observed and the 
marriage is solemnized in the presence of 
Vasiṣṭha, Yājñavalkya and other great 
Rsis living in the Naimiṣa forest, again 
with the distribution of profuse largesse 
(dakṣiṇā) to Brahmins ! 

It will, I think, be readily conceded 
that in the three instances just cited it 
is not a mere question of an elusive factor 
of ambiguous character that may be inter

preted on the one hand as an interpolation 
in one recension or on the other hand as 
an omission in the other, according to the 
viewpoint or predilection of the critic. 
To refute the charge of interpolation in 
the Southern recension, one must establish 
that that version of the story alone is 
right and the rest of the entire Indian 
tradition is wrong, which is obviously an 
untenable proposition. There is a further 
implication involved in the assumption of 
the authenticity of the Southern version. 
Not only would the Northern version in 
that case be defective, it would be corrupt 
in the extreme and calumnious to boot, 
nay even blasphemous! Could such a 
charge against the Northern recension 
be conceivably substantiated ? Certainly 
not. Then the only alternative is to con

clude that in these instances at any rate 
the epic text has in Southern India been 
surreptitiously altered by some over pious 
Vyasāid of the South. This is, in other 
words, a palpable instance of a literary 
fraud, albeit that it is a pia fraus. 

However laudable the motives of the 
interpolator may be and however venal 
such transgression may appear from the 
purely human standpoint, this propensity 
to alter an inherited text, perverting its 
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sense, is obviously fatal to any claim of 
superiority that might be set up on behalf 
of the Southern recension in questions 
concerning textual purity and integrity. 
It puts this recension at once on its defence 
whenever it differs from the Northern. 

Returning for a moment to the question 
of the puerile additions to the Śakuntalā 
episode in the Southern recension, they 
appear now in a somewhat different light. To 
the reckless editor who does not hesitate to 
introduce changes into a text so as to alter 
its purport, it would be the most natural 
thing in the world to add small details 
here and there, embellishing and amplifying 
the original: that would be merely a gentle 
and lowly service for the greater glory of 
God. 

If a few more unequivocal instances of 
this character could be found, we should 
be justified in concluding that even after 
its final fixation in the North our epic was 

subjected in the South to a systematic 
diaskeuasis, during which the text was 
altered, amplified and even expurgated on 
a large scale. 

It is fair to add that in all probability 
the Northern recension likewise contains 
some flagrant additions and alterations. 
The vulgate text contains, for instance, a 
lengthy, superfluous adhyāya towards the 
end of theĀdiparvan which is missing in the 
Southern recension and which must, there--
fore, be discarded as a Northern interpola
tion. But that only means that we must 
build up the critical text on both recensions, 
using each to control and correct the other. 
Only that portion of the text which is 
documented by both recensions may be 
considered as wholly certain and authentic; 
the rest is doubtful, in varying degrees. 

March 1930. V . S. SUKTHANKAR. 
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Editorial Note (4) 

The section of the Ādiparvan dealt with 
in this fascicule (5) corresponds roughly to 
adhy. 96-161 of the Vulgate text, and 
includes among other things the early life 
history of the Pāṇḍavas: the circumstances 
of their mysterious birth in a forest retreat, 
their life at the Kaurava court in Hāstina-

pura, their subsequent exciting experiences 
and perilous adventures, ending with their 
encounters with two Rākṣasas, Hiḍimba 
and Baka. 

The constituted text, which closely follows 
the Kāśmīrī version, is here also con
siderably shorter than the Vulgate, not to 
speak of the Southern recension, and con
tains some notable omissions. Important 
among these are the following passages, | 
cited here according to the Bombay text: 

adhyāya 116 i 
128. 34 to end | 
129. 1-35 
138. 6-62 
139 
140 
141. 1-19 
149 

A d h y ā y a 116 of the Vulgate text relates 
the story of the birth of Duḥśalā. The 
epic narrated in great detail the circum
stances of the birth of the hundred sons of 
Dhṛtarāṣṭra, in still greater detail the 
circumstances of the birth of each of the 
five sons of P ā ṇ ḍ u ; but Duḥśalā, the only 
daughter of Dhṛtarāṣṭra, was treated with 
scant courtesy. This short adhyāya of 18 
stanzas, which, following the Kāśmīrī ver
sion, I have omitted, made good the defi
ciency. It naively describes how Duḥśalā 
was born from a superfluous bit of flesh left 

j over while Vyāsa was engaged in dividing 
into one hundred parts the hard lump of 
flesh brought forth by the pregnant Gān– 
dhārī. This poor doggerel is clearly an 
afterthought, concocted by some pedantic 
epigoni tormented with the question how 
Gāndhārī could have had a hundred sons 
and a daughter when the great sage Vyāsa 
had said only that she should have a 
hundred sons: 

s-jr ^vmx šta s * T ^ T f a i 5 ^ O T Ii 

The loss to the Vulgate, I cannot but think, 
is a gain to the epic. 

The next passage, consisting of about 31 
stanzas of adhy. 128, and 35 stanzas of 
adhy. 129, gives a somewhat confused ac
count of the various unsuccessful attempts 
made by Duryodhana to kill Bhīma‚ con
taining the suspicious story of Bhīma's 
adventures in the Serpent World. No one 
who compares the constituted text (based 
on the Kāśmīrī version ) with the Vulgate 
and the Southern recension can doubt that 
the Kāśmīrī version alone presents the 
correct text, while the others are secondary 
and conflated. 

The long interpolation of 56 stanzas in 
adhy. 138 gives an inflated account of the 
defeat and capture of Drupada by the 
Pāṇḍavas after the Kauravas had failed in 
their attempt. The description was evi

dently spun out expressly with a view to 
glorifying the popular heroes Arjuna and 
Bhlma at the expense of the much maligned 
Duryodhana and the other Kuru princes. 
The older version disposes of the battle in 
two lines (which, taking everything into 
account, I consider a very adequate treat
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ment), and divides the glory impartially 
between all the pupils of Drona alike! 

The omission of the whole of adhy. 139, 
which contains only some needless repetition 
besides minor absurdities and contradictions, 
would not have called forth any comment 
from me but for the fact that with its 
omission disappears the only reference in 
the epic to the alleged installation of 
Yudhiṣṭhira as heir apparent to the throne 
of Hāstinapura by Dhṛtarāṣṭra. The 
Kāśmīrī version, which omits the entire 
adhy. containing this reference, fully justifies 
the indignant outburst of Holtzmann (Das 
Mahābhārata, Bd. 2, p. 33): "Geradezu 
Fālschung ist es, wenn 1, 139, 1 = 5517 
behauptet wird, der blinde Dhrtarāshtra 
habe mit Uebergehung seiner eigenen 
Söhne den Yudhish{hira zum Kronprinzen 
(yuvarāja) ausrufen lassen"! He is pro
bably also right when he adds: "Ich bin 
überzeugt, dass von dieser ganzen Kinder
geschichte keine Zeile alt und acht ist, und 
dass wir hier keine Ueberarbeitung, sondern 
Neudichtung vor uns haben". But so 
much of the "Kindergeschichte" as is now 
left in the critical edition has insidiously 
filtered its way into all our MSS. and there 
is no way of dislodging it by any known 
canon of textual criticism. 

Many readers will no doubt miss the 
notorious Kaṇikanīti (adhy. 140 of the 
Bombay text), but its spurious character 
is borne out by its omission not only in 
Ksemendra's Bharatamafijarī and in the 
Telugu and Javanese adaptations of the 
Mahābhārata but also in the scholium of 
Devabodha, who has not commented on a 
Single word of the 93 stanzas comprising 
this adhy., although both Nīlakaṇṭha and 
Arjunamiśra have written lengthy notes on 
it in their respective scholia. This dele
ctable piece of political philosophy or 
political wisdom is, moreover, only a replica 

(naturally with many additions, omissions, 
and variant readings) of the advice given 
by Bhāradvāja (which appears to have 
been a gotra-name of this very Kaṇika or 
Kaṇiñka) to Śatruriijaya and duly com
municated to Yudhiṣṭhira by Bhi§ma in 
the Ś ā n t i ; it will reappear, therefore, in a 
slightly different garb in its proper place 
in due time. 

The last important omission is that of 
another short adhy. (149 of the Bombay 
text) of 15 stanzas, which relates how the 
Pāṇḍavas were seeking a ford on the 
Ganges when suddenly a secret agent of 
Vidura appears on the scene and conducts 
them to a little boat "as swift as mind or 
wind", which safely carries them across the 
river. The position of this adhy. in the 
Vulgate text is evidently wrong; for in the, 
very next adhy. (150 of the Bombay text) 
there is a reference to the Pāṇḍavas again 
crossing the Ganges. They would surely 
not have crossed the river twice in such a 
short time. The correct place of this 
(interpolated) adhy. is after stanza 19 of 
adhy. 150, where the Southern recension 
places it. Some Northern version had 
evidently copied the adhyāya in the first 
place from a Southern exemplar and inserted 
it at a wrong place, as often has happened 
in the case of these interpolations—fortu

nately so, because these displacements are 
frequently the only surviving indications 
of these unauthentic accretions. 

Here I may draw attention to a difficult! 
textcritical problem which arises in con

nection with these passages. They have 
been rejected by me mainly on the evidence 
of the Kāśm îr ī version, because they are 
lacking practically only in this version. 
The question naturally arises: are they 
omissions (in the version in which they are 
missing) or are they additions (in the 
versions in which they are found)? The 
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intrinsic evidence is, in my opinion, strongly 
against their originality. The least that 
can be said about them is that they are 
utterly superfluous; the poem as a whole is 
decidedly better without them, for their 
only effect is to lengthen and weaken the 
text. Moreover, no good reason can be 
adduced why the passages should have been 
omitted in the Kāśmlrī text. There is 
nothing objectionable in them; they contain 
instructive and moderately entertaining 
matter of an innocuous character, matter 
quite in harmony with the general tenor of 
the epic. The presumption of unauthen-
ticity, on the other hand, is confirmed by 
the fact that they are found in different 
versions at different points of the text, 
frequently also with partial repetition of 
the preceding matter. Professor Jacobi 
has gone into the question of such repetitions 
in the Rāmāyaṇa text and has clearly 
demonstrated that after a lengthy inter

polation some portion of the original text 
preceding the interpolation was repeated 
verbatim for the purpose of rehabilitating 
the context disturbed by the intrusion of 
extraneous matter, "damit die Hörer wieder 
irgendwie in den Zusammenhang hinein

kāmen" (Das Rāmāyana, p. 34). Our 
repetitions are to be judged similarly: they 
are the fingerposts at interpolations. One 
lengthy and important passage among those 
cited, as has been observed, is actually 
missing in several ancient testimonia (cf. 
p. 574 below). 

Here therefore we are confronted by a 
very difficult case where the evidence pro et 
contra of documentary and intrinsic pro

bability is equally or almost equally 
balanced. Now it would not do to form 
some a priori hypothesis as to the interrela

tionship of the versions and fix the text in 
terms of some preconceived notion about it. 
The study of the documents themselves 

must teach us what their interrelationship 
is. And they unmistakably indicate that 
this interrelationship is of a very complex 
character. In fact I am now fully persu

aded that with the epic text as preserved in 
the extant Mahābhārata M S S . we stand 
at the wrong end of a long chain of succes

sive syntheses of divergent texts carried 
out in a haphazard fashion through cen

turies of diaskeuastic activities; and that 
with the possible exception of the Kāśmīrī 
version all other versions are indiscriminately 
conflated. Now it is evident that the 
genetic method cannot in strictness be 
applied to conflated M S S . ; for in these 
cases it is extremaly difficult to dis
entangle completely by means of purely 
objective criteria their intricate mutual in
terrelationships. The documentary evidence 
is supremely important, but the results 
arrived at from a consideration of the 
documentary probability must be further 
tested in the light of intrinsic probability. 
No part of the text can be considered 
really exempt from the latter scrutiny when 
we are dealing with a carelessly guarded 
fluid text such as we have for the Mahā
bhārata; that the text was fluid and 
carelessly guarded is now incontestably 
demonstrated by the hundreds of variants 
which fill every page of this edition. There 
was every inducement and opportunity 
for interpolation and conflation. The dis
covery of even such sporadic contamination 
between "independent" versions does not 
destroy the value of our division of the 
manuscript material into recensions and ver
sions, but only complicates its interpretation. 

V . S. Su*KTHANKAR. 

March 1931. 
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